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Peacemaking criminology is a non-violent movement against oppression. social injustice and violence as 

found within crïminology, criminal justice and Society in general. Richard Quinney proposes that crime 

and the criminal justice process are characteeed by suffering to victïms, offenders and çociety and that 

crime and justice problems rnay be eliminated or reduced by healing the suffering which makes them a 

possibility. A strategy of compassion and service is therefore advocated to affect suffering and thus 

crime. Peacemaking criminologists recognize the dialectical relatianship between the individual and 

society, each shaping and Ming shaped by the other. It is therefore important mat individuals achieve a 

measure of peace within themselves in order to move society in the direction of peace. To this end, 

peacemaking criminologists advocate spiritual practice, respect for the sacred and love as tools with 

which one may develop the discrimination to recognize injustice and the desire and ability to end 

suffering. 

This thesis discusses the peacemaking potential of Native justice initiatives within the context of 

Canadian criminal justice. Like peacemaking which rose as a revitalization of peaw and non-violence 

within criminology and its wneerns, Native justice initiatives can be viewed as a revitalization movement 

which has risen in response to the injustice of the criminal process for Native people. By Mering 

alternatives to criminal justice or hesiing approactïes within the structure of the conventional criminal 

process, Native justice initiatives seek to provide healing and restoration and a meaningful delivery of 

justice to Native people in conflid with the lm. The peacemaking potential of such alternatives lies in 

the obsewation that the curent euro-based structure of m-mina1 justice is foreign to the traditional 

spiritual and social understanding of Native people. The tragic co~is~guenœ of Viis incompatibility is the 

overincarceration of Native people and the failure of conventional correctional programming ta help 

them. The offering of a process which is sensitive to the needs of Native people in conflict with the law is 

a move toward peace and -al justice within the Canadian criminal justice system which provides an 

illustration of how Peaœmaking may be achieved. This thesis proposes that Native Justice Initiatives 

facilitate a healing process behNeen Native people and the criminal justice proceçs and do not represent 

a full restoration to health. Deep healing for Native people in confiict with the law will require an ongoing 

process of understanding and accommodation both within the realm of Viminal justice and society in 

general. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Within the mntemporary discourse of criminology and conventional methods for 

controlling or eliminaüng crime, the emergence of peacemaking criminology, a non-violent 

criminology which is based in compassion and s e ~ k e ,  marks a radically dïfïerent approach to 

crime, criminality, and injustice and their causes and solutions. Peacemaking criminology is 

founded on the understanding that crime and al1 that is associated with it such as vicümization 

and punishment, is characterized by suffering to al1 inwlved. It is very much a movement 

against prevailing theory and practice within criminology and cnminal justice which in recent 

decades in North America have reacted to crime and those whose lives are touched by it wiai 

increasing punitiveness and violence. it is important at the outset to articulate the peacemaking 

understandings of crime and suffèring as they are integral to its theoretical framewrk 

Pepinsky (1991~) has approached the definition of crime with the understanding that 

defining crime or the criminal varies according the political, economic, cultural or historical 

context in which such defining is done. W i  the presence of such relaüvity, Pepinsky visualizes 

humans as being born into two large seas of interaction, one which may be described as 

violent or criminal and another which may never be described as violent or criminal. The 

"anti-crime sea* is characterized by synergetic interactions which Pepinsky calls "democracy". 

He contends that in a democratic interaction indiiduals "attend to their impact on others, and 

seetng that others are attending likewise, shift motives" (1991~: 109). This synergetic shifting of 

motives is what maintains the anti-crime sea- He notes that democracy is knawn under such 

narnes as "peace, participation, accommodation, adaptation, healing, reconciliation, wmmunity, 

woperation, mutual aid, wmmunism, anarchism, music making, romance, harrnony, charity, 



love, compassion, and aie fruits of justicen and that it represents the free exchange of 

information (1991~ 109). On the çontrary, the sea of crime and violence is filied with 

interactions which occur as the result of power imbalances and autfiority- interactions here are 

based not on democracy and synergy but rather on the exertion of authority from one group to 

another. Pepinsky proposes that life in this sea creates anxiiety for both the rulers and the ruled 

as the d e r  fears Iosing control and the ruled experience the loss of control. As social Iife is 

increasingly organized and institutionalireci, the 'Loltage of violence" increases m i n  the sea 

and the result is that "alarm over crime and violence rises, and punistirnent and other warfare 

proliferaten (1991~: 109). Therefore for Pepinsky, the cause of crime and violence is a lack of 

democracy and peace- 

Pepinsky (1 991a) has also noted mat the definition of what consthtes a cime is more 

easily dealt with if it is defined negatively, much in the same manner as Galhing (1 969) makes 

the distinction between negative and positive peace. Negative peace implies using conflict to 

create peace sirniiar to the rationale behind war. In contrast, positive peace seeks to create 

peace by using peace, a method wuhich is iflustrateci by Gandhi's non-violent program of 

Sajragraha, or truth force which was used dunng India's struggle for freedom from Britain. As 

with Gandhi's approach to non-violence, peacemaking criminology is founded on the rationale 

of positive peace, that peace or a society f'ree frorn war, conflict and crime, is only possible 

through peaceful means. The peacernaking definition of crime also shares this understanding. 

The definition of what constihrtes a crime is closely related to the ideal of Justice. As Robert 

Elias proposes in his contribution to Criminolaav as Peacernaking, the fi& compilation of 

peacemaking criminology arb'cles, 

Positive peace describes not what gwemment should ptevent, but what government or 

the society should prwidejustke: and not just criminai justice, but also poliücal, 

ecmomic, and social justice. You can't have peace if you don't have justice. Injustice is 

not merely unpeaceful in itself. Ks also the source of fumer violence and war in any 
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society, and ifs the major source of the kind of violence and war we cammonly cal1 

crime (Elias, 1991 : 252). 

For Elias, the definition of crime must indude some reference to the political, social and 

economic injustices with which it is ça closely tied. Bohm (1993) extends this definition to 

include those actions which he calls "Social Relationships That Arguably Should Be Crirninal 

Although They Are Nor, issues such as unequal wealth, killing, çtnicturally induced poverty and 

hunger, racism. and sexism. Schwendinger and Schwendinger (1970) and Barak (1993) have 

offered definitions of crime which include the concems of both Elias and Bohm as they have 

proposed definitions of crime which are based in the violation of human rights. For 

peacemaking crirninology, such a broad and inclusive definition as a violation of human rights 

reflects both its transcendence of the iegal definition of crime and its cornmitment to the ideal of 

Justice (See Appendix 1: 141). tt is therefore appropriate that this definition of crime be used 

throughout the thesis wïth the acknwvledgement that crime is also a social constnict and that 

its meaning may vary according to culture, personal understanding and tirne. 

Richard Quinney, perhaps the greatest proponent of peacemaking crirninology, 

defines suffënbg as "a condition of our existencen, whose forms are ubiquitous. 

In our personal lives, there are tensions and anxieties. Each day we expenence the 

physical pains in our bodies and the psychological hurts in Our hearts and minds. Our 

interpersonal relations offen are carfied out in violence of one kind or another. if only in 

the withholding of what might be offered. We have created societies that are filled with 

the suffenngs of poverty, hunger, homelessness, pollution, and destruction of the 

environment . . . If the social and global sufierings ever are ta be ended. we rnust deal 

with the suffering of persona1 existence. What is involveci is no less than the 

transformation of our human k ing  (1991: 4). 

For Quinney, social suffering of which crime is a part, is caused by this existential suffering. 

The view of peacemaking criminologiçts that crime is characterked by suffering may appear to 



be countered by the argument that in some cases crime does not involve suffering because it 

may produce a sense of challenge, exhilaration or success for the individual commitb'ng it (Katz. 

1988; Ferrell, 1993). However, when one considers the possible pleasures which are de- 

from cornrnitting a crime may be based upon the desire for material gratification or the ind~dual 

abuse of power wer others, one notes that the pursuit of such pleasures is incompatible with 

peacemaking strategies as it tends to increase the sdfering of others. W i i n  peacemaking 

criminology and the Eastern spiritual understandings upon which it is largely founded, the 

oneness of existence is favaured over duality or distinctions beniveen individuals and groups. 

The spiritual or religious approach to criminology which peacemaking favours may be 

understood as an attempt, originally by Richard Quinney, to transcend the materïally-linked 

assertions of both mainstream and criticai theory and the tendency within both to neglect the 

spiritual or the sacred in their discourses. In oneness, sufferings experienced by others are 

connected to individual sufferings. Therefore, the ind~duat who experiences what is believed 

to be a positive effect fiom a crime is actually contributnig to personal sufferïng by increasing 

the suffering of othersl. 

Like the spirihial paths from which it draws 'Rs theoretical inspiration, peacemaking 

criminoiogy upholds the oneness of existence as a central theme. it is a holistic approach 

which is cancerned with the healing of al1 individuals invoived in crime: the offender and the 

victirn, the oppressor and the oppresseci, the suspect and the police, the inmate and the 

correctional officer. An excellent illustration of a peacemaking strategy to wunter the violence 

within prisons is provided by Rucker (1991) who describes the Altemative to Violence Project 

(AVP) workshops at Greenhaven Prison in New York State. These three-day workshops. now 

A note should be made here that suiFering may not always be viewed as a negative thing, but 
in some ways may be viewed as a positive aspect of human existence which nurtures inner 
strength and self-purification. This understanding is visible in religious belief such as the 
Christian glorification of the suffering of Jesus Christ on the cross and the Hindu and Buddhist 
belief in the evolution of the sou1 through the overcoming of the suffering of human existence. 



being held in 15 States and in Canada, include education on the core components of 

wmmunity, developing cooperation, trust, conflict resolution skills, and the sources of anger 

such as racism, fear and power. As Rucker notes, the workshops are powerful and moving 

expenences for the inmates who participate and are a testament to the ability of inmates to 

create and sustain a peaceful envircinment for airee days mthin the violent circumstances of the 

prison. Rucker proposes that the work of peacemaking crïminologists might build on this 

discovery of the inmates in order to *transfomi the energy which is prevalent m i n  prisons from 

violent to non-violenr (1991: 179) and thus make the time that both staff and inmates spend 

within prison a more positive and constructive experience. 

Within the theoretical discourse of criminology, peacemaking criminology also 

represents an aitemative to the duality which characterizes conternporary theory and which often 

divides cn'minologists into the two camps of radical and mainstream intellectual punuit 

Groves (1991 j has captured the essence of the peacemaking stance on the division which 

characterizes contemporary criminology. This d~sion,  he contends, stems frorn the tendency 

among botti radical and mainstream criminologists to "carve people into Us and 7Y?efnW and thus 

cause a schism within cnminology through the use of negatnh dialerAics and moral hate 

[Grovesi, 1991: 111-1 12). Groves proposes that it is a basic human tendency to "personalire 

evil, to embody it, to stuff it into anather human being. . . . That way we can find the culprit 

detect the enemy" (1991: 11 1). The divisive games played m n  criminologists and political 

personalities have fnistrated the fundionhg and pu- of the discipline. Like a child on a 

seesaw who has angrily dismisseci the playmate siüing on the m e r  side, we are unable to 

perform wtiolly. The story of contemporary crïminology may very well be the sbry of that child 

who sits alone with knees to earth, stniggling to rise by sofitary wit 

For the peacemaking criminologist, the understanding that "shrffingn evil into another 

individual fails to alleviate crime does not preclude action against what rnay be perceived as evil 

or injustice. On the contrary, action is a fundamental part of the stniggie for peace in 



cnminology and cnminal justice. Like other social mavements, peacemaking in criminology and 

criminal justice hinges upon social transformation. For this reason, Peacemaking criminology 

.represents what anthropologist Anthony F.C. Wallace ha$ termed a revitalkafibn mvemenf , a 

"deliberate, organired, conscieus effort by members of society to contract a more saMyhg 

culture" (Wallace, 1956: 265). Wallace's conception of the revitalization movement, which 

reflects the f ~ n ~ o n a l i s t  approach common in anthropology during the 195(Ys, proposes that 

individuals within a society who are trying to comtnict a more satisfying culture mu& find their 

culture, or major areas within if unacceptable without changes to fundamental relationships 

and understandings. Such indnriduals then organize to revitalize their culture. A more detailed 

discussion of peacemaking criminology as a rwitalization movement will be camed out in 

chapter six 

Healina the Circle 

Much in the same way that peacemaking criminol~gy represenk a revitaiization 

rnovement in cnminology, Native justice initiatives wiaiin Canadian cnminal justice exemplÏfy a 

movement to make the criminal justice process more meaninghrl for Native people in conflict 

with the law. The tenn jusîke inii/afnre as used within the context of this work &ers to any 

program, procedure or alternative wiaiin the current structure which. in a spirit of innovation and 

creativrty, seeks to create social justice- 

Mohawk Eiders prwide us with the understanding that the sacred circle holds the 

wisdorn to maintain harmony and peace within îhe world and al1 that it contains It is not only a 

syrn bol of Native relations or spirituality, but encompasses al1 of earthly existence. The Sacred 

Circle or the Medicine Wheel is a syrnbol for the cyclical and changing nature of human 

existence and represents the wisdorn by which ail of creation may be healed and nurtured. Like 

the four seasons, human existence moves tlirough childhood, youth, adulthood and old age, 

growing and gaining the understanding of the mind, body, heart and spirit Peace is the naturat 
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understanding which flows from the healing of aiese for aspects m i n  oneself and &ers. Witti 

healing, one may come to understand the T m  and reaiity of al1 of creation, that a11 of existence 

is interconnected and that it is inspired and created by the Greaf Spihi or the -for. Like a 

river that has forgotten that it flows h m  the sea, human existence without this realization moves 

aimlessly without purpose, without understanding and without peace. 

For the Mik' maq people. the scred circle includes al1 of humankind from every race 

and nationality. Furthemiore, it is believed that difierences between individuals must be 

accepted and honoured if harmony is to be created and maintained. Such an acceptance and 

honouring of the differences between cultures and experiences seek to produce equality, justr-ce 

and peace in social relations. W i i i n  the context of criminal justice, such an understanding of 

the differences beiween the dominant Canadian cuitures and the Natnre peoples has led to the 

implementation of Native justice initiatives which seek to make the experience of justice more 

"just" for the Native people in conflict with the law. The reasons and justifications for such 

justice initiatives are primarily found in the fact that Native people are highly wer represented as 

objects of the criminal justice systern and in the idea that this is due in part to the failure of the 

dominant cultures to address the needs of Native people and in part to the cultural breakdm 

and demoralization of Native people themsehs. The current situation in which Native people 

come into conflict with the law must be understwd in the con- of centuries of violence, 

oppression, d e h u m a n ~ ~ o n  and ignorance of the traditional N a h  way of life. AS Black Elk, 

the revered medicine man of the Ogata Sioux once said, 

I did not knaw then how much was ended. When I look back now h m  this high hill of 

my old age, 1 can still see the butchered wamen and children lying heaped and 

scattered al1 along the crooked gulch as plain as when I saw them with eyes sîill Young. 

And I can see that something else died there and was buried in the blizzard. A people's 

dream died there. It was a beautiful dream, . . the nation's huop is broken and scattered. 

There is no center any longer and the sacred tree is dead (Brown, 1971 : 41 9). 
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The wrds of Black Elk make clear that the sacreci circle was broken apart from the violence 

which European colonkers perpetrated upon the Native people. In the modem context, the 

scattering of the sacred hmp conünues through discrimination. racism, poverty and 

self-defeating foms of resistance to this oppression such as dnig and alcohol use, suicide and 

interpersonal violence. The delicate balance of creation which the sacred circle represents is 

not able to withstand such challenges to a peaceful existence. Native justice initiatives 

represent an attempt to heal the circle and to restore harmony and peace to the Native people, 

and thus to society as a whole, within the context of criminal justice. 

This thesis seeks to explore this healing of the circle through the application of Native 

SpirituaMy to the conventional cnminal justice system. It is an exploration of how such an 

integration of the traditional Native way of life and criminal justice may be understmd as a 

practical example of peacemaking cAminology. The connection between Native justice 

initiatives and peacemaking criminology is important for two reasons: first, in the presentation of 

justice initiatives that are founded in healing, rehabilitation, non-violence and the restoration of 

harrnony, we may corne ta understand that peacemaking in criminology is practical and. 

possible; and second, that Native justice initiatives, which are increasingly appearing within 

criminat justice may be brought into the theoretical discourse of criminology with a clear 

understanding of what they seek to do, namely create peace for both Native people and the 

greater society In response to those critics of Native justice initiatives who propose that they 

offer unfair advantage for Natives mer non-Natives, this thesis will show that within the context 

of history and the modern social reality of Native people, such initiatives repfesent long werdue 

steps to equaiii instead of inequality. 

Explorina Peacemakina Criminoloav and Native Justice Initiatives 

As proposed by C. Wright Mills in his significant work The Sociol~ical Imaaination 

(1959), an understanding of the social world is clearer or closer to the truth when the 



"sociological imagination" is used when formulating one's understanding of the subject of 

inquiry. The sociological imagination is the ability to understand "aie larger historical scene in 

ternis of its meaning for the inner Iife and the extemal career of a variety of individuals" (Mills, 

1959: 5). The method used is to place the subject of inquiry within a historical. political, or 

social context with an understanding of the dialectic processes which occur between each. 

Using this imagination to understand the interplay between history and the present, the political 

and the personal, larger and smaller social structures. relations, behaviours and sensibilities of 

culture and social Iife is a strategy which has the potential to counter the separation and 

violence which characterizes mainstream cnminology and criminal justice. Social 

movements, in parücular, benefit from this sort of analysis because their fundamental struggle 

for change is premised upon the inability of social structures to address widespread concerns. 

Therefore, the knowiedge of where, when. hm, and why they carne into existence provides a 

broader and clearer understanding of their role and purpose. 

Both peacemaking crirninology and Native spinhiality, the foundation of Native justice 

initiatives, recognize the interconnedon between ail social Me. it is this appreciation for the 

interplay between the historical, the social and the political h m  which baai peacemaking 

criminology and Natnre spirituality have emerged as modem social forces in the context of 

crirninal justice. Follawing Mills, this work is an exploration of the hiçtorical, political and 

socio-culturai contexts which gave nse to peacemaking criminology and Native justice initiatives. 

To these contexts, a fourth is added, the spiritual understanding upon which each is based. In 

the current social setting where science as a way of understanding has dominated al1 other 

methods of inquiry (Appleyard, 1993), such ideas of spirituality and sacredness are incompatible 

with modem thinking and therefore experience resistance in their application to social life. As 

Russel[ Means (1983: 21) has obsenred, the impact of science upon intelledual understanding 

has served to "remove the wonderkil complexity and spirituality from the universe and replace it 

with a "logical sequence"; a one-two-three ANSWER". it is therefore in an effort to understand 



the c o m p l w  of each mavement's arriva! in criminal justice and to illuminate the idea of the 

sacred which is so important and truly alternative within both, that the spintual is explored as a 

context 

ln chapter one, the hidorical, politicat and çocial context in which peacemaking 

crirninalogy emerged as an alternative to eristing criminological theory is discussed. 

Peacemaking criminology is also tied to the personal and political evolution of its originator, 

Richard Quinney. In response ta aie increased incarcemtion of indMduals. the persisteme of 

crime and violence and the faifure of contempocary criminology and criminal justice to do 

anything about it, peacemaking emerged wiai the idealired understanding that if there was 

widespread peace crime wuld no longer be a significant problem. In this way, peacemaking 

represents a revitalkation movernent within crïrninology. Chapter two is a discussion of the 

spiritual perspective underlying the peace and social justice orientation of peacemaking 

cflminology. The spintual wntext of peacemaking operates at two levels, the personal and the 

political. Before peacemaking may be undertaken by an ind~dual, a certain amount of spiritual 

preparation is required. This aspect of inner or parsonal readiness within peacemaking is 

informed by the teachings of many religions and spiritual understandings through their common 

concern wÏth perfecting the self. The political context of peacemaking spirituality which 

requires that the pacemaker aetively resist injustice is well expresseû by Mahatma Gandhi's 

concept of Satyagraha (tnith-force) and his articulation of the Hindu principie of Mimse or 

non-violence (Quinney, 1997). ln chapter three, the reality of the Native people is explored 

through a discussion of the oppression and violence which has characterized the hisbory of 

Native people M i n  the dominant culture of the Western warid. tt is this history of inequality 

and the suppression of üte traditional Native way of life which has resukd in the modem context 

where Native people are more Iikely to corne into confiict with the law. The contemporary reality 

of Native people in wnflict with the law is also presented to Rlustrate the pressing need for 

criminal justice aitematnies. Native justice alternatives, like peacemaking are offered as a 



revitalization movement in response to social inequality- Chapter four is a discussion of aie 

spiritual principles upon which specific Native justice initiatives currentiy operating in Canada are 

based. Such pinciples and understandings are drawn from the Algonkian world view and may 

not be shared by other Aboriginal nations which are thernselves diverse in culture, language and 

belief. As the Naüve way of fife and Native SpirituaMy within this worldview are indivisible 

(Native spirkality is to Iive in a sacred way), the discussion is first directed to nine ethics and 

principles of the Native way of Iife as arüculated by Dr, Clare Brant (1986), and then to the 

spiritual Msdom as contained in the sacred MiK maq Medicine Wheel and as represented by 

Seven Sacred Teachings of the Seven Clans. The chapter wili conclude with descriptions of the 

Sacred Pipe Ceremony and the M a t  Lodge, two mals  which symbolize the message of 

healing which underfies Algonkian Spinhiality. Chapter five is devoted to an examination of 

selected Native justice initiatives; the Hollow Water Treatment program for sex offenders, the 

use of the sentencing circle in R. vs Moses 1992, the S n  Daniels Correctional Centre and the 

newly operational Healing Lodge for Federally Sentenced Women in Saskatchewan. 

Chapter six will articulate the conn-on between peacernaking criminology and Native 

justice initiatives in two fundamental areas. The first is that both peacemaking ciminology and 

Native justice initiatnres represent what A.F.C. Wallace (1 956) has referred to as a revitalization 

movement which has as its basis the understanding that the exïsting culture or major areas of it 

are unsatisfactory. Both mwements are offeted as responses to the injustice, oppression and 

violence which plague the cuvent structure of criminal justice. The second area that the hm 

share is the spiritual context of persona1 perfection, political consciousness, peace, and the 

hamony of al1 creation. Gandhian concepts of non-violence, ?ruth-force, and self-sacrifice for 

peace and community are similar to the teachings of Native Eldeis who offer the principles of 

harrnony, truth, caring, sharing, and the survival of the community instead of the survival of the 

individual. The Native way is one which contends that "Spiritualism is the highest form of 

political cansciousness" (Akwesasne Notes, 1978: 12). In the philosophy of Gandhi, such 
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political ccznsciousness is ncst only present in but is required of a spiritually-inclined person. As 

Gandhi wrote. %ends have told me mat tnnh and non-violence have no place in politics or 

worldly affairs. I do n d  agree. . . .Their introduction and application to everyday life has k e n  my 

experiment al1 along" (Estey and Hunter, 1971: 85). In this way, bath peacemaking crîminology 

and Native justice initiatives represent active movements for peace which are built on 

foundations of sacredness and spiritualiîy. 

Finally, the conclusion will explore the potential which Native justice initiatives have for 

creating peace and equality for Native people within the realm of crirninal justice. Such 

programs and alternatives which Native justice initiatives have opened are the beginnings of a 

rnovement toward a peaceful end within the realm of criminal justice and thus may be called 

peacemaking. However as the tige of this work suggests, such initiatives represent a *healingn 

and not a full rwtcration to heab and harrnony. Native justice initiatives should not be 

regarded as complete in ternis of their fundon to inject equality into criminal justice for Native 

people. Such initiatives are only c ~ n t r ï b ~ n g  to the healing of the circle of justice and rnust 

remain flexible in order to maximize their healing potential. Like peacemaking criminology 

which vie- crime as a condition of suffering in society, Native justice initiatives rnust also look 

outside the realm of criminal jusüce and into broader society to challenge the racism, classism 

and ignorance which breaks apart the ~ircie of life. With this, a deep healing is possible for 

Native people in conflict with Canadian criminal law and a greater level of peace and justice may 

be achieved for all. 



PEACEMAKING CRIMINOLOGY. ORlGlNS AND 
UNDERSTANDINGS 

M a t  1 want to devebp is a radh l  social Uieory, a theory that will Iibemte us as human 
beings rather Ihan oppniss us. Sociological theories have suppodeû a sochty that 

oppnrsses. Ideas themselyes have oppressed us. 

Richard Quinney, 9971 

Peacemakers know the world is fer motw dangernus than Wambrs let themselves imagine 

Hal Pepinsky 

It Iooks like we're going to have a white boy befim this b Uirnugh, his skin is so dirZy and 
rntten its al1 fsllen off! 

Correctional Offrcef, Pelican Bey State Prison 
After 10rci.g an Afncan-American inmate 

into a tub of boiling wafer 

At times when I'd bum my medicines, when m, had sweetgrass smuggled into us 
because sometimes it was seen as contraband, the sweet smell of the wtth rvould create 

a safe fWing, a feeling of being alive even though the cage repntsented a coflin, the 
prison a grav-ne 

Naüve inmate 
Plison 10r Women (MW) 

145 inmate dèaths in Canada: 3û% suicich; 6% murder; and 
64% other (includes accidental or no madon given] 

Canadian Centm For Justièe Strthîics îbr 1991 and 1995 

Peacemaking in criminology is not unlike peacemaking in other spheres of social life 

which attempts to create peace in the face of war, harmony rather than conflid, and non-violence 

instead of violence. As a new branch of criminology, it encompasses the works of those 

theorists and practitioners who are dissatisfied with the direction and conventions of modem 



criminal justice and cfïminological theory. What peacemaking criminologists provide is an 

alternative to those aspects of the current discoune and structure of criminal justice which are 

charactenzed by violence and separation. The kindamental assertion of the peacemaking 

criminologist is that the more there is peace the less there will be crime and injustice. Since 

much of crime and al1 of what may be called injustice is charactenzed by suffering, it is only 

through lessening or eliminating that suffenng that they will be reduced. A strategy of service 

and compassion is therefore advocated to affect suffering and thus affect aïme and social 

control. The rote of the wiminologist is offered as that of a healer and a peacemaker who 

operates with a strong awareness of the common bond of humanity which ties one to another. 

This results in a holistic orientation which is extended to include a concem for al1 those involved. 

the guard as well as the inmate. the victim as well as the perpetrator, and the oppressor as well 

as the oppressed. 

Ao~roachina Throuah Historv. Social Realitv and Bioaraohv 

Richard Quinney, the renowned American criminolagist and originator of peacemaking 

criminology, approaches the subject matter of crime with the following words: 

No amount of thinking and no amount of public policy have brought us any closer to 

understanding and solving the problem of crime. The more we have reacted Co crime, 

the farther we have removed ourseives from any understanding and any redudion of the 

problem. In recent years, we have refonnulated the law, punished the offender, and 

quantified our knowledge. Yet the United States remains one of the most crime-ridden 

nations. In spite of al1 its wealth, economic developrnent, and scientific advances, this 

country has one of the worst crime records in the worid (Quinney, 1991 : 3). 

Quinney and other peacemakers in criminology understand that both past and current attempts 

to wntrol or eliminate crime have not succeeded. Quinney submits that the subpct of crime 



'rernains one of our most critical indicators of the state of our personal and collective being" 

(1991: 3) and as such should be approached fiom a transcendent perspective which seeks to 

understand the problem af crime within the greater conte* of social relations and culture. Such 

a perspective is grounded in the 1959 work The Socioloriical lmaaination by C. Wright Mills 

whÏch proposes that an understanding of the social world is clearer or closer ta the truth when is 

frarned within the context of the larger historical, political and social scene. The popular 

emphasis on the act and the actor of crime within contemporary criminological theory has 

ignored the process of a-me and its existence within an active social climate. In this way, a 

transcendentaf perspective of crime has not been possible within contemporary m*minology and 

some fundamental realities of have been left both undiscovered and fumer obscured. 

Perhaps the failure of wntemporary ttieory to effectively address the subject of cn-me and its 

concems rnay be understood within this context 

This chapter wïll present peacemaking criminology as onginating in response to the 

historical and political milieux of North Amerka beginning in the late sixties and continuing until 

present day. These years have seen atternpts to control crime and punish ofenders escalate in 

terms of violence and in assigning divisions between the aiminal and the non-criminal. The 

curent structure of criminal justice is one which "assumes thât violence can overmme violence, 

evil by evil* (Quinney and Wldeman, 1991 : 1 18). Dissatisfadion with th8 reality of violence and 

oppression whicb the conventional stnidure of criminal justice perpetuates has hastened the 

need for the alternative discourse or mode of referenœ within criminology which peacemaking 

offers. As Milis (1959) has further submitted, every individual lives and contributes to the social 

world through a biography and any social study which does not address the interaction of the 

individual and history has not fulfilfed the ptential of its "intellectual joumey". Within 

peacemaking crirninology, this conjundure of history and biography is an eswially infoming 

one. lndeed the origins of peacemaking rnay be tied to the life's joumey of its founder Richard 



Quinney from the late sixties until the present day. The beginnings of peacemaking crirninology 

are the beginnings of a mly  alternative discourse which is founded on peace and non-violence 

rather than on violence. To tell the story of h w  peaœmaking in crirninology began is to know a 

great deal about what it is- Its entry into contemporary discourse is deariy an infusion of peace 

into the otherwise war-like atmosphere of cn-me and criminal justice. Having fully discussed the 

origins of peacemaking, attention is directed to its fundamental premises and understandings 

about crime, violence and peace as exernplified by the works of Richard Quinney and Harold 

Pepinsky. 

A Remonse fo Crisis in Conservatism and lncreasincr Wolence 

Richard Quinney proposes that the present atmosphere in criminal justice cornes as the 

result of an attempt to put an end to violence and injustice. As Quinney describes it, the modem 

context of criminal justice lies "in the depths of an era that began twenty-five years ago", an era 

'Mth the hopes of a good saciety, a great society, a çociety of equality, job security, health care, 

the ending of poverty and the redudion of crime" (1 993: 5). Within the realm of criminal justice 

during this time, the demands for equality and the reduction of crime led to questions about the 

capability of conventional m'minological theary to address crime. The mid-frfties saw the 

emergence of critical inquiry as marked by the intellectual shïft from positivist explanations of 

"crime as an event" to the more radical idea of "crime as process" (MacLean and Milovanovic, 

1991 : 1 ) Critical ideas solidified in crirninology as a schwt of thought in the late sixties as social 

upheaval and movements against existing structures threatened the status quo. As Quinney and 

Wildeman (1991) propose, the anti-war, civil rights, and wornen's liberation rnovements; the 

counterculture of the hippies and the attack which it provoked against prevailing values and 

mores; the increased availability of Mamist Iiterature; the growing union of university students 



across the country; and the rnovement towards Wace as a way of solving social problems 

resulted in a new way of lwking at crime and approacfiing cfiminality. The rnost signifiant 

contributions which this social tumoil made to criminology were: 1) fhe rebirth of cn'tical inquiry 

under the banner of critical criminology; 2) the emergence of Mamist criminology; 3) the 

formation of criminal justice studies as a branch of criminology in Amena; and 4) the entrance of 

women into the field of cn'minology and the development of the feminist perspective (Quinney 

and Wildernan, 1991: 71). Since that time, MacLean and Milovanovic (1991) contend that 

criticaI criminology has vacillated between periods of agreement and disagreement on how best 

to pursue a critical Iine of investigation. Times of agreement in critical criminology were indicated 

by the Iabelling tradition in the United States and the 'New Crïrninology" of England which both 

emerged from the social turmoil of the 1960's. MacLean and Milovanovic (1 991) contend that a 

neo-consenfative backlash erupted in the 1970's and filled the political agenda with a Iow 

toleranœ for m-me and aïminals and ushered the crime contml machinery into an 

unprecedented pace. This conservatism, manifested in the 1980's by Reaganism in the U S  

and Thatcherism in the U.K. significantly shifted criminology away from atternpts to identify the 

causes of crime and instead prornoted crirninological investigation into strategies for managing 

or controlling it 

Nils Christie's 1991 work Crime Control As fndusttv, explores the ment  state of afTairs 

to which such a conservative madion to crime has led within Amencan correctiocis. His work 

shows that the United States leads the world in the number of individuals under the control of 

penal law. As of 1991. the total prison population in the U.S. was 1.2 million inmates. This 

rneans that roughly 504 out of 100 000 Ameficans are incarcerated. The number of individuals 

on parole or probation in 1990 was 3 201 641, bringing the total number of individuals under the 

control of penal law to 4 454 360. This translates to roughly 1 794 out of 100 000 Arnericans 

wfio are directly controlled by the penal systern, the highest in the world. Christie's statistics also 

show that between the years of 1979 and 1989 when the imprisonment rate seemed to have 



dmpped in many other countries (but not Canada), the United States underwent a staggering 

increase from 230 (per 100 000) to 426, perhaps because of the low tolerance for crime and 

crïminals and a reliance on the prison as the most appropriate response. Christie concludes that 

because Canada is close to the United States both in proximity and culture, it is heavily 

influenceci by Amencan criminal justice policy and practice. This may explain why the 

imprisonment rate in Canada has also increased, although not as sharply as that of the US. 

rate. As Rothrnan also observes. the prison population in the U.S. is growing at the fastest rate 

in the world. When compared to the incarceration rates (per 100 000) of other countnes such as 

the Netherlands (40 per 100 000). Japan (45), France (81), and England (97). the US. rate is 

clearly excessive (Rothman, 1994: 34). Common to al1 of the "get tough on crime*' strategies 

proposed by the consenrative administrative criminologists in the era of Raaganism and 

Thatcherism are a number of beliefs about crime which Quinney and Wildeman (1991) 

consider to be misconceptions. These include the following: crime is increasing; most crime is 

comrnitted by the poor; sorne groups are more lawabiding than others; white collar aïme is 

non-violent; regulatory agencies prevent white collar crime; drug addiction causes crime; and law 

makes people behave. Quinney and Wildeman (1991) and Pepinsky and Jessilow (1984) 

contend that these beliefs underlie mainstream crïminology and thus have contributed to the 

modem chaotic results of conservative attempts to handle crime. 

The theoretical history of a-iminology is characteria by a reliance on the discourse of 

positivism and science as a method of inquiry and discourse of causation. Galliher (1991 : 247) 

observes that the history of criminology theory embraces such views as the following: "Freud 

and his notion of the id housing a human0s animal impulses; Lombroso emphasizing inwmplete 

biological evolution as the cause of crime; and of course, Goddard's claims of inherited 

feeble-mindedness as the cause of m*mem. Noting that it is a'iminology's history which allows it 

to assert things that other disciplines cannot, Galliher quotes from the 1985 work Crime and 

Human Nature by James Q. Wilson and Richard Hermstein in which they state that, "to allude to 



the possibility that races may diier in the distribution of those constitutional fadm that are 

associated with criminality will strike some persons as factwlly, eîhically. or pnidentially wrong. 

We disagree. (Wilson and Herrnstein, 1985: 468 in Galliher, 1991 : 247). The tendency which 

such a statement or even the suggestion of a relationship betwaen crime, biology, and race has 

for demarcation, division, separation and ultimately violence is apparent 

No Peace in Prison 

The violence of the modem context of criminology is not Iimited ta theory but is also 

found within the criminai justice practiœs through which such ttieories are given voice. 

Whether we view the causes of crime to be within individual tendencies or whether we view 

crime largely as a rational choiœ of responsible individuals, the elimination of crime would 

require the changing of individuals. The most heavily used metfiod for changing individuals is 

the prison whether its use is viewed as a matter of punishment, or rehabilitation. or some 

combination of the Mo. As Foucault (1977) has observed, the reliance upon and appeal of the 

prison is due to its original idea of the simple principle of depriving liberty and upon its stated 

objective to transfomi individuals into positive and contnbuting mrnbers of society. The 

selfevident question wfiich Foucault asks is, 'How could the prison not immediately be 

accepted when, by lodcing up, retraining and rendering docile, it merely reproduces, with a little 

more emphasis, al1 the mechanisms that are to be found in the social body?" (1977: 233). If 

the prison has tried to remain ûue to this attempt to reproduce the mechanisms of the social 

body within its walls and thus transfomi individuals, then it too may be charaderized by the word 

'failure'. The level of violence within prisons is something which many on the outside will never 

experience. An example of this violence was clearfy captured by a tape produced by the 

Emergency Response Team (ERT) of Kingston Penitentiary on which was documented their 

duties in Kingston's Prison for Women (P4W) on April 26, 1994. When broadcast by the CBC 

program Fifth Estate on Febniary 21, 1995, the viewing public was expased ta the brutal reality 



of prison. As Faith (1 995) describes, the tape shows 

a team of six men dressed up in black Darth Vader costumes, hefrnets, b o t s  and 

shields. Their black helmets wioi rnasks cover their faces. They are silent They carry 

weapons..-.Eight times (in real tirne this took over two and a half hours) they charge into 

each waman's isolation ceIl- They pull the eight women from their cots (one is clearly 

asleep), squeeze their heads between their batons, knock them to their knees, push 

them face down on the cell floor, and order or force them into other degrading positions. 

When the cornpliant women were spread out flat or had crouctied in tenor on the floor, 

surrounded and mughly held d m  by their gladiator captors, üteir nightckthing, and 

underwear, is npped, pulled and cut ofF from their bodies (=me lu* few have already 

managed to remove their own clothing) -...-...-The women are then forcefully CUned, 

shacked, and chaineci at the wrists, waist and ankles. They are then dragged and 

pushed starû naked against the walls, their bodies poked and prodded with batons, held 

in place by shields while the professional "goon squaâ" bang their tmncheons on the 

concrete beside the wornen's head. Sorne of the few women whimper in fear and 

humiliation. They sound t f i e d .  Some are pleading "Can I have some clothes 

piease?" You guys are ali men" "Can I have a gown" "Please don't hurt me" (Faith, 

1995: 92) 

The explanation of the Corredional Service of Canada (CSC) for the response of the ERT was 

that beginning on April22, the women began threatening the guards, In contrast some women in 

segregation offered that on AprÏl 22 a guard had said to two native women, V h y  don? you just 

get a rope and hang ywmW in response to recent suicides by aboriginal women (Faith, 1995: 

93). 

Burkhalter (1995) proposes that the experienœ of violence within prisons may very well 

contradict the UN Convention against torture. She recounts the expefience of a nurse at Pelican 



Bay State Prison in Northem California who watched the torture of an inmate. 

A rnentally il1 inmate named Vaughn DoRch had his hands arffed behind his back by a 

group of correctional officers and was forced into a tub of 145 degree water. She [the 

nurse] heard an offrcer say of Donch, an Afncan Arnefican. "lt looks Iike we're going to 

have a white boy before this is through; his skin is so dirty and rotten ifs al1 fallen off'. 

She saw that Dortch's skin had indeed been peeled off and was hanging in ctumps 

around his legs. When officers attempted to retum the prïsoner to his cell, over the 

protests of the medical staff, he collapsed and was taken to the emergency raom. 

Dortch's offence was that he had bitten an Mcer  and later had smeared himself with 

feces (1 995 : Prison Adivist Resourœ Center ). 

Violence within prison is not only an occurrence between correctional officer and inmate but is 

also comrnon between inmates themselves. As Wilkberg (1992) observed in an anthology of 

articles from the prison newspaper The Anaolite from Angola State Prison in Louisiana. violence 

Setween inmates, from assault ta rape is a dangerous and threatening part of Iife inside. There 

are those who propose mat such behaviour on the part of the inmates cornes as the result of a 

personal tendency towards violence which is exaggerated within the confined environment of 

prison. Others, mainly abolitionists, view such behaviour as a "natural" and unavoidable reaction 

to the structure and situation of prison. The issue of violence in prison is a complicated one 

with many factors and opinions invojved in ils explanation. For the purposes of the present 

work, it is sufficient to note that violence in prison is an important issue for contempwary criminal 

justice to confront. Within the disautse of peaœrnaking criminology, the maintenance and 

reproduction of such violent structures is counterproductive to those strategies which seek 10 

promate peaœ and non-violence. In a ground-breaking experimental study which they applied 

ta life in prison, Haney, Banks and Zimbardo (1973) wggested that the structure and situation 

of prison was the signifiant cause of its violence, "since prisoners and guards are locked into a 



dynamic, symbiotic relationship wtiich is destructive to their human nature, guards are also 

society's prisoners (Haney et al.. 1973: 97). Peaœmaking criminologists would argue that in 

addition to the guards and others diredly a W e d  by prison, society is also locked into this 

destni~tive relationship. The violence within prison cannot be separated fmm other instances of 

violence in society and therefore involves al1 individualw Prison violence may even be more 

threatening to a peaceful social existence because its acceptance by social institutions indicates 

that violence may be tolerated under certain conditions. For the peacemaker, violence can 

never be accepted if peace is the desired result. To do so is a clear disjuncture of ends and 

means. Even uitting-edge correctional programs such as the Boot Camp design of young 

offender programs are illogicai in ternis of the disjuncture between their desired result and their 

means for achieving it Bwt camps seek to instill confoming behaviour through a military-like 

regimen of physical training and discipline. Morash and Rucker (1990: 206 ) have asked, "Why 

would a method that has been developed to prepare people to go into war, and as a tool to 

manage legal violence, be considered as having such potential in detemng or rehabilitating 

offenders? The work of Hantos-Fatouros (1988) on the training of the Special Interrogation 

Section of Military Police during the military regirne in Greece from 1967 to 1974 (whicti Iater 

investigation found to be a unit of torturers) closely parallels what new recniits receive in basic 

training. Hatitos-Fatouros notes that new recruits were subjected to intense physical exercise 

and required to follow al1 orders of their trainers no matter how illogical or degrading. They were 

desensitized to physical pain by "a daily routine of fiogging in which they were oïten forced to fun 

to exhaustion, fully equipped" (1988: 155). in the words of one who had experienced the 

training, "we leamed to love pain" (1988: 156). In îhis context and with the continued 

desensitization of the recniit to the conœpt of torture, Haritos-Fatouros notes that the torturer 

develops the ability to infiict pain upon others witfiout any intemal conflict or questions of 

propriety. With a new Boot Camp program for juveniles having recently opened its doors at 

Trenton, New Jersey in January of 1996 (Trenton Times, 1996), one may wonder at its chance 



of success. 

Richard Quinney's wrïtings in aiminology represent the cornpletion of a full circle in an 

individual quest for knowledge and seardi for meaning. The following section is a brief review 

of selected works by Quinney beginning from his transition from sociokgical positivism to critical 

mamist-influenced miminology and ending with his more recent writings in peacemaking. This 

discussion will attempt to trace the evolution of Quinney's thought by examining each work and 

by colouring each discussion with statements made by Quinney dunng interviews or thmugh 

autobiographical and biograpbical accounts- What rernains is an attempt to understand the 

origins of peacemaking through the theoretical and personal evolution of its onginator. 

Richard Quinney began his career with a Bachelor of Science degree from Canoll 

College in 1956, moving from there to Northwestern University where he received his Master's 

degree in Sociology in 1957, and finally receiving his doctorate in Sociology from the University 

of Wisconsin in 1962. Despite a keen interest in general social theory and the sociology of 

religion. Quinney made the transition ftom sociology to criminology after the death of Howard 

Becker, the renowned social theofka with w h m  he was warking. With Becker's death. 

Quinney accepted a teaching position and made the transition into the discipline of criminology 

(Goldwyn, 1971). Aithough h8 is now known as one of the foremost American critical 

criminologists, Quinney produced sorne early works which had taken the concepts of law and 

legal crimes for granted. not questioning their creation and function in an active social world. 

However, these works (1963; 1964) still challenged existing theory which relied on the individual 

characteristics of an offender as an approach in the study of crime. As Quinney notes, in his 

doctoral dissertation on prescription violations by retail pharmacists, 

very little consideration was given to the law. Yet I tried to go beyond the confines of 

criminology by looking at the occupational structure. Where criminologists had tried to 



explain behavior in terms of the social characteristics of the individual, 

characteristics of the occupation in which the individual was ernployed, 

account for the Mender's behavior that way (Goldwyn, 1971 : 42). 

I tumed to the 

and 1 tned to 

As Martin, Mutchnik and Austin (7990) note, Quinney's assumptions about people and society 

did not start to noticeably change until after he finished his dissertation and began a job at the 

University of Kentucky. At this point, Quinney's focus shifted to the concept of crime. In 1967, 

Marshall Clinard and Quinney wrote the first edition of Criminal Behavior Svstems: A Tv~oloav 

in which they stated, 'We feel that continued progress in crirninology will largely depend on the 

study of types of crime" (1967: v). They further noted that, 'there is the fact that crime is 

relative. That is, the definitions of crime change from time to time and ftom place to place. 

Therefore the behaviors and persons to be included in a typology will Vary according to time and 

placen (1 967: 14). Despite the observation that the future of cn'minology depends on the study 

of the relative concept of crime, Clinard and Quinney make no referenœ to uncoveting how 

crime cornes to be defined until the second edition of Criminal Behavior Svstems: A Tvooloa~ in 

1 973 (Martin, Mutchnik and Austin, 1 990). 

In 1970 with the publication of The Social Realitv of Crime, now recognized as an 

important text in critical cn'rninology, Quinney proposed six propositions to guide the study of 

crime. These are: 11 Crime is a definition of human conduct that is created by authorized agents 

in a politically organized society; 21 Criminal definitions describe behaviors that confiid with the 

interests of the segments of society that have the power to shape public policy; 3/ Criminal 

definitions are applied by the segments of society that have the power to shape the enforcement 

and administration of criminal law; 41 Behaviot patterns are structured in segmentally 

organized society in relation to criminal definitions, and within this context persons engage in 

actions that have relative probabilities of being defined as criminal; 51 Conceptions of crime are 

constnicted and difised in the segments of society by vanous means of communication; and 6/ 



The social reality of mme is construded by the formulation and application of criminal 

definitions, the development of behavior patterns related to wiminal definitions, and the 

construction of criminal conceptions (Quinney, 1970: 15-25}. In a 7 971 interview with Issues in 

Criminoloay, Quinney was asked to discuss what led to his breaking away from viewing the law 

as an absolute entity or as the ernbodiment of ttie noms and values of society. His response 

was 

it was more in terrns of what was happening outside than M a t  was happening in 

criminology or sociology. It was more my own relation to the worid. It was the time when 

I began to see many of the injustices around us and rather than assuming that the law 

was the instrument of justice I began to question the lm. 1 think that this is one reason 

that criminologists up until the early 60's did not consider criminal law. I think that they 

assumed that the law was good in itseff. This is a conœm of mine right now. which I 

plan to continue: How Our intellectuat tradition has opted for social order rather than for 

individual freedom and radical change (Goldwyn, 1971 : 43). 

In the same interview, Quinney discusses his thoughts on The Social Realitv of Crime (1 970) at 

another level by offefing that definitions of mime are cfeated by an elite group rather than by 

merely a dominant one. Quinney notes mat such a view developed îhrough his reading of 

revisionist histories, his rethinking of the Cold War ideology in which he grew up and the war in 

Southeast Asia. His analysis of aiminal law paralleled his analysis of the Cold War. He saw 

both as ideological tools with which the dominance of the United States cwld be preserved at 

home and abroad. 

I am arguing that criminal Iaw is being used by the niling class to maintain the status quo 

and to prevent any kind of Iiberation among those wha would liberate th8mselves within 

the United States ... Rather than lm representing the will of the people, I view law as the 

will of those who have someaiing to protect, and the lm is then used as a weapon by 



those who nile. And I see that pawer now as a capitalist corparate power (Goldwyn. 

1 971: 47). 

This Marxist formulation of criminal law was manifested in Quinneys 1974 work Critiaue of Leaal 

Order. Crime Controi in Ca~italist Society. This work, deepening the level of critique which fhe 

Social Realitv of Crime (1970) had oantained, proposed that the most appropriate rnethod of 

understanding the formulation of criminal law by elites was the utilization of "a critical Mancian 

philosophy" (1974: v) which underscored the relationship belween the ruling class and those 

who are ruled. 

In his search for a new understanding of social theory, Quinney noted the problem of 

transcendence and of getting past that which is already known in a search for alternatives 

(Goldwyn, 1971). He describeci the state of modem times as a dream which is "fast fading" and 

one in which the belief that 'scientific methodology will solve our contemporary social and 

political problems is coming to rest as a myth that was perpetrated by a liberal intelligence. We 

have only to look around us to find excesses of Our rational arrogance-the nuclear threat, the 

assaults on Our environment, the quality of Our Iives" (Quinney, 1973: 268). In his own Iife, he 

attributes his ability to transcend the positivistic training of his education to a personal realization 

in the early sixties that social reality was not certain and therefore no one couid speak in ternis of 

absolutes. But, as Quinney relates, this formulation of the ancient philosophical problem of 'the 

one and the many" bothered him as well because "if there's no reality you could argue. then any 

reality is legitimate" (Goldwyn, 1971 : 46). As he noted, 

Under positivism we were to discover the truth, the discoverer was out there-extemal. If 

you take a multiple social reality standpoint, then one has to construct a meaning that is 

important for him and for those around him. This becomes a moral act because 

meanings have consequences. So I think I have to move from the relativism of social 

reality to a more moralistic standpoint where I regard it as important to mnstnict 



meanings and realities (Goldwyn, 1971: 46). 

Quinnefs concern with the conslructim of meanings and reafities along moralistic lines led him 

to investigate personal spiritwlity as an aiternative to existing rational thought in social science 

and as a way of approacbing the hidden mysteries of existenoe, In a 1973 article called "A 

Transcendental Way of Kn~wing''~ he writes 

There must be something more-a spiritwl quality-that allows us to develop the 

potential of ouf lives. With such longings we are beginning to look beyond the excesses 

of rationality. The result is lhat current patterns and processes are being infused with 

the romantic. What is happening is the emefgence of a new level of consciousness and 

existence. Not that tationality is being supplanteci. but it is king vital- by that which 

expresses the other side of Our desire (1973: 168). 

Transcendental knawledge is only possible, Quinney offers, if the sociologist is "willing to give 

up some of the pedestnan ways that we have followed as stientists. Mundane lives mn produce 

little more than mundane thoughts. Transcendental knowledge requires that life be lived with an 

element of the romantic impulse. We must be i m m d  in Our experiences, not letting life 

escape us" (1973: 174). ln wnclusion, Quinney coritends that morality 'is not an absolute, 

imposed on man, it is man's responsibility to create a rnorality out of his experiences-and 

accarding to my conception of transcendental knowing, to construd that morality by going 

beyond our temporal experiences" (1 973: f 77). 

In 1977 Quinney wrote Class. State and Crime, a work wtiich used a structural Maotist 

interpretation to analyze the legal order. Crime is undersIocd in terms of the development of 

capitalism and its contradidory material and spiritual conditions. Quinney proposes that 

Those who awn and control the means of produdion, the capitalist dass. attempt to 

sewre the existing order through various fons  of domination, especially crime control 

by the capitalist state. Those who do not own and control the means of production, 

especially the working ciass, accommodate to and resist the capitalist domination in 



various ways (1 977: 67). 

The airrent criminal justice system is an extension of the domination of the capitalist class and 

imposes definitions of Mme which fit in wïth the late stage of capitalism at which it is functioning. 

Criminology too has been 'a body of thought and practiœ that seeks to control anything that 

threatens the capitalist system of production and its social relations" (19ï7: 176). As Quinney 

submits, freedom from crime will occur with the transfomation h m  capitalism to socialism wtiere 

there will be an absence of the crime-producing mechanism of domination and resistance. 

To reduce crime and thereby d u c e  the econornic costs of crime would be to change 

beyond recognition the capitalist system, Crime in al1 its aspects, with al1 its economic 

msts, is the price paid for capitalism. Unfortunately it is a p r i e  we al1 pay. The 

economic costs of crime becorne an issuebut go beyond conventional calls for more 

criminal justice-in the struggle for a socialist Society (1977: 145). 

In the conclusion of the work Class. State and Crime (19ï7), Quinney writes that the 

transformation to a socialist society requires the union of both Marxist analysis and the 

transcendental spintual perspective of his 1973 work Marxism, with its understanding that al1 

hurnan thought, whether it is political, intelieduai or spiritual, springs out of an individual 

understanding of material relations, contains the assumption that thought or understanding can 

never transcend the material plane. For Quinney, this was problematic in his search for a 

transcendent perspective. The understanding that thought could never be free fiom the material 

relations which produœ oppression and alienation in the human condition Iimits any search for 

understanding by asserting that transœndence of the material is not possible. In addition, the 

Marxist assumption that religion is the 'opiate of the masses" or a capitalist control mechanism to 

placate people with the oppression of daily living through the promise of glory and peaœ in the 

afterlife, ignores the human tendency to investigate the mysteries of existence and ta develop a 

spiritual understanding which has personal meaning and usefulness. For Quinney, it is the 

search for personal meaning whicti offers the greatest hope in overcaming the negative aspects 



of capitalism, of which crime is but one. This is best accomplished through the union of Marxist 

and the transcendent perspective. He writes, 

The socialist struggle in our age is a sewch for God at the same tirne îhat it is a stmggle 

for justice in hurnan society. In overcarning human alienation and oppression we c o r n  

closer to knowing our tme being. And in our true being we corne truly to know our God. 

Capitalism-in its oppression and alienating forms-has dulled the human spirit and al1 

but killed the transcendent being. Our sin is the separation and the esbangment of our 

essential being. In the struggle for religious socialisrn we hope to recover our 

wholeness, to heal our estrangement from the source of ouf k i n g  (1 977: 204). 

As Martin, Mutchnik and Austin (1990) contend, it was in f 984 when Quinney received 

the Edwin H. Sutherland award for theoretical contributions &O criminology that a new direction 

seemed to emerge in his research. After his acceptance speech, it appeared to those present 

that Quinney was leaving crïminology to follow a religious and prophetic path of study, 'His 

interests appeared to have shiffed to other areas, and he believed that until society was ready to 

alter the existing capitalist system he needed to focus his energy elçewhere" (Martin, Mutchnik 

and Austin, 1990:398). Such a mwement was already indicated by Quinney's 1980 wrk 

Providence: The Reconstruction of Social and Moral Order, whidi acknowledged the need for 

spiritual concems in the construction of a moral order. Quinney's final chapter, Socialist 

Culture: Theological Considerations", contains sections such as 'The Religious Basis of 

Morality" and "A Religious Socialist Order" which seek to describe ihe religious and pmphetic 

foundations of the socialist alternative to capitalist society. Quinney condudes the work with the 

following thoughts, 

The events of this world are part of the larger design; truth is revealed in the reality of 

history. Our days are lived in the matter of this world and in the spirit of the etemal. 

Prophecy allawç us to make the cannection. Our historical struggle is thus for the 



creation of a social and moral order that prepares us for the ultimate of divine grace-the 

kingdom of God fulfilled ... Let us begin again to hear the wmd, to see the vision granted 

unto us, Eternal Gad, we can neither measure your height nor sketch your face, and yet 

we know that you are Creator (1 980: 1 14). 

Perhaps those present at the 1984 award ceremony were correct for after that year, 

Quinney's wrïtings moved further into religious and spiritual avenues. In 1984, he published 

"Joumey To A Far Place: The Way of Autobiographical Refiection" (f984a) and "A Place Called 

Home" (1984b), two introspective articles which serve as almost farewells to the cnticat and 

Marxist Quinney and welcome the spiritual peacernaker. For Quinney, autobiographical 

reflection is a path which leads to the end of wandering and wondering about oneseif and the 

outer world. He hirnself embarked upon this path Men afier rnuch success in his career, he 

found that many questions remained and that these were questions which "did flot fit into the 

confines of a conventional amdemic career" (Quinney, 1984br 165). The issues which he 

struggled with after writing Providence, questions such as 'Where did we corne fmm? Why are 

we here? Where is my home in this worldr' (1984b: 165) required a retum to his childhood and 

his early experiences. Revisiting his childhood home and the memaries of his growing up in 

rural Wisconsin, represent for Quinney a progression towards self-consciousneçs and 

self-awareness, key issues in a criminology of peacemaking which requires that the 

wminologist be introspective and 'aware'. Through his autobiography, Quinney seeks to 

present his Iife as a historically-placed rnyth which is 'Yilled with prophetic intent" so as to place it 

within the context of the greater metaphysical rnysteries of existence (Quinney, 1984a: 186) and 

thus transcend the confines of the material existence. It is also a joumey homeward in search 

of understanding. He writes, "My own autobiographical reflectim is not a story about the past 

but is a consideration of what is yet to be. It is the next step in my lW (1984a: 187). The idea 

of a 'home' which is so œniral in these works is more than just as it was experienced in 

childhood or though other life experiences. for Quinney, the journey home is symbolic for a 



joumey towards seff-reatization and the acknowledgement that it is crucial to know where one 

came from in order to knaw where one is going. 

The retum joumey home is a forward movement in time. We are not nomads as long as 

we are on Vie joumey towards home. We have ceased to be wanderers once we have 

started the journey home. Forever-as long as we remain centered in 

consciousness-vue long Co retum home. The farm in Wisconsin forever fumishes me 

with an image of what is home. It is that visible place, that deeply loved place that d m  

me home, that allows me to be on the joumey toward home (Quinney, 1984a: 195). 

At the end of the journey, what awaits is home, the "Creator of al1 things" (1984a: 195). 

With the publication of 'Crime, Suffering and Service: Toward a Criminology of 

Peacemaking" in 1988, Quinney clearly established his position as both a crïminofogist and a 

pilgrim on the road to enfightenment Peacemaking crïminology proposes that since crime is 

characterized by sufiering, it ' an  be ended only with the ending of suffering, only when there is 

peace-through the love and compassion found in awareness" (Quinney, 1991: 4). This 

awareness upon which actions to end suffenng are based comes as the result of the realization 

that 

We cannot end ouf suffering without ending the suffering of al1 others. In being 

witnesses to the wncrete reality, and in attempting to heal the separation b e W n  

ourselves and tnie being (the ground of al1 existence), we necessanly suffer with al1 

others. But now we are fully aware of the suffenng and realize how it can be eliminated. 

With awareness and compassion, we are ready to act (Quinney. 1991 : 10). 

The action taken to end suffering is Iike 

Mahatma Gandhi's philosoptiy of Satyagraha, truth force, social action carnes out of the 

inforrned heart, out of the clear and enlightened mind. The source of social action is 

within the human heart that has corne to understand fully its own suffering and therefore 

the sufFeBng of others. if human actions are not rooted in compassion, these actions will 



not contribute to a peaceful and compassionate world (Quinney, 1991: 10). 

Therefore, peacemaking in crïminology must be campassianate, understanding and non-violent if 

it is to create those quatities within the realm of criminal justice and social life in general. As 

Quinney notes, any efforts to understand crime must fi& be free of the notion of duality or 

distinction beîween the observeci and the observer. Criminologists 'have to b m e  one with al1 

who suffer frorn lives of crime and Rom the sources that produce crime. Only then can we really 

understand. And only then c m  we love. Loving the warld as we carne to understand if' 

(Quinney, 1993: 7). 

Richard Quinney's theoretical journey in m-minology, fmrn his positivist &gins. his 

interest in social theory and the sociobgy of religion, through to his critical and Manrist writings 

and finally to his current peacemaking works is the refiedion of a seerningly radical evolution. 

This evolution is bth personal and political, characteristics which underlie the peacemaking 

perspective. What remains constant throughout Richard Quinnefs professional work in 

criminology is his belief in the Truth and his search for absolutes, wtiether it is positivist, marxist 

or religious. His writings parallel his own personal journey towards this Truth. For Richard 

Quinney, peaœmaking is both a personal statement of non-violence, compassion, 

interconnedion and love and a political reaction to the injustice of the current criminal justice 

system and the theoretical orientations within criminology that perpetuate it. As he noted earïy in 

his career, 

1 would argue that a theory is as good as its politics. So, it has to do with the way we go 

about knowing and I'rn arguing for a transcendental mode of knowing. And it has to do 

with acting and being political. And also it is personal. The mode1 that we were trained 

in taught us to be detached and universalistic. I think now what we are saying and what 

we are developing is the belief that one can only know throu$h his own eyes (Goldwyn, 

1 971 : 45). 



Understandinos of Crime. S ~ n ' n a  and Sewice 

Within the modem context of criminal justice, it is generally agreed (at least by critical 

criminologists) that consenrative crime control ideology is ill-equipped to deal with the issues of 

crime. Relegating crime to the status of an ment and ignonng the historical. economic, political, 

and social context in which crime or troublesome behaviour ocwrs is ta ignore the "big pidure" 

in crïminology. Peacemaking wiminology takes a holistic orientation which seeks the healing of 

al1 individuais who are affected by crime. It relies on a transcendent perspective based on 

heightened awareness and spiritual practice to determine how best healing and peaœ may 

occur. To engage in peacemaking is to be critical of the divisiveness between administrative 

crirninology and critical criminology and to be dissatisfied with what may surely be called a void 

in both mainstrearn and critical arguments and writings: the void of spirituality and the sacred. 

Martin Luther King eloquently expresseci the value of bringing together al1 foms of knowledge 

when he wrote that even religion and science are not incompatible. He contends that, 

Science investigates; religion interprets. Science gives man knowledge which is power; 

religion gives man wisdom which is control. Science deals mainly with facts; religion 

deals mainly with values. The hm, are not rivals, they are complernentary. Science 

keeps religion from sinking into the valley of crippling irrationalism and paralyzing 

obscurantism. Religion prevents science from falling into the marsh of obsalete 

materialism and moral nihilism (King, 1963: 3). 

Quinney (1977; 1980) has argued that religion. spirituality and the ability to transcend the 

material world play a valuable part in overcoming the contradictions of contemporary capitalist 

societies whicfi make high levels of aime a likelihood. Religion is not simply an "opiate" for the 

peacemaker as some Marxists would contend, but a tool with which to approach the çacred and 

mysterious dimensions of human existence. As Pepinsky (1 991 a: 303) submits, Richard 

Quinney "broke the ice" and fr& many criminologists from the negative implications of being 

religious by defending the assertion that we are "seekers rather than purveyors of religious 



tnith". Regardless of perspective, stance. or theoretical orientation, the cornmon threads of 

divisiveness and a distaste for the sacred weave their way through the ~minological discourse. 

In an attempt dissolve the division which characterizes contemporary crirninology and makes it a 

discipline wtiich actually does more to perpetuate than to eliminate it, peacemaking enters 

into the criminological discourse. Peacernaking in aiminology may be what Quinney wanted to 

create in his earlier years. ''a theory that wil  liberate us as human beings rather than oppress 

us" (Goldwyn, t 971 : 43). 

The location of Peacemaking Crirninology within the theoretica1 discourse of crime and 

criminology is debatable. Given Quinnefs own orientation, it may be squarely placed among 

those strands of thought which run counter to w in criticism of prevailing theoreticai and material 

policies in criminal justice. The conkision over the further narrowing or typecasting of 

Peacemaking as a schwl of thought is caused by its own similarity to other critical stances and 

the fact that it represents a supple form of theoretical assimilation of a gwd many of them. The 

Peacemaking criminotogist is an alchemist of sorts, melding fogether the assertions of a variety 

of schools on the basis of their comrnon outrage with violence and oppression. The result is a 

prescription of peace. an assertion Viat if ttiere truly were peace them muld be no crime. 

Peacemaking has been offered as a "replacement discourse" for conventional theoretical 

dialogues in criminology because of its tendency to draw fiom other intellechial schools and 

incorporate their wnœms into its own (Einstadter and Henry, 1995). In keeping with the 

antienlightenment angst of the Postmodemists and the view that al1 modes of knrnivledge have 

merit in arriving at what may be temed 'twth" or reality, Peaœmaking seeks to challenge 

prevailing or canventional modes of thought. Advocates of Peacemaking seek to establish an 

alternative ftame of reference for crime and criminal justice, one which seeks to es- from the 

separation and dehumaniration caused by the application of putatively rational and objective 

thought to social life. As Appleyard (1 993) contends in his controversial work, Science and The 

Sou1 of Modem Man, a scathing critique of the effect of science upon human consciousness, 
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meaning and the search for self. science. 'has already stripped us of any nurnber of versions of 

ourselves, leaving us with liîtle more Vian a continuous state of uncertainty. In doing so it has 

reduced the human self morally and cosmicaDy" (1993: 212). On the one hand, the role of 

scientism in criminological discourse has therefore not gone unchecked by the Peacernaking 

criminologists, on the other hand, it is science itseif which serves as the springboard for many 

Peacemaking critiques- As Pepinsky (1991~ 107) notes, one of the efTects of science in 

criminology has been the creation of a continuing "struggle to establish who is chosen and who 

ought to be subdued". In contrast to the "objective rnind of scientific neutrality which tends to 

produce wnflict and violence by encouraging a separation between the research object and the 

researcher, the goal of the Peacemaking crïminologist is a "healing mind or a compassionate 

rnind which views the knowledge gained through self-reflection and awareness as vital in an 

understanding of the issue of crime (Quinney, 1991 ). 

Peacemaking criminology maintains a clear and unwmpromised stance against al1 

degrees of culturally-defined violence as manifested both physically within al1 aspects of society 

or symbolically in the form of punishing and retributive rhetoric. Friedrichs (1 991 ) surnmarized it 

well when he said, 'Pefhaps the single most provocative daim of peacemaking criminology is 

this: there can be no meaningful separation between our responses to the crime and violence we 

confront in this world and Our objective of aeating a less violent, more peaceful, and more just 

wortd" (1991 : 104). In mis way, peacemaking is aligned with religious humanist traditions, 

ferninism, anarchism, and postmodem analysis on the basis of their distaste for oppression and 

social injustice. The emphasis on compassion and consideration which is characteristic of 

peacemaking criminology is naturally extended to include lefl realist concems for the wdl-king 

and experiences of victims of crime. Like left realism, peacemaking strives for an appreciation of 

the interplay between the offender and the victim within the context of an active social worid. As 

Friedrich (1991) has suggested, the essential requirement of peacemaking is that it makes no 

differentiation between reducing crime, reducing violence, ending injustice and creating peace. 



To achieve the objective of peace and hence relief from violence, it is necessary to empower 

"democratic responses" instead of the more conventional "authontanan responses" within 

wminal justice (Pepinsky, 1991 c 109). Quinney (1991) contends that once democratic 

responses such as these are introduced into the prevailing social. aconomic and political 

structure the outcome will be a "human transformation" towards peaceful ends- This results in 

the emergence of a dialectic of peace between individuals and social institutions, each shaping 

and being shaped in the direction of peace. However, this is not to imply that peacemaking is a 

"quick fix" for the problems of the worid. As Pepinsky (1995: 10) notes, the transition of 

Norwegian culture from the Viking empire to the post Napoleonic milieu of democratic pacifism 

took "twentyaid generatkns of twenty-add years apiece" (Pepinsky, 1995: 10). The 

transformation of the prevailing criminal justice culture from punitiveness to peacemaking could 

prove just as lengthy. 

The challenge which a criminology of peacemaking issues to conventional criminological 

theory and practice involves no lesç than an inspection of the wrrent structure and prevailing 

theories. Aside from this, peacemaking issues an invitation to criminologists to be introspective. 

As Quinney (1 991: 10) has proposed, the task of improving society and improving oneself must 

be carried out simultaneously, ''The inner and the auter are the samem' . The two are securely 

intertwined. It is this entanglernent which is present when Pepinsky's cal1 for increased 

democracy in society requires an increased oonœm between individuals (Pepinsky. 1991 b), or 

where nonviolence training is provided to inmates to facilitate their work as youth counsellors 

(Rucker, 1991). In this way, peacemaking aiminalogy has important implications for thought. 

theory and practice. Friedrich (1991: 105) has observed that peacernaking requires that we 

"engage in an extraordinary historical experiment: abandon repression quite unifonly and 

embrace fully cooperative and compassimate tespanses". It caunsels other criminologists to 

consider their own work under the nibrics of violenœ and peaœ and asks both theorists and 

practitioners to introspect, to be self-aware about what they do and do not know. Peacernaking 
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crirninology offers the outlet of humility in a rationalistic wodd where emr or miscalculation is 

seen as incornpetence. Underlying this perspective, is a quiet encouragement for Vie 

uiminologist ta move past existing salutions and ta be open to new and alternative modes of 

understanding. 



THE SPIRITUAL FOUNDATIONS OF PEACEMAKING 
CRlMlNOLOGY 

We w n  only love what we know, and we c8n never know completely 
what we do not (ove 

Alabus Huxiey 

The analysis of peacemaking crirninology in the first chapter focused on the historical 

and political milieu in which peacemaking first rose as an alternative to prevailing theoretid and 

practical considerations in criminology and criminal justice. Peacernaking was also linked to 

the theoretical evolution of Richard Quinney in order to fumer clarify its origins as an attempt ta 

transcend materialistic strategies for approaaing crime and its control through the introduction 

of spiritual understanding and practice. In mis chapter, peacemaking is located in a fourth 

context, a spiritual context, in wtiicti the specific religious ideas which have informed 

peacemaking may be presented. As More, the writings of Richard Quinney are used to guide 

the discussion- As the originator and strongest proponent of peacemaking criminology, his 

writings are important to examine for their spiritual content, In ptesenting the body of works 

which have shaped the developmsnt of Quinnevs own spiritual understanding, insight is gained 

into the spiritual understanding that peacemaking embodies as well. 

As Pepinsky (1991) has noted, Richard Quinney is a practicing Buddhist It is 

perhaps for this reason that Buddhist understanding is widely represented in his w o k  Quinney 

(1 994a, 1994b, 1993, 1991, 1988) draws from: The Dhammamda, a collection of sayings by the 

Buddha; the Chinese Ch'an sect, or Zen Buddhism; Japanese Zen; Tibetan Buddhism and the 

Dalai Lama; and the Sutras or sacred writings of Buddhism, Within these writings, he also 

quotes f'rom the early wisdom literature of Hinduism, The U~anishads and The Bha~avad Gifa, 
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and from The Old Testament and Christian monks and mystics. As the basis of peacemaking 

criminology is to mate and prornote a change to a more peaceful existence, it is also important 

to examine the spiritual basis of such a demand for social change. For this f m  of peace 

activism, Quinney (1991; Quinney and Wildeman, 1991) looks to Mahatma Gandhi's concept of 

Satyagraha or truth-force which is based in the Hindu principle of Ahimsa or non-violence. The 

result of Quinney's intemaving of the assertions of such seemingly divene religious traditions 

is a cross-cultural integration of spiritual understanding which, like peacemaking, seems to 

transcend any materialistic or religious distinctions. This chapter will present the above 

understandings as they are offered in Quinnefs writings. We begin wiLh the early Hindu 

literature, moving from there to Buddhist thought and then finally to Christianity. Having 

discussed these, a shïft is made to Gandhi's implementation (2' Ahimsa and his concept of 

Satyagraha which was used as a political strategy in South Africa and India to secure -dom 

from oppression for the Indian people. Such a move from the religious to the political is 

intended as an extension of Quinney's thoughts on Gandhi and is used to underscore the 

spiritual basis of the activist element in peacemaking criminology. 

Defining Hinduism and outlining its fundamental premises is a d î w l t  task As 

Lord Krishna, the Hindu avatar or embodiment of the divine, said to his disciple Arjuna, 

'Behold, O Partha, f m s  of Me, by hundreds and thousands, of different sorts Divine, of variws 

colours and shapes (Chinmayananada. 1977: 84). He continues, "But you are mt able to 

behold Me with these your own eyes; I give You the divine-eye; behold My Lordly Yoga [pawerr 

(Chinmayananda, 1977: 87). In the same way that Krishna revealed that he was immeasurable 

and impossible to understand with worldly eyes, Hinduism defies any simple understanding 

unless through the "divine-eye". Religious tnnh is considered to surpass any matenal or verbal 

expression and is thus only available to those for whom transcendence of these is possible. 



Such individuals are the enlightened ones who. by relinquishing al1 ties to the material, the 

emotions and the sensory attachments, have realized the bliss that is the divine. For the great 

majority of Hindus wtto see themselves as pilgrims on this road to enlightenment, Hinduism 

represents the vehicle into wfiich they were born in this Iife. Within traditional Hinduism, even 

the social caste into which a Hindu is born is believed to be an important indication of special 

spiritual needs or the accumulation of past karma or the balance of good and bad deeds in 

previous Iives. These castes represent a social order into which a sou1 takes bitth on earth in 

order to best advance itself along the lines of consciousness and self-realization. The evils 

experienced by an individual in the course of a Iifetime are seen as enactments of justice for 

past injustice done by üre individual or as trials intended to produce spiritual evolution. with biW 

into a lower caste Ming seen as one of these '. 
Within Hinduisrn, there are many different methods and objects of warship. Such 

diversity often results in the cornmon misunderstanding that Hinduism is a polytheistic religion. 

In contrast, the choice of an object of m h i p ,  a partiwlar deity or a ritual is an individual matter 

and has much to do with the cornfort, salace and peace which is found within that partiwlar path 

for the individual. For the Hindu, cornfort, solace and peace are extremely important to find 

within a spiritual path for they ara what serve as the inspiration and motivation for release frbm 

the suffering found in woridly iife and hasten the transcendence of material existence. Thus 

within Hinduism, a dislike or disbelief of any other religion or spiritual path is illogical as it too is 

understood as a vehicle towards transcendence best tailored to the one who was born within it. 

In this way, a Hindu may worship through Christ. the Buddha, Mohammed and any other sacrecl 

' The qualities of division and segregation which characterize the traditional Hindu caste system 
is an issue which mnnot be rewnciled wiai peacemaking in social life. Like other religious 
doctrines which have served a political. historical or spiritual purpose at a certain time and place 
and which are no longer useful in terms of the modem agenda, the caste system too must be 
discarded in order to progmss towards peace and justice. For an intensive discussion of the 
origins and evolution of the Hindu caste system, see Saraf (1986). 



personage, objet3 of nature or personal understanding, without ceasing to be a Hindu. The 

overarching understanding of Hinduism is that there is no single path to the ultimate goal of 

enlightenment. 

Richard Quinney (1988a: 104) has noted that the sacred texts of Hinduisrn, 

Bhaaavad Gita and The Uoanishads, have pmvided him insight into the understanding that 

tnith can only be known through union with the Brahman through that which is beyond 

the ego-self and its attempts at rational thought Brahman, the tnith of the universe. is 

immanent and transcendent, in everything, within each of us, and outside everything. In 

contemplation and meditation, the essence of al1 things can be seen as they rise and 

pass away. This is the message of these sacred texts. and al1 our intellectual, spiritual, 

scientific and artistic efforts are only a variation of this message. 

The Bhaaavad Gita, or 'The Divine Song", was composed by the poet and seer Vyassa 2500 

years ago. Hailed by sages and saints throughout India as perhaps the most important work in 

Hinduism, The Bhaaavad Gita succeeds in bringing the sawed understandings of the Vedas. the 

ancient Hindu philosophical scriptures, to bear upon everyday life. The Bhaaavad Gita, or the 

Gita as it is oRen cailed, is a part of the Hindu epic The Mahabharata, which is the story of the 

triumph of the Pandavas, five virtuous brothen, over their spiteful cousins, the Kauravas, who 

had cheated üiem of their kingdom and sentend them to exile. The G#a takes place on the 

battlefield as the hm amies prepare to wage war against each other. It takes the form of a 

discourse between Arjuna, one of the Pandava brothers who has lost the courage to fight 

against members of his farnily, and Krishna, his chanoteer, frïend and, unknown to Arjuna at the 

beginning, the incarnation of divine reality. As the battle cry is sounded and the two sides are 

poised to fight, Arjuna tells Knçhna ihat he is unable to fight his kinsmen and that only evil and 

disaster would follow for aie entire family. He lays down his weapon. To this Krishna responds, 

"You have grieved for those that should not be grieved foc yet, you speak words of wisdom. The 



wise grieve neither for the living nor for the dead" (Chinmayananda, 1982a: 24). Here Krishna 

alludes to the notion of transcending the mateml which is central to approaching what may be 

calIed "ultimate tnith" or "Reaiity". As Swami Chinmayananda (1982a: 24-25) notes in his 

comrnentary on this Hama, 

The ego rises when Me Pure Self is not recognized, and this deep seated ignorance in 

man not only veils his divine nature m m  himseff, but also projects on the Reality a 

positive misconception. The 'egocentnc' idea mat he is conditioned by his own body, 

mind and intelled, is the true seed of Arjuna's delusory attachments with his own 

relations and the consequent deep compassion mat has reached his bosom to make hirn 

so impotent and helpless. Grief and dejedion are the prizes that delusion demands from 

its victim, man. So, to rediswver ourselves to be really something higher than ouf own 

ego is to end al1 the fancy sorrows that have corne to us through false identifications- 

In order to cure Arjuna of his mistaken identification with the material and to instruct him in the 

attainment of 'Reality', Krishna delivers the wisdom of The Upanishads, the sacred Hindu 

scriptures. The Sanskrit word Upanishad is weated by adding upa which mesns 'neaf, niwhich 

means 'with certainty', and sad meaning to 'destroy, mach, attain, or lwsen' (Sankaracarya, 

1 972: 931, thus descfibing the belief that The Unanishads hold the secrets to liberation from 

mortality and the attainment of Reality. As Krishna reveals ta Arjuna, .Just as in mis body, the 

embodied (saul) passes into childhood, youth and old age, so also does he pass into another 

body; the fimi man does not grieve at it' (Chinmayananda, 1982a: 31). He furrher notes that 

'This (Self) is said to be unrnanifested, unthinkable and unchangeable. Therefore. knowing This 

to be sudi. you should not grieve* (Chinmayananda. 1982a: 53). Chinmayananda contends 

that this partiwlar stanza contains the essential wïsdom of the Katha Upanishad, the most 

popularly read of the ten Upanishads, in which the thme steps to liberation fmm mortality are 

written. The firçt is in the word 'unmanifestW. Krishna is revealing that the Self is unable to be 



perceived or made manifest by the senses of the body. To understand the true nature of the 

Self, one must first abandon any attempts to understand it through the senses. The five senses 

of sight, hearing. taste, smell and touch must first be transcendeci. Krishna proposes that, 

'The contacts of senses with objects, O son of Kunti, which cause heat and cold, pleasure and 

pain, have a beginning and an end; they are impermanent; endure them bravely. O Descendant 

of Bharata" (Chinmayananda, 1982a: 33)- The second objed of transcendence is the intellect. 

The Self is "unthinkable" and as such is unable to be camprehended by using the intellect's 

reasoning powers. Chinmayananda describes this concept by using the example of a telescope 

gazer who "cannot see himseif with the telescape: he cannot be at once the seer and the seen" 

(1982a: 54) and who is thus possessed of an intellect which is too limited to understand that 

which is limitless. The third area which must be overcome is the understanding that the Self or 

Reality is the sum of al1 things in the universe which have fom and thus must have fom itself. 

As Chinmayananda notes. when something has fom it is implied that it is changeable and 

therefore finite. When Krishna says that the Self is unchangeable. he is telling Arjuna that it is 

immeasurable, immutable and is impossible to -fy. 

The central understanding of the Gita is that spiritual 'death' (being stuck in ttie 

bonds of reincarnation) and human suffering is a consequence of being attached to the material 

world. Krishna revealed to Arjuna that his desire not to fight his kinsmen was an ignorant 

attempt to preserve the unreal bonds of hurnan existence which would deny the libration of his 

soul. Arjuna is encouraged by Krishna to realize the divine Reality through the transcendenœ 

of the senses and the intellect, faculties which obscure the path to seN-realizaüon by promoting 

the ego. In this way, Arjuna's refusal to cary on the war was both a sign of his material 

attachment and an indication of the ego which allowed him to feel as if he alone was the wamor 

and the deliverer of justice and therefore wuld stop the war and the suffering of his kinsmen. 

The fundamental message of the Gita is that one should cling to duty in human existence and 

perform what is required of one in this life so that the next iife should bring an evolution of the 



sou1 to a higher awareness. These duties should be done as seifiess actions which promote 

harmony without any thoughts of personal effort and retum. Such acts should be transcendent in 

themselves. As Krishna told Arjuna, "As the ignorant man acts from attachment to action, O 

Bharata, so should the wise act without attachment, wishing the welfare of the worW 

(Chinmayananda, 1975: 35). With the transcendence of the senses, the mind, the intellect, the 

form, and the ego. Hinduism Mers that Reality and the Self may be realized. In this state of 

enlightenment, one may come to understand the unity of Iife. Quinney presents this 

understanding within a work which he closed with a stanza from the Taariya Upanishad, the 

fourth of the ten Upanishads, which declares, 

When one realizes the Self, in whom 

All Iife is one, changeless, nameless, formless, 

Then one fears no more. 

Until we al1 realize 

The unity of Iife, we live in fear (Quinney. 1993: 72). 

Such an understanding of oneness and unity is inherent within peacernaking and serues as the 

motivation to create and maintain peace within social life. It is in this idea of connection and 

unity of al1 existence that Hinduism and Buddhism merge together in common understanding. ln 

the following section. a move is made from the scriptutes of Hinduism to the teactiings of the 

Buddha. 

Buddhism. The Cessation of Suffietinq 

Buddhism traces its origins to The Buddha. or the 'Enlightened One'. Born about 

2500 years ago, the Buddha succeeded in self-realization and liberation from mortality. Rather 

than remaining in the state of Nirvana or bliss and communion that he had achieved, the Buddha 

chose ?O return and teach others h m  to strive for enlightenment Before his self-realization, the 



Buddha was a Hindu prince named Siddhartha who, so moved by the sufiering which he 

observed within woridly existence, sougtit to secure a path by which liberation from the endless 

cycle of birth and death couid be achieved. Siddhartha renounced his throne and left his 

father's kingdom near what is present day Nepal. After seven years of practicing austere 

disciplines meant to separate the Self from the senses. and the intellect as describeri previously 

in The Uoanishads, Siddhartha opted for the middle path or the path of balance and moderation 

and thus achieved enlightenment 

Central to Buddhist belief is the understanding of impernianence, that &ange is an 

unavoidable consequence of the cyde of karma, or birth and death and that human existence is 

characterized by sufiering. Buddhist doctrine does not necessarily support or deny the existence 

of God for it does not presume to knsw the answer to that which is incomprehensible to human 

existence. For the Buddhist, al1 understanding is impermanent and subject to the limitations of 

human existence and is therefore illequipped to answer such questions. 

Like the middle path of religious discipline which the Buddha used to adiieve 

self-realization, Buddhism stresses the universality of ethical noms and acceptable modes of 

conduct. Evil actions are to be avoided because they increase one's own suffering and the 

sufferings of others. The karmic debt which this accumulates further obscures the path to 

enlightenment As The DhammaPada, the statement of principles by the Buddha, States: 'The 

evil done by oneself, bom of -If, produceci by oneself, crushes the unintelligent like a 

diarnond does a gemstone" (Cleary, 1995: 55); and 'One whose perpetual bad conduct 

spreads over him as a parasitical vine does a tree makes himself as his enemy wishes him to ben 

(Cleary. 1995: 55). Despite these sacred admonitions against causing suffering to oneseif or 

others, the fundamental understanding of Buddhism is that suffering is a persistent characteristic 

of human existence. The total cessation of suffering is only possible through a personal 

understanding and application of the Four Noble TWhs: 1) The noble truth of Mering, birth, 

decay, disease, death, union with the unpleasant, separation from the pleasant, and not 



obtaining what one wishes; 2) The noble truth of the origins of suffeflng: it is the cfaving thirst 

that causes rebirth, acampanied by sensual delights, this thirst seeks satisfaction for a craving 

for lust, for existence, or for nonexistence; 3) The noble truth of the cessation of suffering; 

suffering ceases with the cornpiete cessation of that craving; with the giving up, the getting rid of, 

the release from, and the detachment fmm mis craving thirst; and 4) The noble tnrth of the way 

that leads to the cessation of suffering: the noble EighfîbId Path consists of nght views, right 

intention, right speech, right conduct, tight livelihaod, right effort, right mindfulness and nght 

concentration (Kalupahana, 1991)- In addition to following the Eightfald path, The 

Dhammapada demands that the aspirant for enlightenment "Cut ofF five, abandon five, rise 

above five; a mendicant who has surrnounted the five letters is said to have crossed over the 

torrent" (Cleary, 1995: 119). As Thomas Cleary notes in this translation of The Dhammatmda, 

The phrase 'cut off five' refers to what is known of in Buddhism as the five higher bonds; greed in 

the realm of forrn (or the material), greed in the realm of the formless (or the spiritual), 

excitement, wnceit, and ignorance in the realm of the formless. To 'abandon five' is ta abandon 

passion, hatred, folly wnceit, and opinionation, mi le  to 'rise above five' is to transcend the five 

senses (Cleary, 1995: 120). The Dhammapada further advises, "Be free of the past, be free of 

the Mure, be free of the meantirne, be transcendent, When your mind is compfetely liberated, 

you no longer undergo birth and death (Cleary, 1995: 1 1 1 ). if adherence to these requirements 

is not possible, then the unrealized continues on through human existence after human 

existence and experienœs the unavoidable suffen'ng associateâ with each. Within Buddhism, 

suffering on the human level is not a static condition but varies accarding to tfte presenœ of 

'right' conduct and behaviour. The E@htlbld pafh of the fourth noble truth reveals that the best 

strategy for reducing suffering in hurnan existence is through 'right' notions of human condud. 

In this way, by adhenng to 'right' views, intention, speech, condud, livelihoad, effort, mindhilness 

and concentration, sufferïng rnay be reduced and human existence may be made more peaceful 

and the building of additional kamic debt may be avoided 



The understanding of what constitutes the 'right' condud is based upon Buddhist 

ethics, the foremost of which is compassion Just as the Buddha renounced the worldly fiches of 

his father's kingdom to seek a paai by which sdMng  may be ended for al1 humans, Buddhism 

teaches that compassion for ail of existence is the greatest vittue. Through compassion, a 

kinship is developed behneen meself and al1 of dstence. The realization one rnay achieve is 

the interconnectedness betwwn oneself and JI of creation, 'hot just people, but animals too, 

and stones, clwds and trees" (Aitken, 1984: 10 in Quinney, 1991a: 8 ). In this way, the ego 

which prevents one from self-realiration may be destroyed and enlightenment attained. 

Compassion and love are both achieved and manifested by loving service with which human 

existence may be relieved of sdkring, bath for the performer of the action and for the receiver. 

The Dhamma~ada proposes that "Trie avaricious do not go to heaven, the foolish do not extol 

charity. The wise one, however, rejoicing in charity; becornes thereby happy in the beyond" 

(Cleary, 1995: 61), and cautions the aspirant for enlightemnent 'Do not underestimate gwd, 

thinking it will not affect you. Dnpping water can even fiIl pitcher, drop by d m ,  one who is wise 

is filled with good, even if one acannulates it little by little" (Cleary, 1995: 44). As the Dalai 

Lama of Tibet states. 'IrVhat is required is a kind hart and a sense of cornmunity, which I cal1 

universal responsibiliv' (Quinney, 1993: 8). 

Buddhist teachings tiold that human existence is incapable of knawing that wtiich is 

unknowable and thedore any answen to the questions which individuals rnay ask about truth 

and reality are impossible to answer. It is appropriate th& a question be posed, but one should 

not presume to know the ammr- As Richard Quinney wrote, 

We stand before the mystery of existence. Our understanding is in the recognition of Our 

common inability to know for wrtain. Our fate, and our saving grace, is to be 

compassionate beings, in al1 humility. Whatever rnay be known is love. Not in 

manipulation and cmtrol, not in the advancement of a separate self and a career, but in 

the care for one anather. That is mality enough (1994a: 1 ). 



Hinduism and Buddhism both view human existence as a training ground of sorts, as 

a time of testing, change. and evolution which, if Iived in a positive fashion, will result in release 

from the bondage of human existence and the endless cycle of birth and death which assure 

continued suRering. Within Christianity. Quinney proposes, the transformation of the self tums 

inward and is directed into a religious and spiritual preparation with "a new age wming in both 

cases only when we have made ourselves ready" (Quinnney, 1991: 11). Christianity promotes a 

view of peace which, as Catholic peace comrnentator Ronald Musto noted, is "not so much 

political revolution as personal conversion; it is not individual human ego and power at stake. but 

God's will to peace that only humans can accomplish on earth, as they are the recipients of 

God's gift and challenge to peace" (Musto, 1986: 8-9 in Quinney, 1991 : 1 1 ). In this way, it is up 

to individual human beings who are equipped with this gift to create peace within both 

themselves and the extemal world. The understanding of how best to create peace and thus 

Iive life in a sacred and fulfilling way comes as the result of contemplation and introspection. 

Quinney draws on Thomas Merton. the Trappist Monk, who -te. 

If the salvation of society depends, in the long fun, on the moral and spiritual health of 

individuals, the subject of contemplation becornes a vastly important one. since 

contemplation is one of the indications of spiritual matutity. It is closely allied to sanctity. 

You cannot Save the warld merely with a system. You cannot have peace without 

charity (Merton, 1 979: 8 in Quinney, 1991 : 8). 

Just as contemplation is closely aligned with the sacred, so are meeimess, 

righteousness, charity, purity closely aligned with peace in the Christian tradition in the Sermon 

on the Mount which says, 



Blessed are the poor in spirit, 

For theirs is the kingdom of heaven- 

Blessed are those who mourn, 

For they shall be comforted 

Blessed are Me me& 

For they shall inherit the earai. 

Blessed are those wtio hunger and thirst for righteousness 

For they shall be filled. 

Btessed are the merciful, 

For they shafl obtain mercy. 

Btessed are the pure in heart 

For they shall see God. 

Blessed are the peaœmakers, 

For they shall be called sons of God. 

Btessed are those vuha are persecuted for nghteousness* sake 

For theirs is the kingdom of heaveri (Testament of Matthew 53-10) 

In his own understanding of what constitutes a peaceful existence, Quinney notes that a mve 

towards a good social I i i  which promotes equality and #eks to lessen poverty, racisrn, sexism 

and violence will contribute to a peacefuf existence and, as ofFered in the Old Testament of 

Isaiah (32:17), "Justice wifl bnng about peace, rigM will produce calrn and seairity'' (Quinney, 

1991: 11). 

Mahatma Gandhi and Satvautaha, Actions for Justice and Peace 

The understanding which emerges from the previous discussbn .of Hindu, Buddhist 

and Christian religious traditions is the wnviction that freedom, peaw and etemat bliss are only 



possible through a course of 'nght' thought and action. Such actions are deeply twted in the 

sacred and the religious. Quinney has proposed that this sort of action "cornes out of the 

infomed heart, out of the clear and enlightened mind" (1991: 10). It is best exernplified by 

Satyagraha, or tnith-force, a program of non-violent direct non-cooperation which was 

conceived of by Mahatma Gandhi and used to actrieve political and social transformation in 

South Afnca and lndia duting the early part of this century. The foundation of Satyagraha is total 

adherence to Ahimsa, the Hindu principle of non-violence, and to a pursuit of TNth as an ideal. 

As Gandhi submitted, "lts mot meaning is Wding on to truth, h e m  TnitMorœ. I have also 

called it Love-force or Soul-force" (Narayan, 1968: V6, 179). To further c l a m  the 

understanding of Satyagraha, the discussion fimt tums to an examination of the relationship 

between Truth and Ahimsa, in order to provide a clearer picture of the spiritual cornerstone of 

Gandhi's non-violent program of social action. 

Tnrfh and Ahimsa 

The principle of Ahimsa forrns the basis for a Gandhian spiritual understanding of 

actions designed to achieve peaœ. This principle is not an exdusive Hindu idea, but is found in 

the teachings of many spiritual paths. In The Dhamma~ada, we are counselled to "Overwme 

anger by nonanger, overcorne evil by good. Overcorne the miser by giving, overcome the liar by 

truth" (Cleary, 1995: 77). it is written in the New Testament to "love your enemies, bless those 

who curse you, do good ta those who hate you, and pray for those who spitefully use you and 

persecute you" (Matthew 5 4 4 )  and advised in the Tao-Te-Kinq, the s a c d  scfïpture of Taoisrn, 

to "Retum love for great hatred; Otherwise, when a great hatred is reconciled, some of it will 

surely remain" (Estey and Hunter, 1971 : xiii). 

Gandhi has related mat his conception of Satyagraha emerged from his reading of 

The Bhaaavad Gita . 

It is certainly the Bhagawadgita's [sic] intention Mat one should go on working wi-thout 



attachment to the fruits of work I deduœ the pnnciple of Satyagraha from this. He who 

is free from such attachment will not kill the m y  but rather sacrifice himself. Killing 

an enemy proceeds from impatience and impatience proceeds from attachment 

(Narayan, 1968: V5, 393). 

tndeed as the Gita dates, every individual should strive to be "Content with what cornes to him 

without effort, free from the pairs of opposites and envy, evenminded in success and failure" 

(Chinmayananda, 1975: 98). Chinmayananda proposes that this is the date of 'egolessness' 

which rises out of the detachment from the opposites (heat and cold, joy and sorrow, success 

and failure) and from the material and thus leaves an individual unaffecteci by anything. In this 

state, there can be no fear for it also belongs to the realm of the matenal. The Taenya 

Upanishad, the fourth of the ten Upanishads, describes an enlightened person in this way. "He 

knew Bliss as Brahman [Reality]; for from Miss indeed, ail these beings onginate; having been 

bom, they are sustained by Bliss; they move towards and merge in Bliss ... He who knows thus 

becornes finnly established" (Sankaracarya. 1972- 378). Ahimsa. or non-violence, is the 

understanding which anses out of this individual detacfiment h m  the body, the mind, the 

intellect and the ego and which stn-ps one of material pretention and distinction. At this level. no 

differentiation is possible between oneseif and other life forms. A respect for the sanctity of al1 

life is automatically present in the magrlition of the cammon origins of al1 existence. 

Gandhi has defined Ahimsa as "a positive state of love, of doing good even to the 

evildoet' and as the "largest love" or "the greatest charity" (Narayan. 1968: V 6 , 154). It is the 

understanding which accurs naturally fmm following Trufh or the ultimate reality, the concept 

which the discourses of the Gita seek to reveat For Gandhi, T M  is the most important name 

of God for where there is Tnith there is knowledge and w k r e  fier8 is absolute knowledge there 

is absotute Truth. Absolute Tnith is Reality and in Reality them is Bliss with no r o m  for sorrow 

since Reality is perfection. There should Vierefore be 'Truîh in thought, Tmth in speech and 



Truth in action" (Narayan, 1968: V4, 214). Within the material worid, Gandhi notes that it may 

be impossible to distinguish what Tmth is because what may be Tmth to one person will not be 

Truth to another. However as he proposes, 'Mere  there is honest effort it will be realized that 

what appear to be different tniths are like the countless and apparently diierent leaves of the 

same tree" and thus "there is nothing wrong in every man following truth according to his Iights. 

lndeed it is his duty to do so" (Narayan, 1968: V5, 214 - 215). Ttie pursuit of Truth involves 

self-suffering and even death for as the Gita proposes, without the transcendence of the senses, 

the body and the mind, it will never be known. if an individual clings to material attachments 

then anxiety and fear result if such things are threatened. The pursuit of Truth therefore 

becames secondary to such material things and is thus laced with self-interest and 

half-heartedness. The pursuit of Truth requires the murage mat is created by the detachment 

to material conœrns and with a steady faith in a belief w a course of action. With courage and 

faith that one is indeed on the path of Truth, grest effort and personal sufiering may be taken on 

to encourage the path forward toward the goal of Reality w absolute Truth. However, the 

realization of absolute Truth is ultimately unknowable as long as body and thought are present in 

human beings. Just as Chinmayananda asserts that humans cannot be both the 'seer' and the 

'seent at the same time, Gandhi proposes that we are limited by our human fom and intelledual 

processes. In this case, with the impossibility of absolute knowledge, the principle of Ahimsa or 

non-violence must be stnctly adhered to. Like the tree with the many leaves, versions of Truth 

must also coexist on the material plane. Such coexistence must be characterized by toletance, 

respect and nonviolence because of the bonds of ouf humanity and our common ignorance of 

Reality. As the Gita states, the Brahman or Ultimate Reality is present in al1 that exists in the 

material plane, in al1 foms (Chinmayananda, 1975: 102). Because of this. Gandhi proposes that 

a seeker of truth would prefer seif-suffering to the infîiction of suffering on others. This was his 

message to each of his followers who had to individually cultivate that inner readiness to suffer 

for the sake of Truth. For Gandhi and those who foilowwl him, violence could not be an option 



as it magnifies fear and thus further obscures Tnith. 

Violence does not mean emancipation from fear, but discovering the means of 

combating the cause of fear. Non-violence on the other hand, has no cause for fear. 

The votary of non-violence has to cultivate the capacity for sacrifice of the highest type 

in order to be free form fear. He recks not if he should lose his land, his wealth. his life. 

He who has not overwme al1 fear cannot practice Ahimsa to perfection (Gandhi. 1971 : 

83). 

In this way, Ahimsa and Truth are related by Gandhi as "the two sides of a coin, or rather of a 

smooth unstamped metallic disc. Who can Say, which is the obverse and which is the reverse? 

Neverîheless ahimsa is the means; Truth is the end" (Narayan, 1968: V4,219). 

Saîyagraha, The &me of Tmth 

From his understanding of the Bhagavad Gita, Truth, Ahimsa. and the wntings of 

Henry David Thoreau, an American pacifist and writer, Gandhi developed Satyagraha or 

tn.tth-force as a method of direct action to combat the oppression of East Indians by the British 

Govemment in the eariy part of the present century. Gandhi traces the beginning of Satyagraha 

to a 1906 meeting of memben of the lndian cornmunity in the Transvaal in South Afrim in 

response to a new govemrnent ordinance which required the registration and identification 

(fingerprints, and other identifying marks) of al1 Indians. Failure to comply with the ordinance, 

which also required that lndians carry identification at ail times and which allowed police to enter 

dwellings to check identification, meant expulsion from the Transvaal, a fine or prison time. At 

that meeting, with the solemn dedaration of Sheth Haji Habib, an elder rnember cf the 

community, that submission to the ordinance must never be done in the name of Gad, Gandhi 

notes that he became "startled" with the realization of the great power and strength which lay 

undemeath such a dedaration. He writes. "1 warmly approved of the Sheth's suggestion. But 



at the same time it seerned to me that the people should be told of al1 the consequences and 

should have explained to them clearly the meaning of the pledge" (Narayan, 196û: V3, 143). 

Dunng his speech, Gandhi wamed the crowd that, 

[w]e rnay have to go to jail, where we rnay be insulted. We may have to go hungry and 

suffer extreme heat or cold. Hard labour rnay be imposed upon us. We rnay be ffogged 

by rude warders. We rnay be fined heavily and our property rnay be attacfied and held 

up to auction if there are only a few resisters l e t  Opulent today we rnay be reduced to 

abject poverty tomorrow. We rnay be deported. Sufkring frorn stanration and similar 

hardships in jail, some of us rnay fall il1 and even die. In short, therefore, it is not at al1 

impossible that we rnay have to endure every hardship that we can imagine, and wisdom 

lies in pleading ourselves to the understanding that we shall have to suffer al1 that and 

worse (Narayan. 1968: V3,146). 

At the conclusion of the meeting, with other speakers having given their thoughîs on the 

situation and the pledge, al1 in attendance stood and t w k  an oath bef ie  God mat they would 

not submit to the ordinance. Gandhi notes, "1 can never forget the scene which is present in my 

mind's eye as I write" (Narayan, 1968: V3, 148). 

The movement which was started on that night witti the pledge of ihe cornmunity in 

South Africa was subsequentiy called Satyagraha in order ta distinguish it from passive 

resistance, which irnplied that resistors haras the opposing Party, and to clam its roots in 

lndian culture and its devotion to Truth (Satya) through fimness (graha) (Narayan, 1968: V3. 

150-151). The movement spread to lndia where it focused upon the plight of the lndian 

subwntinent which had been subsumed under British wlanialisrn- Gandhi has observed that in 

its earliest applications. Satyagraha 

did not admit uf violence being inflided on one's opportent but that he must be weaned 

from error by patience and syrnpathy. For, what appears to be m h  to the one rnay 



appear to be error to another. And patience means self-suffering . So the doctrine came 

to mean vindication of truth, not by inflidion of suffering on the opponent. but on one's 

self (Gandhi, 1971: 85). 

Satyagraha men required satyagrahi's (its practitioners) to endure violence and persona1 danger 

within the context of political demonstrations. As Gandhi proposed, "Just as one must leam the 

art of killing in the training of violence, so one must leam the art of dying in the training of 

non-violence" (1971: 83). The requirement that individuals sacrifice their own safety in the 

practice of non-retaliation was indeed the strongest message of the movement. An illustration of 

the courage, self-sacnfice and freedom from fear which Gandhi has proposed as being 

fundamental to any program of social change, Justice and Truth is found in the 1930 

dernonstration of satyagmhi's at the salt deposits near Dharasana, India. Webb Miller, a 

reporter who observed the march, wrote, 

They marched slowly toward the police. Although every one knew that within a few 

minutes he would be beaten dom. perhaps killed, I could detect no signs of wavering or 

fear. They marched steadily with heads up, without the encouragement of music or 

cheenng or any possibility that they might escape serious injury or death. The police 

rushed out and rnechanically beat down the second wlumn. mere was no fight, no 

stniggie; the marchers simply walked forward until they were stnick dom. There were 

no outcries, only groans after they fell (Miller, 1936: 97). 

Having discussed peacemaking criminology's spiritual foundations of personal 

development and direct adion, the next chapter will address the historical and social conditions 

wtiich have created the need for Native justice initiatives within the context of modern Canadian 

criminal justice. The injustice which Native people have experienced may only be wuntered 

with an infusion of culturally relevant alternatives for those who have came into conflict with 

Canadian wiminal law. 



NATIVE JUSTICE INITIATIVES. A REVITALIZATION OF JUSTICE 

Altack and kill evety m i e  Indian over twelve yerm of age 

Generrl Pst&& E Connor 
United Stiiîes Amy, 1865 

The keeping of good order and discipline in these boarding s c M s  is a much 
greater problem than iii a non-msewathn school, f& oïren the -nt, as d l  as 
the child, must be chait witfi, and when a parient must be disciplined the task is 
more difficuk Erperience teaches tlipt visits of boarding scliool pupils to their 
homes should be as briefand as infrequent as possible. 

Thomas Fenler, Canadian Methodist Missionary 1905 

Afler a year spent lecrming to set? and hear only what the priesîs and bmthers 
wanteü you to see and hwr, even the people we loved came ta lraak ugly. 

George Manuel 

Most of us wem mheà in ~ t ï a l  phces like prisons and the@- convict us 
for that. 1 believe we am virllms k i n g  victimized. We get ibdwal sentences for 
running away tiwm @il and yet lliat's al1 we have ever done ... niey Chink il's nice in 
there, why in the hell wouM we mn away in the fimt place? 

Native inmate P4W 

Maclntyre [the Sorgeant of Deîacüves] dkcounted MatshalPs mion of events 
partly because he consrdered WmhaII 8 tmubbmaker and prw because, in our 
view, he shared whrt was 8 gener8l sense in Sydney's WhHe community 8t the 
tirne that Indiens wene not "worfh" 8s much 8s Wh-. 

Royal Commission on the DonaM Matsh811 Jr. 
Pmsecution, Halihr, M v a  Scoth, 19û9 

In its rejection of the demarcation, division, separation and violence which 

characterizes modem criminology and criminal justice, peacemaking criminology is aligned with 



any group, school of thought or political understanding which upholds non-violence and peace 

as primary inspirations in ale punuit of true justice within criminal justice. ln this respect, 

peacemaking w-minology has a dose affinity to Native justice initiatives and their role in 

providing a more meaningful process to Native people in confiict with the criminal law in Canada. 

As stated in the introduction, the tem justice initiafive as used within the context of this work 

refers to any program, procedure or altemative within the current structure of criminal justice 

which, in a spirit of innovation and creativity, seekç to create social justice. Justice initiatives 

based in certain Native traditions su& as the sentencing circle and healing programs represent 

a possible solution to the failure of the modern criminal justice system to provide a meaningful 

process for Native people twched by it The need for and presence of the Native justice 

initiative in Canada runs parallel to first Nations' aspirations for sovereignty and 

self-government in this country. Like the United States which has a system of tribal circuit 

courts operating in jurisdictions throughout the country, the Canadian acceptanœ of justice 

initiatives which are based in Native tradition may evolve into a well-established system of 

selfdetermination within criminal justice for Native people, However, the acceptance of the 

Native justice initiative may also furater an ammadation between Native people and the 

Canadian criminal justice system and may thus represent an appeasement of Native conœms 

and thereby frustrate any Mure movements towards seifgovemment The limitations of this 

thesis predudes any discussion of the social and political effects which Native justice initiatives 

may have upon the Canadian lamiscape. it is SuniCient to note that any consideration of 

implementing such justice initiatives must surely be done along side any considerations for 

self-government and selfdetermination among the Fint Nations, 

This chapter will illustrate how Native justice initiatives, which are founded in 

principles of Native ~ ~ R u a l i t y  and the Native way of l a  from a variety of traditions, represent 

attempts to infuse equality into the dominant social structure which has subjected the Native 
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people to a history of violence, racism, oppression and the suppression of their traditional way of 

life. The Native justice initiative is the blending of certain traditional Native ways of living and 

the conventional Canadian criminal justice system in an attempt to heal the injustice which the 

contemporary criminal process perpetrates upon the Native people. Such initiatives exempti@ 

an attempt to mate peace between the conventional structure of criminal justice and Native 

people in conflià wiîh the law and are therefore presented as an illustration of peacemaking 

criminology in Chapter 6. The subject of Native justice initiatives will be approached in the 

manner similar to peaœmaking criminology in the first chapter. By creating a sketch of the 

history and the contemporary social reality of the Native people. Native justice initiatives will be 

presented as a clear response to racism, oppression and social injustice. The remainder of this 

chapter is therefofe devoted to two conœms, an exploration of the historical treatment of the 

Native people by the dominant cultures of North Arnerica and a discussion of the contemporary 

socio-ewnomic reality of Native people both within and outside of the realm of aiminal justice. 

Attem~ts to Eradicate S~in'tuaiitv and Disinteumte Nations 

ln approaching Native justice initiatives, it is important to mention that which has had 

the rnost influence and control ove? the Native way of Iife in recent centuries, namely the impact 

of conquest by European cultures. The challenge which the conquest of m a t  the Lakota Sioux 

people have traditimally mlled T m  Island (now called North America) posed for the 

continuation of the Native way of life has been a great one. With the cloak of violence and 

oppression which has draped the Native people with the arriva1 of the Europeans, the 

transmission of Native way of life from the Elder (the traditional guardian of Native spirituality) to 

mmrnunity and from family to child has been diffiwlt due to those social policies of the newly 

forming Arnerican oountries which relied upon genocide, religious suppression, the removal of 

Native children from their homes, structurally-induced poverty and degradation to manage what 
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was commonly refened to as ''The Indian Problem", or the presmœ and M u s  of Native people 

as the First Nations in North America, In contrast to the western written tradition mich 

preserves an indelible cultural record for future generations, the native way is one that holds 

listening, observing and meditating on the words and adions d EfQers or Pure Peopl"e as aie 

most effective way to communicate an understanding. Such a tradition relies upon the ability of 

the comrnunity. and partiwlarly the Eider anû farnily, to continue the culture. The Native way 

of Ife and traditions o b w e  an intimate relationship with the sacrai. The understanding of 

Native spirituality is to tive in a sacred way. Dunng the time of conquest, Native people and 

their spirituality became both the target of the Christian missionary zeal of the newcomers to 

Turtle Island and American and Canadian law. The eradication of Native approaches to 

spirituality contributecl to the eradication of Native traditions, the disintegration of nations and the 

fteeing of land for settlers. 

Oissotvhg the Nsüve Wiy of Utè and SpirftuaIHy 

Such govemmental wncem for the spirituality of Native people is seen in a 1958 

Report of the Special Commission to Investigate lndian Affairs in Canada. The report utilized a 

questionnaire which the Commission circulated to nonnatives who had fiequent interactions with 

Native people. Of the sixteen questions, five related specifically to oie spiritual pradices of the 

Native people. These were: 1 I What progress have they made in Christianity ?; 21 Sinœ aieir 

conversion to Christianity, have their moral habits impmved and wliat Mec! has it had on their 

social habits ?; 31 What number are still pagans ?; 4/ What in your opinion is the best mode of 

prornoting their religious improvement ?; and 5/ What number of baptisms have taken place, or 

do take place at an average yeady, and into what church ? ( M e s ,  Hanley, Hodgins & Rawlyk, 

1 972: 125). 

In the United States in 1890, such a moral concern with the spiritual practices of the 



Native peoples was transfomed into a security concem for the Arnerican Govemment when 30 

tribes of the Plains peoples began dancing the Ghost Dance. The Ghost Dance was a spiritual 

dance taught to Vie Native people by the Messiah Wovoka, whose message of prayer and 

spiritual communion through dance served to brïng Native spirituality to the forefront at a tirne 

when the Native way of life was in danger of being eradicateâ. Wovoka taught that dancing the 

Ghost Dance would rejuvenate the earth, 

with a new soi1 which would bury al1 of th8 wtiite men, and the new land would be 

covered with sweet grass and running water and trees. Great herds of buffalo and wild 

horses would corne back The lndians who danced the Ghost dance would be taken up 

in the air and suspended there while a wave of new earth was passing, and then they 

would be set dom among the ghosts of their anceston on the new earth, where only 

indians would Iive. (Brown, i 971 : 407) 

The sirnilarity of the teachings of the Ghost Dance and Christianity (specifically Jesus Christ and 

the Book of Revelations) in t m s  of the Messiah and his teachings of prayer and communion, 

the rejuvenation of the earth through catastrophe and the presewation of a specific peoples. did 

not deter the American govemment hmn interpreting the sudden rise of the Native spiritual 

practice as a threat to the peace which was created by confining Native people to reservations. 

The attitude of American offiaals toward the Ghost Dance at the time is illustrated by the words 

of James McLaughlin, the lndian Agent at Standing Rock Resenration, who said that "a more 

pemicious system of religion couid not have been affered to a people who stood on the 

threshold of civilization" (Brown, 1971: 408). As Brown notes, "[algitated lndian Bureau 

inspectors and army officers from Dakota to Arizona, from Indian Temtory to Nevada, were trying 

to fathom the meaning of it By eariy auturnn the official word was: Stop the Ghost Dancing 

(1971. 408). The lndian Bureau in Washington ttad compileci a list of 'Yomenters of 

disturbances" which was gathered from Indian agents on many reservations. Among the names 



listed was Sitting Bull, the renaivned Sioux chief, and Big Foot, the chief of a band of 

Minneconjou Siow made up mostly of the widows of wamiocs and their children. Sittirig Buli was 

deemed a didurber because of his influential position with the Sioux and because he wndoned 

the Ghost Dance. Big Foot was targeted because the Ghost Dance was perfaned with 

intensity. hope and fenrour by the women and diildren of his band in the b8lief that with the 

dancing their dead wamors would retum to the earth. On December 15 in 1890. fndian police 

carne to arrest Sitting Bull at his home in Standing Rock In Vie ensuing stmggle which 

occurred Men Sitting Bull's people refused to let the police arrest him, Sitting Bull was shot and 

killed by two lndian police agents. Sitting Bull's people, fearing for their Iives, left Standing Rack 

and sought refuge in the Ghost Dance camps and with Red Cloud, the iast of the great Chiefs at 

Pine Ridge reseffation. As Brown notes, about one hundred of the fleeing Sioux found 

sanctuary with Big Fwt and his band. As Big Foat was also being hunted, he decided to take 

his band to Pine Ridge and secure the protection of Red Cloud. However an the way th-, Big 

Foot and his band were intercepted by the Calvary and ordered to move under arrest to a 

calvary camp at Wounded Knee. The nurnber in the band upon amval at Wounded Knee was 

350,120 men and 230 wornen and children. 

On the follawing rnorning of December 29th, 1890, Calvary officers disamed the 

Minneconjou people of $uns, knives, axes and tent stakes. When Vie soidiers ordered them to 

be physically searched, Vellaw Bird, a medicine man, began ta protest by chanting a few of the 

Ghost Dance songs which assured the band that even bullets wwld not penetrate the saued 

Ghost gaments which they wore. Black Coyote, a deaf warrïor, protested when the calvary 

soldiers tried to remove his gun raising it over hi$ head saying h m  much he had paid for it. 

Black Coyote, who has been described as "a wazy young man of very bad influence" by others 

of his band (Brown, 1971: 417), fired his gun. The soldiers irnrnediately returned fire, killing 

anyone in their sights. Men, women and children tumed to fun but they were wounded or killed. 
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In the words of Hakiktawin, a young -man who was wounded at Wounded Knee. 'My 

grandfamer and grandmother and brother were killed as we crossed the ravine, and then I was 

shot on the right hip clear through and an my right wrist where I did not go any further as I was 

not able to walk, and Mer  the soldier picked me up where a little girl came to me and crawled 

into the blanket" (Brown, 1971: 41 7). The soldiers did not stop shwting until Big Foot and 153 

men, women and children lay dead. A great number were wounded and crawled away to die 

afterward bringing one estimate of the death count ta 300 of the original 350 (Brown, 1971 ). 

Moving into Vie present century in Canada, the pervasiveness of racism and 

ethnocentrism against the Native people and their way of life is illustrateci by a 1926 poem 

written by Duncan Campbell Scott, who later became the Canadian Deputy Minister of lndian 

Affairs. Calling the poem 'The Onondaga Madonna", Scott wrote: 

She stands full-throated and with careless pose, 

This woman of a weird and waning race, 

The tragic savage lurking in her face, 

Where al1 her pagan passion bums and glows; 

Her blood is mingled with the ancient foes, 

And thrills with war and wildness in her veins; 

Her rebel lips are dabbled with the Stains 

of feuds and forays and her fathef s woes. 

And closer in the shawi about her breast, 

The latest promise of her nations doom, 

Paler than she her baby clings and lies, 

The prima1 wamor gleaming from his eyes; 

He sulks, and burdened with his infant gloom, 

He draws his heavy braws and will not rest. 
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(Bowles, Hanley, Hodgins 8 Rawlyk, 1 972: 4 10) 

In his role as Deputy Minister, Campbell Scott openly adviowledged that Canadian govemment 

policy sought to suppress Native spirituality. In an article submitted to the Fourth Conference of 

the lnstitute of Pacific Affairs in 1931, he pointed out the necessity of doing so. 

Like al1 people living close to nature, the lndians perform rites at the time of the summer 

solstice; notable among these ancient native custorns is the Sun Dance of the Plains. 

The lndian Act prohibits the appearance of lndians in native costume without the consent 

of the Superintendent General at pageants, and also dances or ceremonies involving 

mutilation of the body. It may seem arbitrary on ouf part to interfere with the native 

culture. The position of the department, however, can readily be understood, and it is 

pointed out that lndians will spend a fortnight prepafing for a sun-dance, another 

fortnight engaging in it, and another fortnight to get over it. Obviously this plays havoc 

with summer ploughing (Bowles, Hanley, Hodgins 8 Rawlyk, 1973: i 1 1 ). 

In reference to the Canadian govemment's banning of the PoUatch, a œrernonial giving away of 

wealth and gifts ôetwwn the tnbes of the west coast, Campbell Scott wrote that 'h-th the 

introduction of the new money system of economics, the engagement of Indians as wage eamers 

in industry, the effects of the potlatch, if the practiœ were unchecked, would be disastrous" 

(Bowles, Hanley, Hodgins 8 Rawiyk 1973: 11 1). The practice of curbing the Native way of life 

was not merely confined to political rhetoric and legislation but also occurred openly in Native 

communities. ln an attempt to hasten the demise of Native traditions, Native children were 

routinely taken Rom their families and communities and pfaced in residential, boarding or 

mission schools. The intention of these schools to transfonn the Native child from "heathen" to 

"Christian" is powerfully iltustrated by the following mission schoal Song taken from the 1894 

Anglican missionary bulletin, Aurora, 



In days of old, our fathers bold 

In arts of war must chase. 

To bend a bow, or scalp a foe 

Gave strength îhe higlrest place. 

Chorus 

Then let us praise the peacehl days 

Of that Quwn Mother's rule, 

Who$& kindly laws must give us cause 

Tu love our lndian school 

A lawless life, unrest and strife, 

Lone graves among the trees; 

But heart and brain find higher gain 

In nobler craffs than these. 

Then let us praise the peacekil days, etc. 

'Tis our to leam !he thoughts aiat bum 

In Christian hearts, ta train 

80th head and han& in heathen lands 

From work true strengai to gain. 

Then let us praise the peaceful days, etc. 

(Bowles, Hanley, Hbdgins B Rawiyk, 1972: 133) 

The students were not nonnally permitted to visit with family at the sctiools for reasons wtiich the 

Reverend Thomas Ferrier, in a 1905 article entitled "Our Indians: Their Training for Citiuenship" 

affered as being in line with the "good order and discipline" of aie school (Bowles, Hanley, 

Hodgins & Rawlyk, 1972: 132). Liie at the schools was &en in sharp contrast to the Pace and 
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love of Christ which missionaries saught to instill in Native children. As George Manuel. p s t  

chief of the Nesconlith band of Chase, British Columbia and past president of both the North 

Arnerïcan Indian Brotherhood and the National Indian Brotherhood, related in his own experience 

at a residential school. 'Hunger is both the first and the last thing I can remember about that 

school. I went hungry from the day I went to the school until they twk me to the hospital hm and 

a half years later. Not just me. Every Indian studant smelled of hunger (Manuel and Posluns, 

1974: 65). Training at the schwl included a demanding and exhausting schedule of physical 

labour, inadequate food, and an education in Christianity. Students were prohibited from 

speaking their traditional language and from engaging in traditional spirituality. However, 

Manuel further notes that leaving the schwl was often as diffiwlt as entering it for the student 

He wrïtes, 

The priests had taught us to respect them by whipping us until we did what we were told. 

Now we would not move unless we were threatened by a whip. We came home to 

relatives wtio had never stn~ck a child in their Iives. These people, ouf mothers and 

fathers, aunts and uncles and grandparents, failed to represent themselves as a threat, 

men that was the only thing we had been taught to understand. Worse than that. they 

spoke an uncivilitad and savage language and were filled with superstitions. After a 

year spent leaming to see and hear only what the priests and brothers wanted you to 

see and hear, even the people we loved came to look ugly (Manuel and Posluns, 1974: 

67). 

The generation of Native people who had experienced these schools away from their families 

and communities returned home with a sense of confusion and a mistrust of traditional ways. 

Harold Cardinal. Native rights aaivist and author, wntends that an individual who had gone 

thmugh the residential school system (as he did) emerged as a stranger to farnily and 

community, entering as "an indian" and mming out as "a nothing" (1969: 87). The Suffering of 
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the children who were placed in the residential schools fuelled a strong scepticism of religion 

and spirituality, both of Christianity and Native Spirihiafity, a quality which they were d e n  unable 

to reconcile with the tradiiional Native way of Iife when they retumed home. Manuel States that 

his generation brought the concept of a "generation gap" home with them from school. Within 

more recent times, the loss of Native language (which is tradiionally used to transmit culture 

from one generation to the next) is indicated by the Abariainal Peodes Survey which noted that 

65 percent of off-reserve Native people reported that they have never spoken an aboriginal 

language and 62 percent of on-resewe reported mat they canna speak well enough to carry on 

a conversation (Minister of Industry, Science and Technology, 1993a ). 

Weakening Nations With Poverty and Discriminablon 

In Canada, in 1988, the Task Force on Aborhina1 Peo~le in Federal Corrections 

began an examination of the reality of Native people within both criminal justice and greater 

society. Aboriginal people are highly over represented among federal inmates and the rate of 

growth had exceeded the rate of growth within the nonnative inmate population for every year 

from 1982 until the writing of the report in 1988. The report also aciviowledged the relationship 

between crime and the wcio-economic status of inbividuals and explored the socio-economic 

condition of Native people in general. The Task Force report&, 

Aboriginal Canadians have a lower average level of education, fewer marketable skills 

and a higher rate of unemployment The infant mortality rate for lndian children is twice 

the national average, while the Iife expectancy for those children who Iive past one year 

is more than ten years less than for children of the Canadian population as a whole. The 

rate of violent death among lndian people is more than three times the national average. 

The overall suicide rate is nearly three times that of the total population. In the 15-25 

range, the suicide is more than six times that of the total population (Solicitor General. 



In the years following the report, f m  19-1990, Native people aceounted for a staggefing 19 

percent of al1 cases of tuberwlosis in Canada (Minister of Induary, Science and Technology. 

1992: 277-292). Given that Native people comprise rciughly two percent of the total population in 

Canada and that tuberculosis is closely linked to poverty, such a high incidence of tuberculais 

may be related to impoverished and unsanitary living conditions. Figures provided by the 

Canadian Aboriginal Peoples Suwey (Minister of Industry. Science and Tectinology, 1994: xvi) 

indicate that 58 percent of on-reserve houses have water that is unsuitable for drinking and that 

18 percent of the houses have been without watw at same point in the year prïor to the suwey. 

Also, about one haif of Native houses are ovemowded and illequipped to accommodate those 

with disabilities (Minister of Industry, Science and Technology, 1994). The Survey also notes 

that 31 percent of self-identified North Amerïcan lndians have been diagnosed with a chronic 

health problem by a health professional. In 1990, eight percent have reported that they have not 

had enough food (Minister of Industry. Science, and Technology, 1993a), and roughly 54 percent 

repart eaming less than the average low income cut-off of 12 661 for one person (Minister of 

Industry, Science and Technology, 1995). 

Such social injustice continues within the realm of criminal justice. Morris (1995) 

draws from a series of 1983 studies by Stan Jolly of the Ontario Native Council on Justice which 

found that Ontario between the years of 1981 and 1982, Native men between the ages of 16 to 

26 had three times the risk of going to prison then non-natives. As the ages increased, the ri* 

also increased: the range of 26 to 35 saw an increase to four times as likely; 36 to 50 was five 

times; and 51 to 70 was six times as likely. In the case of Native women, the ~ ta t i~ t i t s  were 

even more shocking: the 16 to 26 range had six times the likelihood of going to prison; 26 to 35 

had eight times; 36 to 50 had 13 times; and the 51 to 70 range were 15 times more likely to be 

incarcerated (Morris, 1995: 10). Moms notes that although these statistics were taken in 1981 
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and 1982, the following 1991 Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics show that the over 

representation of Native people in the criminal justice systern can be Iinked to the socio-wltural 

and economic condition of Native people and the m*minal justice response to them. During 

1991 in Calgary, Native people were 4.5 tirnes more Iikely to be charged with a criminal code 

offenœ and are three times more likely to be the vidim of vialent In Regina, Native 

people were 8.5 times more &en chafged and are six times more likely to be the victirn of 

violent crime. In Saskatoon, they were charged with criminal cade violations six times more &en 

than nonnatives (Morris, 1995: 1 1 ). 

Evidence of discrimination against Native people is also found in the Manitoba 

Aboriginal Justice lnquiry (1 991 ), an Inquiry commissioned ta report on the administration of 

justice for Aboriginal people in Manitoba and to investigate the deaths of Helen Betty Osboume 

and John Joseph Harper, two cases which the lnquiry found to be motivated and mishandled 

because of both societal and police racism against Native people- In addition to social 

inequities and the overcharging of Native people. the Inquiry found that once charged, accused 

Aboriginal people are more Iikely to be remanded in pre-trial detention and are likely to stay 

longer than non-abonginal accused (Manitoba, 1991, Volume 1: 102). This may at least be 

partially explained by the finding of the Inquiry that Aboriginal people spend much less time 

consulting with a lawyer than non-aboriginals and are more Iikely to appear in court without a 

lawyer (Manitoba, 1991, Volume 1 : 1 OS), On the issue of mtencing, the lnquiry found ftom 

previous court studies that within Manitoba's provincial court system, roughly 25 percent of 

Aboriginal people received a prison sentence as campared to 10.9 percent of nonaboriginal 

Canadians. For Aboriginal persons btween the ages of 18 and 34, this rises to 29.5 percent as 

compared to 10.9 percent for non-Abon'ginal Canadians. For Native women between the ages of 

18 and 34, the percentage sentencsd to prison is 19.2 while for non-Aborigind women it is 3.7 

percent. As the lnquiry further observed, 79 percent of Aboriginal people received a 'YuIl 



sentence" with no charge or time redudion as compared to 65 percent of non-Aboriginal 

offenders, h i l e  42 percent of Aboriginal people received a "minimum sentencen as mpared to 

58 percent of non-Aboriginal Canadians. The Inquiry noted that the data analyzed revealed na 

difierences between the number of previous Convictions by Aboriginal and non--ginal 

accused appearing before the COUR Staüstics such as these may help explain why Abriginal 

people are so heavily repmsented in prison. In 1994, 18 percent of ttte inmate population in 

Canadian prisons was Aboriginal. Within prisons in the prairie provinces, the rate rises to 37.4 

percent for men and 50.8 for women (Solicitor General, 1994a: 18-20). Given that the nurnber 

of Native people in Canada is roughly Divo percent of the total population, such high figures 

indicate over-incarceration. Once in prison, Native people are also five times more likely to be 

charged for an offence while incarcerateci then nonnatives (Moms, 1995: 11 ). 

Within prison, Native people may be routinely denied the freedom to engage in 

Native spirituality or the traditional Native way of life. In the United States and Canada. Native 

inmates have experienced diffiwlty in getting access to Elders, ceremnies or sa- objeds. 

ln the U.S., such prohibitions by prison administration are in clear violation of tf18 Reliaious 

Freedom Restoration Act of 1993 which obse~les that govemments and prisons stiould not limit 

religious rigMs unless the govemment is serving a eompelling interest by the least restrictive 

means (Religious Freedom Home Page, 1996), however they continue. As Nash Araria, a 

Southern Paiute Spiritual advisor to the Oregon Department of Corrections, relates, in Febnniy 

of 1995 he was denied access to Lmetta Hill, a Paiute woman being held in segregation at trie 

Oregon Women's Carredional Center. After much legal effort, it was mt until August that 

Loretta was allowed to receive the sacred feather sent to her by family and was able, with hands 

and feet shackled, to participate in the sacred pipe ceremony (Ataria. 1995). Such violation of 
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retigious freedom is not only present in the case of individual inmates but is also cam-ed out on a 

grander and more pervasive scale as the following merno frorn aie Arkansas Valley Cortedional 

Facility illustrates. Written to the Superintendent and SUty Manager from the Case Manager 

on November 28, 1995, it reads, 'Effective immediately, I will no longer receive any sacred items 

which have been ordered for personal use. The only items I receive will be those used in 

Sweat Lodge Cerernonies. Any items mailed in must be from an authfitecl vendor and be 

processed through receiving" (PeaceNet Prison Issues Desk, 1 995). 

In Canada, the discharge of a Commissioners Directive from Corredional Service of 

Canada in 1987 represented an afficial recognition of Native Spirituality. This diredive sought to 

"ensure that the needs and constructive interests of native offenders are identified and that 

programs (including native spiritual pradices) and services are developed and maintained to 

satisfy them" (Solicitor General, 1988: 100). Prior to this directive. the recognition of Native 

Spirituality and the Native way of life varied h m  institution to institution. InMn (1995) relates the 

experience of John, a former prisoner during the 1970's. who was allowed minimal access to 

Native ceremonies and Elders during his remand at Edmonton Maximum. John was later 

transferred to Prince Alberl Penitentiary in Saskatchewan where he was denied access to 

Eiders, sacred ceremanies and objeas. This continued as he was transferred to Quebec where 

the Native Brothertlood, an association of Native inmates, did not exist at all. John describes 

his attempts to bring his medicine bundle, a colledion of sacred objects, into the prison in 

Quebec, 

At first the administration hesitated, but the liason [sic] workers threatened to start a 

demonstration outside the pen gates protesting the denial of my fieedom to worship, so 

they caved in. 1 was aflowed to keep my bundle in my cell, bum sweetgrass to smudge 

and to Wear my protection pouch around my neck. Twice the guards desecrated my 

bundle during searches and once for my protection. They were totally mnvinced I was 
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using the bundle and the sweetgrass to ''cover" my "drug use". They would not believe 

for a second that any mal spintual belief was valid because their history books said al1 of 

it was dead a long tirne ago. Even the chaplain (RC) said nothing to support my 

contention, hoping i'd give up this "superstitious nonsense." When i"d take my bundle 

out to a quiet corner of the yard to do Pipe, ttie guards used to gather at the wall closest 

to me and shout mocking things and aim their AR'S at me 8 laugh. (INnn, 1995: 16) 

In an open letter to "Ali Concemeci Peoples" on December 19, 1984. the Native Sisterhood of 

Kington's Prison for Women outlined specific instances of the suppression of Native Spirituality 

in the prison (Invin, 1995: Appendix II). Among these were instances of the "frisking and 

handting of sacred articles in cellsn, a practice whicti results in desecration; the prohibition 

against buming the purifying smtgmss while in segrqation. ostensibly because of fire 

regulations, even though cigarettes and matches are allawed; the limiting of and placing 

conditions upon a spiritual fast (Le. must drink a glass of water everyday or must shorten the 

length of tirne on the fast); and the denial of spiritual cerernonies. Such incidents as these are 

not merely rdectionç of past interactions between native inmates and the correctional structure. 

Despite the efforts of the Native Brothefhoods and the Native Sisterhoods. active associations of 

Native inmates, and Elders such as Art Solomon who have taken up the cause and struggles of 

inmates. instances of injustice persist. As Kadene Faith has noted, 

Despite their Charter protections, First Nations groups still fight for the right to have 

sweat lodges, medicine bundles, and powwws, and to consult with Elden and advisors. 

For example, First Nations women commonly cornplain of having their medicine bundles 

desecrated by prison staff, or of being denied the right to see an Elder, which is as 

serious cuituraily as being denied the right to see a lawyer, a doctor, or a priest. First 

Nations women at Canada's Prisan for Women have fasted in protest against 

unconstitutional violations of their religious rights. As punishment they have been 



placed in segregation 'holes' (Faith, 1995: 81). 

The Need For Culturallv Relevant AEtematives 

The need for culturally meaningful foms of legal procedure. correctional 

programming or rehabilitation strategies for Native offenders is illustrated by their 

socioeconomic and spiritual reality and by the fact that ütey are vastly over represented in the 

statistics on the criminal justice system- As the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (1996) 

submitted, the disproportionate numbers of Aboriginal inmates in jails and prisons and the fact 

that they are more likely to end up there than non-Aboriginal people, hasten the nesd to 

recognize that Abonginal people have a nght to self-government and to the development of their 

own criminal justice stmdures. As Bertha Wilson, former Justice of the Supreme Court and 

member of the Commission, noted, the status of Aboriginal people within the current criminal 

justice structure "is discrimination and it casts a long shadow over Canada's claim to be a just 

societ)fr (Cox, 1996: D20). 

In a report to the Commission, Dumont (1993: 4285) submitted that, a zone of 

wnfiict exists between Aboriginal and Euro-Canadian values and behaviours. Dumont notes 

that while there are cornmon Abriginal and Euro-Canadian values such as kindness, honesty, 

sharing and strength, differences exist in aie meaning af each value in a cultural cantext. As 

Dumont notes, kindness in a Native understanding is hanany in interpersonal relations and the 

capacity for caring. In Euro-based understanding, kindness is responding to the unfortunate and 

the helpless through charity. Honesty is tnnMulness and integrity and is conditioned by respect 

in the Native way, Mi le in the Euro-based way it is tnithfulness and respedability and the ability 

to observe defined laws in an upright and uedible manner. This issue was noted in the work of 

Ross (1991) who observed that this particular value confiid could lead to the conviction of an 



innocent for a crime. The Native way of tempering honesty with respect can cause individuals to 

plead guilty in a court of law because of the Crown's insistence that the individual is guilty. 

Respect for the Crown could be s h m  by not wanting to offer contradiction in public. The 

individual would thus plead guilty. The ttiird value of sharing is interpreted in the Euro-based 

context as an obligation to dimùute wealth rather than unconditional generosity, while in Native 

tradition it is generosity and cocrperation with a desire to produœ harmony and prosperity in 

social relations. Within the Native context, the fourth value of strength is regarded as 

self-mastery and fortitude for achieving peace within oneself and within othen, as canml, 

confidence and mastery over a situation in the context of Euro-based culture (Dumont, 1993). 

The zone of conflict arises when one value is not exhibited by one grwp in the way 

in which it is exhibited by another. For example, Ross (1991) describes the case of an 

Ojibway-Cree defendant in court &se actions of avoiding eye contact and speaking softly are 

interpreted as manifestations of guilt Traditional Native values are not appreciative of 

confrontation and a public display of emotion. Clare Brant (1 986) has referred to this reaction as 

a 'conservation of energy' when confionteci with crisis. He proposes that during times of 

extemal crisis, the Native persan tums inward to analyze and reflect on the situation in order to 

determine the best course of action. Brant relates this to the traditional way of life in which the 

Native people enjoyed a dose relationship to the natural world. In a time of crisis in the bush, if 

one was injured or encountered severe m t h e r ,  energy conservation was a matter of survival. 

In his expenence as a psychiatrist, Brant notes that he has seen this state of conservation 

interpreted as a mtatoriic state. As Ross (1991) observed in a court of law, it may be 

interpreted as guilt. 

Within the wntext of camional pmgramming, Little Rock Reed (1990) proposes 

that prison programs such as Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) and Narcotics Anonymous (NA) have 

philosophies and principles which are incompatible with the Native understanding of life and 
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spirituafity. He contends that such programs are nat universal in their application as the-c 

programs and that fom-ng a Native prisoner (or a m-native priaoner who does not wbscribe ta 

their philosophy) Io attend them as a condition of their release is 'morally, ed~ically and Iegally 

wrong" (Reed, 1990: 5)'. As an i I l u ~ o n  of the conniiing philosophies, Reed notes that in 

step two of the AA twelve step program, the belief is that "We anne to believe t h 3  a Power 

greater than ourselves can ratore us ta sanity: Reed argues mat it is d i w l t  for Native people 

to believe that they are insane when Native tradition provides the understanding that there is no 

individual sickness whict~ cannot be cured by retuming to a state of balanœ not just within the 

psychological realm but betweejn mainstream culture and the Native way of 1%. In disaissing 

this issue. Reed asks the question, 

How mn a prison offiaal or administrator k m  what rehabilitation process will be 

effective for any prisonet when the values and beliefs hdd within the cultural cantext of 

the pnsoner are contrary ta those of the culture to which the prisoner belongs? It is 

impossible unless the official is willing to sit domi with the primer in an ;rttmpt to 

bridge that cultural gap (1990: 19). 

As propased by Justice Stuart, who allowed the Native-based sentencing circle to be used in the 

1992 case of a member of t h  Na-Cho Ny'ak Dun First Nation of the Yukon, the rehabilitation 

process must be meaningïul for an indiuidual if it is to have an impact. He submits that the 

standard rneasures of what offenders are sripposed to do to further ttirif rehabilitation is 

grounded in middle-ciass western ~ I u e s  mich have little or no redevance to Ut8 Mender. The 

' Although not al1 Native people wauld support the view that Alcohotics Anonymous is 
incompatible Ath a ttadinal Native understanding and indeed same may find it useful, Reed 
emphasizes thal his argument against pragrams sucf~ as AA or NA is thet forcing an individual 
(who does not sutscribe to their philosophies) to participate in programming defeats the 
rnechanism uf self-direded healing whicti is at their foungation and thus cannot result in a 
meaningfuf restoration to wellness. 



failure of the current justice system to account for the cultural and personal Iife circumstances of 

each offender has a definite impact on the creation of recidivists. Without alternatives wtiich are 

sensitive to aie needs of the offender, the justice system will fail in its attempt to rehabilitate 

offenders and reduœ aime (Stuart, 1992). 

Within the current structure of criminal justice, selected programs and additions exist 

which consider the historical and social reality of Native people and seek their consideration in 

criminal justice. In this çense they may be called wlturally-relevant Native justice initiatives. In 

contrast to what Nielsen (1995) has called a Euro-based structure of justice, Native Justice 

Initiatives are modeled after aspects of a traditional Native way of Iife and its interweaving of 

social Iife and the sacred. As a f m  of justice, Native Justice Initiatives take sacred spiritual 

understandings of harrnony, balanœ and holistic healing and seek to bnng them into the context 

of modem justice. Just as the Medicine Wheel, the sacred Mik' maq symbol of existence, 

illustrates the interconneaion of the mind, body, heart, spirit and creation. Native Justice 

Initiatives are restorative or healing foms of justice which recognize crime and problem 

behaviour as a symptam of the disconnedion between these aspects within an individual or 

between the individual, the family, the community and aie rest of creation, community or family. 

As Native Justice Initiatives represent wlturally meaningful alternatives to 

conventional criminal justice far Native people, it is important to understand some of the 

traditional ways of living of Native people. In the Natural way, the sacreci underlies al1 of 

existence and to Iive in a Native or Natural way is to appreciate this belief. The difficulties 

associatecl with reconstructing and pregenting the world view which is at the basis of Native 

justice initiatives must be openiy acknawledged by the thesis and may be handled in much the 

same way that McDonnsll(1992) has suggested that ethnographen have reconciled differences 

between cultures. As he writes. the goal should be to 

indicate the range and extent of prevailing diiwlties and to create conceptual bridges 



by seeking out and Men developing through anal~gy, the most apposite contrasts and 

similarities of form, fundion, symbol and idiom that render such differences 

carnprehensible (1 992:302). 

There is much diversity among Native nations in regard to phifosophy, spirituality and tradition 

and specifically outlining these differenœs far exceeds the scope of the thesis. The rderences 

used to illustrate specific spiritual ideas or understandings of Native tradition as displayed by 

existing justice initiatives are drawn mainly from the Algonkian tradition and do not apply to the 

traditions of the Iroquois, the Northwest Coast, Arctic or circumpolar peoples. Cornmon to al1 of 

the justice initiatives presented is the philosophy and spirituality of connectedness. As Rupert 

Ross has written in the work 'Retuming to the teachings: exploring aboriginal justice", 

The more I spend time exploring traditional approaches ta healing, this more this seems 

to be the one question that lies at the heart of al1 other questions asked and al1 of the 

healing steps suggested. Everything the healers explore seem to boil down to one 

issue: connection or disconnection. Ifs as if some state of disconnection (or unheafthy 

connection leading to a desire to be disconneded) is assumed to be the cause of the 

problem, following which there will be lengthy investigation into how that state came to 

be and how al1 processes that created it can be tumed towards reconnection instead. 

Healing is by tums subtle and dramatic, but undertyirig the entire process is this 

movement towards reconnedion (1 996: 135)- 

By underscoring the aspect of connection which Ross has found to characterire many traditional 

approaches to healing and by aeknowledging the vastly different philosophies and beliefs of 

Native people, the discussion of Native justice initiatives may be more dearly focused on 

presenting the worfd view within which Native justice initiatives operate. It is therefore to 

camplete the understanding of Native Justice Initiatives that the follawing chapter prescrits 

specific aspects of the Native way of Iife and spirituality. 



THE SACRE0 UNDERSTANDINGS OF THE NATURAL WAY 

Evetything tlre Power of the WorM does P &ne in a ci~ck. The &y Q round, und l 
have hegrd the eatth is nwnd Iike a bal/, and so am the stars. The a d ,  in its 
greatesf PO-, w h i . .  Bi* make tnei'r neJts in cimles, bf t h e h  b the &me 
mI&ion es ouris. Tire Sun cornes @tth and dom again in s cimie. nie m n  
does the same, and 60th am round. Even the seasons fofm a gmat circk in tneir 
changing, and a h p  corn back 8gain to whem they M. nie Iih of a mon is a 
circle fmm chiMIiood fo childhood, and so î ï  is in evetything where power moves. 

The Natural Way is a way of life in which sacredness and communion with al1 of Vie 

creatures of the earth, nature and the environment is wltivated in order Co hasten the tealkation 

that all of existence stems f m  the same perfect and natural source. the Creafor. i is a way 

of life which is based upon the principles of Native Spirituality from the Algonkian tradition and 

world view. This religious understanding, alaiough containing highly structurecl rituais and 

ceremonies, is basai upon the idea that individuals must constnrct a personal understanding of 

spiritual rneaning which will help to prornote individual, social and global health and happiness. 

The understandings of ihe naturai way are not only for Native people. They are for al1 people, ail 

creatures, and al1 things which make Moüw Earth their h m .  They are called understandings 

and not knowledge for the only perfect knawledge that exists belongs to the Creator. Amrding 

to Native tradition, ii is mly with infinite gram that we are Wrnetimes allwed to catch glimpses 

of that total and perfect knowledge from which understanding is developed. As human beings, 

we are therefore only able to daim an underrtsnding or an opinion and not total knowledge and 

ttuth. This is the Naturaf Way of approaching Vie mysteties of existence. 

The phrases Natural way, the Native way of II?@, and N a m  spiriualify describe the 

same understanding and will be used interchangeably throughout this chapter to mean living in 
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a spiritual and sacred union and hamony with al1 of Creation: Mother Earth, people. animals, 

plants, trees, rocks, the elements as well as those spiritual beings who visit earthly creationA 

Living in a sacred and spiritual way requires that one punfy the mind. body, heart and spirit so 

that one may develop an understanding of the world that is free from the negative influences and 

ideas wtiich occur when these four aspects are not strong within oneself or within others. Living 

naturally means to Iive in a state of health by using good mediune for keeping it The terni 

medicine in the native way describes anything which contributes to health in the mind. body, 

heart and spirit and is Vierefore a more holistic undemanding than the westem-European use of 

the term whicb emphasizes just physical and mental health. Medicine for the heart could mean 

reuniting with a loved one after a separation or caring for a sick person, white medicine for the 

spirit could be meditation or ndding oneself of bad feelings or wishes for another. Physical 

health is maintained by the medicine provided by the sacred plants and herbs, and mental health 

is fostered by traditional ways which seek not to attribue blame. guilt, stigmatization or 

punishment to an individual who is suffering, but approach it with this holistic attitude of health 

and healing. 

The following chapter represents my understanding of the Natural Way as gained 

through personal interactions with a Pipe Carrierof the Mik'maq First Nation in Nova Scotia. His 

wish to remain anonymous during the presentation of Mik' maq spintual understanding is 

respect& in this chapter. Tiirwgh our discussions, the Natural Way unfolded and allowed me 

to develop the understandings wtiich I present here. In addition. the poetry and witings of Art 

Solomon. a Nishnawbe Elder who has devoted much of his life to the cause of Native people, 

and Chief Dan George, whose simple and pradical messages of harmony carry the strength of 

many spiritual concepts in one sentence, have proved to be invaluable to my leaming proces. 

While there are many nations of Native people and interpretations of the Natural Way Vary 

widely in ternis of ritual and specific relationships in ueation, the Algonkian understanding 

presented in mis chapter stresses the principles of harmony, peace, the interconnection of al1 of 
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creation in the sacred circle of Me, and the understanding that the sacred underlies the material. 

This chapter will discuss traditional Native social relations as articulated by Dr- Clare Brant 

(1986) the late Mohawk psychiatrist who has done research into rnaking psychiatry culturally 

sensitive towards Native people, the MiK maq Sa& Meûiüne WheeI, and seven sacred 

teachings of the seven clans. It will wnclude with a discussion of the Sacred R@e and the 

Sweatlodge, as their ceremonies symbolize what may be called Me essential message of the 

Natural way, the healing of the mind. body, heart and soul. 

The Role of Eldersa Medicine Peo~le and Pure Peode 

Native spirituality is not an organized religion in a strict sense as it lacks the 

hierarchical infrastructure which charaderizes most religions In contrast, it is a way of fife which 

is based on the voluntary acceptanœ of traditional beliefs and values. Such beliefs and values 

are not understood through teaching and instruction or by reading a sacred text. Native people 

have an oral tradition which requires that an individual interested in developing an understanding 

maintain close contact with those individuals who live in Native tradition and with spiritual 

communion. Such individuals have proven their dedication to the Native way of Iife by enduring 

hardstiip, sacrifice and discipline through fasting, in the M a t  LodQe, Mile seeking a vision and 

in their personal Iives. In the face of those laws or attitudes which sought ta suppress Native 

spirituality, such people were &en ostracized from their communities for practicing what was 

seen as 'uncivilizeû' behaviour. They are the Med.ne Men and W o m  and the Pure People, 

who have the understanding that illness, conflic! and a lad< of peaœ within an individual or a 

community are the resolt of an imbalanœ wiaiin the four aspeds of the mind, body, heart and 

spirit Their role is to promote the restoraüion of health in each airough medicine and words of 

wisdom. With age, growing wisdom and eamed respect, the tale of EIder is given to these 
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people and they assume the important tasks of mediating between modem culture and the 

traditional way of Iife M i le  retaining the spirituai understandings for Mure generatims. 

Uïne Native Eohics nnd PrincinIes of Livinm 

In a seminar at Dalhousie University in 1986, Dr- Clare Brant articulateci rnany of 

the traditional ways of Native people in the fonn of nine ethics and principles for living and 

proposes that they are the basis of the Native way of life. The ethics and principles are 

described by Dr. Brant as being a series of fteguently occuning behaviours among Native 

people and are based on his obsewations and interactions with the Cree and lroquoian groups. 

However, he contenâs that they may be found within most North American Native communities 

with some local variations. The nine ethics and principles of the Native way are; i l  The ethic of 

non-interference, 21 me ettiic that anger not be shown, 3/ The principle of timelessness, 4/ 

The ethic fhat everything is shared, 51 The ethic that gratitude not be shown, 61 The principle 

mat protocol must be observed, 71 The ethic of modefling behaviour instead of shaping it, 8/ The 

principle of conservation and wîthdrawal, and 91 The prînciple of autonamy. Because 

sacredness penetrates every aspect of Iife in the traditional way, an individual's condud, social 

relations and spirituality are indivisible. Therefore discussing Dr. Brant's articulation of nine 

ethics and principles adds additional ciarity and richness to the understandings of the Natural 

Way . 

The Ethic of Non4ntdbmnce 

The Native ethic of nori-interference regards the instructing, advising, persuading 

and judging of any individual to kt extnwnely rude behaviour. This ethic is traditionally extended 

to al1 rnernbers of the comnunity regardless of age or emenœ. In his discussion, Dr. Brant 

relates the choice of a father to not take his diildren to the dentist M e n  the children do not want 

to go. Homework, school attendance and other adivities, which within the western context of 
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childrearing are necessary adivities for children, are not imposed on Native children living a 

traditional way. To do so is a denial of the child's freedom to make his or her own decisions and 

would therefore be interpreted as Vie imposition of Vie will of the parent rather than a necessary 

activity for the child. 

The Ethic That Anoer Nof  Be Shown 

The ethic against the display of anger is related by Brant to the traditional Native 

belief that anger is negative and should be repressed- Dr. Brant traces this ethic to traditional 

times when the identity of Medicine people was not freely known. Shmng one's anger was 

dangerous because it could secure a bad wish or spell from a Medicine person. In contrast to 

showing anger, traditional Native methods for expressing hostiIity include gossip, ridiaile or 

teasing. In this way. Vie more potent expressions of anger are diluted into softer foms of 

aggression. 

The Princi~le of Timeîessness 

In the traditional Native way, time is samething to be valued and enjoyed. As Dr. 

Brant notes, only when aie conditions, the Manitou or the spirit are right should any actions be 

undertaken. Because perfection is accepted as a normal condition of any activity (this is 

elaborated on in the ethic that gratitude not be s h m ) ,  it is important that one finish what one is 

doing before moving on to sarnething else. This &en results in confiict with mainstream Society 

in places such the school or the workplace. Brant States that mis may lead to a mainstream 

conception that Native people operating from the traditional notion of timelessness are Iazy or 

inactive. Such inactivity is &en more of a d e d i o n  of the perceived inappropriateness of the 

time for an action rather than a symptom of laziness. In cantrast, adion is often swift and 

decisive when the time is perœnred to be right and other needs will Men be sacrificeci in the 

completion of a project. As Chief Dan George writes, W e n  a man does wtiat needs to be 



done, he does not know the meaning of time* (George and Himschall, 1974: 50). 

The Ethic Zhat Emtvthina is Shamâ 

The ethic of sharing is referred to by Brant as a universal Native ethic because of its 

vital role in the survival of Native people living in a traditional way. According to Chief Dan 

George "nothing belongs to you of what there is, of what you take, you must share" (George and 

Hirnschall, 1974: 25). The understanding here is that the survival of the group takes preœdence 

over the survival of any one individual and that a social structure which encourages hornogeneity 

is valued over one which enmurages diierential power. The creation and maintenance of 

harmony in al1 relations is the central value in traditional life. The traditional Native wmmunity 

therefore embraces shanng as a guiding rule for its --al relations. Individuals are expeded to 

take only their share of wmmunity resources by Iimiting themselves to only what they need to 

sumive. Of their share, they are also expected to give freely to others. 

The Ethic That Gratitude Not be Shown 

The concept of gratitude or the expression of thankfulness for exchanges between 

individuals, is not to be shown. The Native tradition is one that expects perfection in an 

individual. Helping or caring for someone else is therefore not seen as anything out of the 

ordinary. It represents only mat one is fulfilling one's humanity which is created in perfection. 

Showing gratitude may be interpreted as thankfulness and implies that the help or care that was 

given is out of character for the one that offered it The acknowledgernent that an individual is 

not living up to the standard of perfection is a humliation. 

The Princiole That Pmîacol Must Be Obsewd 

Native tradition, mi le  encouraging non-interference and freedorn within 



interpersonal relations, maintains very strict regulations goveming social behaviour and 

manners. As Dr. Brant relates, eacb tribe, nation and village has its own rules goveming 

propriety. Such niles remain unarticulatecl in order to avoid violating the ethic of 

non-interference and are therefore known only to those who have experienced the way of life of 

each particular community for extendeci periuds- Newwmers must accept that they will violate 

protocol and offend people.. Dr. Brant bas suggested that the best way to approach such a 

situation is to be prepared to make a fool of yourself and to do so in a spirit of innocence and 

humility. An effective illustration of the need to observe protocol was noted by Brant in the case 

of a feast being prepared by a Mohawk community for some Cree visitors. The Mohawk people, 

being great agriculturalists, prepared five or six times more food than was necessary as both a 

show of prosperity and to honour their guests. The Cree, whose tradition required them to show 

respect and appreciation to a host by consuming al1 that was offered to thern, ate as much of the 

banquet feast as they could More many of them fell il1 from overeating. The Mohawks were 

horrified at the behaviour of their guests and the Cree were angry with their hosts for making 

them si& by offering so much food. ln mis case, wiai each group following its own protocol and 

being unaware of the other's protoeol, what ougM to have been a pleasant evening tumed 

otherwise. 

The traditional native way of imparting understanding is strongly infiuenced by the 

ethic of non-interference. Brant refers ta the tradiiional Native way of teaching as a 'modelling" 

of behaviour. Such a method of instruction is in contrast to the 'shaping" of behaviour which is 

akin to B.F. Skinner's mode1 of operant conditiming with reward or punishment as the motivation 

for leaming. In the traditional Native way, such rnethods represent interference and as such are 

not valued. Instead, modelling, or a pefforrning of that which is to be leamed, is used to impart 

important knowledge. This requires observation, patience and time which in a western 
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educational context are not freely available given the requirement for diplornas and degrees in a 

limited amount of time. With the understanding that leaming something perfecüy takes time and 

that it cannot be rushed and irnposed on an individual if it is to have any Iasting rneaning, 

adherence to the ethic of non-interference, tirnelessness and perfection are important 

components of rnodelling. 

The Pnncinle Of Consewatlbn and Wrthd~awill 

Conservation and withdrawal are interpreted by Dr. Brant as traditional Native 

responses to extemal stress- During times of confiict and stress in the extemal environment, the 

Native person conserves physical and emotional energy by withdrawing into thernselves- This 

reaction represents a move inward where an individual may better assess and understand a 

stressful situation- This rnay be related to the expectation of perfection Wich is pfaced upon 

individuals- lnstead of jumping into a situation which is not understood, carefid consideration is 

given to al1 possibilities for action in order to assure that the most effective course may be 

chosen. Chief Dan George also cautions against sudden action by encouraging youth to use 

"the heritage of silence ta observe others" and to recognize yourself in ottiers so that "you will 

leam to understand and p r e m e  yourseWF (George and Himschall, 1974: 19). 

The Pri'ncinle of Autonomv 

Each of the eight previous ethics or principles makes a contribution toward 

encuuraging independenœ and autonomy within the traditional Native way of life. Native 

people are encouraged to be introswive when seeking counsel on an issue. The opinions of 

others are not to have a great infiuence on one's decision, hawever it is important to listen to 

M a t  others Say and incorporate their knowledge into one's own. 



The Teachinas Of me Mik' maa Medicine Wheel 

With the beginning of an understanding uf the traditional Native way of Iife thmugh 

Clare Brant's (19û6) articulation af the nine Native ethics and principles, we shift ftom an 

examination of social relations to a specific discussion of spiritual relations and understandings 

of sacred principles. Perhaps the most appropriate departure point for such a discussion is to 

emphasize the importance of the circle in the Natwral Way. The wisdom wntained in the forrn of 

the circle is the foundation for al1 Native belief and principles of living (See Figure 1, The 

Medicine Wh&: 74). The Native use of the term 'medicine' refers to an action, a treatmerit or 

an experience which promotes the healing of the mental, physical, emotional or spiritual aspects 

of an individual, a community or a society. The Medicine Wtieel, or the Ci& of i& as it is also 

known, symbolizes the sacred understanding that al1 of cmation is interconnected and is united 

in the vital role whidi each member plays in maintaining the hamony and health of the universe- 

Life is a circular joumey from perfktion to perf8dion in which the lessons to be learned at 

vanous stages in Iife play an important role in one's mental, physical, emotional and spiritual 

development, As Art Solomn, a Nishnawbe Eider, eloquently m t e ,  

We are given life for a purpose, 

And Our purpose as I understand it is to live 

In peace and h a m y  and tranquility, 

To accomplish each our own individual destiny 

And return to the spirit from where we came (1 990: 188) 

The Medicine Wheel is divided into four distinct sections representing among other 

things the four cardinal directions: East, Swth. West and North. The East represents a time of 

beginnings, the oseson of SWng and the dawn of a new day- It is Vie time of the newbarn who 



The Mik' maq Medicine Wheel 



is newly created and full of innocence. As the circle moves from East to South, the newbm 

matures into the adolescent This is the Summer af life, a time of growth and wflosÏty where the 

body is strengthened and developed. With the West comes the fall season, a season of 

adulthood where maturity and introspection have softened or harâened the heart according to 

the experiences of one's Me. As Fa11 welcomes Winter. the cirde winds upward to the North. It 

is here that Ife's experiences and the culmination of spiritual understanding cornes together as 

wisdom for the elder members of the community. It is from this time of Iife that elders provide 

guidance and inspiration to members of their communities. At the centre of the circular joumey 

of the Medicine m e e l  stands the Self, or the spirit, which gathers the understandings which 

each Me experienœ provides. 

The Medicine Wheel also acknowledges the four elements: air, earth, fire and 

water; and the four inhabitants human, animal, plant and mineral of the ptiysiml world. 

Depending on the Native tradition from which the Medicine Wheel is offered, differences will 

exist in the location of the above four elements and inhabitants on the physiwl representation of 

the Meel. It is for this reasan that they are only listed below and not placed on the wheel. 

Traditional interactions and social relations are also contained within the Medicine 

Wheel. Very young children are traditionally guided and mred for by the aduits in a community, 

while teenagers seek the guidance and m p a n y  of grandparents or the Elders. Within a 

structure like a cirde which has a physiml impossibility of hierarchy, a design favouring 

equality exists. All individuals are equal membem in a structure where even thse wtio follow 

behind you are alsa in front of you. Within the circle, the giving of wunsel and advice takes 

place equally betweeri al1 members of the community. Because wisdom can be fwnd in 

anyone's words and no one. except the Creator, holds absolute and perfect knowledge, 

everyone in the carnmunity, in principle, has equal powers to advise each other if requested to 

do so. 



Seven Sacred Teachinas Of The Seven Clans 

In a stmdure like a cide, there can be no authority over individuals since there is 

no conception of superiority. In this structure of perpetual equality, the responsibility is placed 

upon the individual to adhere to the rules of conduct and notions of propriety as upheld by their 

nation or tribal group. As an illustration of these teachings, we examine the seven teachings of 

the seven clans of the First Nations peoples of the Six Nations or the lroquoian Confederacy of 

the Mohawk, Oneida. Onondaga, Cayuga, and Seneca nations. 

Each of the seven clans syrnbolizes and represents one of seven sacred teachings 

of the Native way of life. The first clan, the Loon Clan. is vested with the responsibility for 

upholding the principle of truth- The second clan, the Crane clan, maintains faith. The third 

clan, the Fish clan, represented the advisors. the seers and the spiritualists of the nation, and 

this maintained the principle of hmour. The Bear clan, the fourth clan. sewed as peacekeepers, 

Medicine people and healers and thus represent the principle of generosity. The Marten Clan. 

the ffih Native clan, is represented by the wamors and the principle of justice. The sixth clan, 

the Bird Clan, is traditionally given the duties of the famiers. the diplomats and the ambassadors 

between nations and thus maintained the principle of hurnility. Finally, the Deer clan who also 

represented the peacekeepers and the orators and the artists, held the principle of fartitude. 

Each Clan, the principle wtiich it repreçents, and the social function which it fulfils, 

provides an indication of the social relations and prescriptions for desired interactions within 

traditional Native life. The first two clans, the LOon and the Crane, are not assaciated with any 

partiwlar social function. As su&, tfieir pinciples of truth and faith may be understood as 

universal in their application. The teaching of the Fish Clan counsels that advisors, seers and 

spiritual leaders must have honour in order to keep pure the sacred teachings which are the 

foundations af the nation and to ensure that they are offered with homage and reverence 10 

thcse that seek them. The Bear dan teaches mat generosity is required within those fulfilling the 

role of healing others. The Medicine people and the peacemakers must offer their services 



freely and with no thought d retum. Their duties are based in the sacreci understanding that 

healing and "goad medicine" must be available to a l  who are in need- The Marten clan, 

representing the wam'ors, provides the teaching that even war which is the ultimate presenœ of 

conflict must be fought in order to maintain or create justice. AI1 individuals must be wamors 

within their own circle so that justice will prevail and hamiony may be maintained within a11 of 

creation. The Bird clan teaches that those seeking to nurture something and see it flourish for 

the bettenent of creation, such as is done by the famer and the diplomat or ambassador, must 

first have hurnility before creation. With hurnility in the heart and the recognition that one is only 

the instrument and not the creator, creation Rourishes and provides that which it needs to create 

hamony. The final clan. the Deer dan, reveals mat much strength and fortitude is required to 

keep the peace, to inspire others to action, and to innovate and foster new ideas, such as is 

done by those who stfïve for peace, the orator and the artist, 

The Sacred P i ~ e  of the Peo~le 

The sacred pipe is the rnost revefed expression of spirituality within Native tradition. 

It is divided into two parts, the bowi and the stem. Whan these parts are joined together, the 

sacred energy wtiich moves Virough the pipe calls out to ttte Creator -king communion. In a 

pipe ceremony when a tobacao offerïng is placed within the pipe and bumed, its smoke cames 

the prayers of the people upward to the Creator. As Art Solomon wrote, 

The Stone bowl represents al1 the female life in the Creation 

and the stem that is usually made of wood repfesents al1 the 

male life in the Creatiori; 

together they are complete. 

When we pray with aie samed pipe we offat tobacco 

to the four sacred medicine powen, 

to the Mother Earth, to aie spirit beings, 



and we ask aiem to sit with us and smoke with us. 

We recagnize that we need their help and blessing 

and guidance to walk in balance (1990: 74). 

Although there are variations in belief about the origins of the samed pipe, many 

Native traditions hold that it was gken to the people by a beautifui young m a n  in a white 

buckskin dress who approached two men while they were away from their village. As she 

walked towards them, one of the men had an impure thought about her and as she drew near to 

him. he reached out to touch her. She instantly reduced him ta dust and bones with her great 

powers. Ta the other man, who stood in fear. she gave stiength and thet sa- pipe that she 

wrried with her. She showed him how to perfomi the sacreci pipe c e m y  and told hirn îhat 

as long as the people continued to use the pipe and keep it sacred, h a m n y  and peaœ would 

prevail. This young man became the first pipe cankrI the tnisted kwper of the pipe. As the 

wornan left him, she tumed into a white buîblo caK For îhis reason she is traditianally called 

the White Buffalo Ca# Woman. 

The pipe cerernony is a sacred ceremony which expresses thankfulness to the 

Creator and which offers prayers for the hamony and the continued nurturing of the universe 

which the Creator provides. It is also a heaiing ceremony which may be performed in a group or 

between the pipe carrier and one oüier person. Those involved in the pipe œ r m y  gather 

into a circle where the pipe camer begins by purifying each person. Anyone who has recently 

had alcohol or any other intoxicant is prohibited from participating in the ceremany as its' 

exposure to the pipe would cause its' desecration. As well, women who are having their 

'moon-time' or menstruation are also prohibited h m  participating because of the intense 

spiritual energy emitted by îhem during this time. Such a clash of the energy between the 

woman and the pipe would cause the pipe's desecration. The pipe carrier IigMs a braid of 

sweetgrass, a sweet-smelling herb similar to cornmon gras, Its fragrant smoke is offered to 



e a h  person by fanning the lit end with the sacred eagle feather- The eagle feathr is a symbol 

of the communication between the Creator and human beings. As the eagle flies the highest and 

therefore closest to the Creator than any other animal, it is the sacred messenger. Smudging or 

purification occurs by drawing the smoke close to the body with the hands. This both protects 

and cleanses the participant with a sweet smell which attracts good spirits With the purification 

campete, the pipe is filled with natural and untreated tobacm and is lit by the pipe carrier who 

first prays with the pipe and offen it to the Creator and creation in a personal way (to the four 

directions, the four races, the plants, the animals and othefs). The pipe is then passed 

clockwise or counterclockwise in the cide dspending on the tradition of the pipe carrier. As the 

pipe is received by each person, it is raised ta the lips with aie bowl in the left hand and the stem 

in the tight and four puffs are taken. The smoke is not inhaled but is blown upwards as an 

offering to the Creator. if one is unable ta smoke for health or age maçons, then the pipe is 

touched to the nght and left shoulders and then passed on. The ceremony is complete with the 

smoking of the pipe by eacfi participant and the dering of prayers for forgiveness to the Creator 

if the ceremony was not performed in perfection. 

The Sweat Lodue 

The m a t  lodge ceremony or sweat is a sacred ceremony which purifies the mind, 

the body, the heart, and the spirit in preparation for communion with the Creator and may be 

done in a group or between the medicine persan and one individual. The medicine person and 

the participants in the weat often construct the todge together or there is a permanent structure 

used by the comrnunity already in place. lnside the lodge is a pit for the heated Stones used to 

generate steam and benches upon which participants sit. Tite m a t  lodge itself represents the 

womb of Mother earth, furnishing the ceremony with the strong symbofism of purification and 

rebirth for the participants. The sweat lodge is entered by crawling on the hands and knees 

through a srnall space in Vie side which is later dosed duflng the ceremony. Upon entering, the 
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participant should say 'Al1 my relations' to acknowledge the spirits of ancestors who will provide 

strength and guidance during the sweat Tobacco should be offered to the Medicine person to 

show respect One person is leff outside to tend to the rocks which have been heated in a fire 

outside the lodge for houm. The rocks of the sweat lodge are an important symbol for Native 

people. As the oldest living creations on the earth, the rocks are a humbling reminder of human 

creation. When everyone is seated inside, the Elder or the medicine person signals for a 

number of the hot rocks to be brought inside and placed in the pit Pieces of cedar are placed 

on the rocks to burn and smoke and thus purify the mreat lodge. The opening of the lodge is 

closed and prayers and chanting begin. Water is poured on the glowing rocks, stearn rises and 

the heat of the sweat lodge becomes intense- If it becames too much for participants, they are 

urged to lie on the fioor and place their head close to Mother Earth where it is cooler- As a way 

of further intensrfying the communication between the participants and the Creator* the sacred 

pipe may be filled with sweetgrass lit from the rocks and the pipe ceremony may be perfonned, 

When the fast rocks lose their heat, prayers are offered to the Creator and the sweat lodge is 

ended. The participants ernerge and with thanks to the Creator and Mother Earth for having 

been purified by the experience, they rime themselves with cooling water- 

Following this bief overview of the central themes within the Natural way, a 

discussion of selected Native Justice Initiatives wimin different stages of the Canadian criminal 

justice proœss will be presented. However before this may be attempted, certain questions 

about the relationship between these Native Justice Initiatives and traditional Native culture and 

spirituality must be addressed. Such questions revolve around the debate about whether or not 

such justice initiatives are "real" or *inventeda in ternis uf their application of Native tradition to 

the modem criminal justice structure. As Dickson-Gilmore (1992) suggests, before the question 

of real versus invented may be answered, a definition of 'tradition" must first be accepted. For 

this, she suggests Hobsbawm's (1983) definition which makes a clear distinction between 

tradition and custom. As Hobsbawm notes, 'Custom is what judges do, 'tradition' is the wig, robe 



and other fomal paraphemalia and ritualized pradices surtounding their substantial action" 

(1983:3). Under this definition, law can be defined as a custom and not as tradition. Viewing 

law in this manner represents a significant anthropological debate which cannot be resolved 

here, however Dickson-Gilrnore suggests that if one accepts that custom is what judges do, then 

custom is at least a fom of law. In her study of the traditional Longhouse justice system 

proposed at Kahnawake, Dichon-Gilmore (1992) argued that the Longhouse structure (the 

building, fitual, pïocess etc.) should be viewed as tradition and that the philosophies surrounding 

the resolutions of feud and confiid (the law) should be viewed as the customs of the Mohawk 

people. The modem proposal for the Longhouse justice system seeks to incrude the resolution 

of individual disputes into an arena which was traditionally reserved for the resolution of clan or 

national issues and as such represents the adaptation of tradition rather that the invention of a 

new criminal justice structure* In the same way, this thesis argues that Native Justice Initiatives 

in Canada represent the adaptation of Native tradition without the alteration of the Native custom 

upon which such tradition is based. Dickson-Gilrnore further suggests that Native justice 

initiatives rnay be popularly viewed as being invented because of their close association with the 

traditionalist or nationaliçt movement currently taking hold among many First Nations. This 

association may cause Native Justice Initiatives to be viewed as points ofactivism on the part of 

First Nations in the struggle for sen-detemination and nationalism. Howevec, in keeping with 

Native tradition, there is nothing inconsistent about the role of adivism in shaping or changing 

institutions. As the Hau de nau sau nm, the traditional six nations council at Onondaga gave in 

an address a Geneva in 1977, 'spiritual consciousness is the highest fonn of political 

consciousness" (Akwesasne Notes, 1978: 3)- Any activism which is evident in the development 

of Native Justice Initiatives may therefore indicate that Native tradition and wstom is being 

followed and that the role of 'invention" is minimized. Finally as Dickson-Gilmore proposes, 

For Canadians to deny the legitirnacy of indigenous traditions on the bases that they are 

products of invention or in some similar way not "really" traditional is, at best unfair, and 
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at worst. hypocritical .JO use 'untraditionalness" as a bar Co First Nations 

self-detemination does no more than doom us al! to continue into the future the 

reprehensible and hypocritical practice of intemal colonialism (1 992: 499). 

The following initiatives and applications of Native justice, as rooted within the Natural way, 

represent attempts to mate a more meaningful process for the Naüve person in conflict with the 

law. In this way, they have the potential to instill peaœ and social justice within the Canadian 

criminal justice system. 



HEALING THE CIRCLE 

It is o w  belief lhst nOlFN8tne sociuîy h m  much to h m  fram Native traditions and 
wisdom. If b Our hop8 mat the &monstrstion of inhl justice syszems, WOU# 
gradually move towsrd a mtonfive, comrnun&pbased justice mode1 in our 
countty. In Uist way, al1 ciUzens d k & d  by the injustices of cunwnt practices, iie 
they Native or non-Usfivu, male or -ah, murld 6en- fmm a mom humane and 
sensible way of admhibtrs#ing jusflce 

RepoH of Me Ta& f o i r e  on Feûemlly Sentenced Women 1990 

For Aboriginal pmpie, Uie essenthl ptvblem is ü?at the Canadian system of 
justice is an imposed and fbmign spim. in orrler ïor a society to accept a justice 
system as putt of ifs Iiib and its cornmuniQr, if must see the system and 
experience it as being a positive inîïuence working h r  that society. Abonginal 
people do not. 

My name is Litüe Red Bear. My Chn b the Bear clan. f want to sing a Song to 
honour the women in wr Lodge toniQht 

Raymond Raven JI., Seven ywrs old 
Hollow Water, Manitoba 

Failing to îake pmperïy into accwnt Uie cuItuml or pesonrl life citcumstances of 
offenders may help exphin why ww mpeateôly en; mpeatedly incrwse the 
prospect Chat fhe very îhing we so riiiigiuudy sstrive fo prievent will happen again 

Yukon l e r r i t o ~ l  Court Justice Stuart 

Goodness is an essentfrl mlue in Nathe cuhm 

a m l a  Cunningham, Oinrctor 
Strn D8nEels Cent.  

Native Justice Initiatives Mer promise in achieving what the conventional criminal 

justice process cannot for Native people in conflict with the law. Such an understanding that 



the current structure of &minal justice is incapable of effedively addressing the needs of Native 

people (or of Non-Natives) is evidenced by the coridemnatory findings of many reports, among 

them the 1989 Royal Commission into the Prosecution of Donald Marshall in Nova Scotia. the 

1990 Task Force on Federally Sentenced Women, the 1991 Manitoba Aboriginal Justice Inquiry, 

and the newly concluded 1996 Royal Commission on Aboriginal Justice. 

Native Justice Initiatives are based in a traditional Native way of life either in their 

broad stfudure, through specific aspects or in the general philosophy under which they are 

operated. Just as the Medicine Wheel illustrates the interconnectedness of mind, body, heart, 

and spirit, Native Justice Initiatives are restorative or healing fomis of justice which recognize 

problem behaviour as a symptom of dixx~nnection between these four aspects within an 

individual or between individuals and their families and communities. As the Manitoba Aboriginal 

Justice Inquiry (1991) noted, 

The underlying philosophy in Aboriginal societies in dealing with crime was the 

resolution of disputes, the healing of wounds, and the restoration of social harmony. It 

might mean an expression of regret for injury done by the Mender of by members of the 

offenders clan. It might mean the presentation of gifts or payrnent of some kind. It might 

mean the forfeiture of the offender's life l . But the matter was finished once the offence 

was recognized and deatt with by bath the offender and the offended. Atonement and 

The forfeiture of the offender's life in certain traditional Native cultures should not be 
understood in the sense of the modern notion of capital punishment. With a communal decision 
that an oifender posed too much danger to live within the wmmunity, he or she could be 
banished or exiled. With banishment, social relations and kinship ties may also be destroyed, 
thus requiring the individual to seek out survival in the hanh environment on thek own. In this 
situation, if the individual's death occurred, it was more a reflecîion of the individual's inability to 
survive without mmunity M e r  than a calculated death penalty. For a more thorough 
discussion, see Chapter Two of the Manitoba Aboriginal Justice lnquiry (1991), Volume 1, 
"Aboriginal Concepts of Justice". 



the restoration of harmony were the goals-not punishment (Manitoba, 1991 : VI. 27). 

This chapter is an exploration of selected Native Justice Initiatives which echo this traditional 

message of healing at various stages in the conventional criminal justice process. We begin by 

examining the Hollow Water Healing Program for Sex Offenders in Manitoba, a diversionary 

program which, rather than punish, seeks to heal offenders and the community. Frorn there, the 

use of the sentencing circfe as a rnethod for detemining sentences in criminal cases wili be 

illustrated by specificaily discussing its use in R vs. Moses (1992). The Stan Daniels Centre 

in Edmonton, Alberta and the Okimaw Ohci Healing Lodge near Maple Creek, Saskatchewan 

provide two examples of how a correctional facility may use traditional methods of Aboriginal 

healing to heal those in custody. 

The Hollow Wafer Healina Prooram For Sex Offiendem 

During an informa1 1986 suwey of the Hollow Water First Nation in Manitoba 

wnducted by local social workers, the Ojibway wmmunity was shocked to leam that 

approximateiy two thirds of its 650 mernbers had either ben the vidim or perpetrator of sexual 

abuse. Prior to the revelations of -al abuse, the mrnmunity had successfully lowered its 

alcoholism rate from 80 percent to 20 percent with the help of both local Ojibway social w~rkefs 

and non-native resources wtiich sought to place the alcohoI abuse within the Native experience 

in mainstrearn Canadian culture. Peter Moon (1995: A l )  has observed that, "as people 

sobered up, they began to face their dakest secret: Sexual abuse was a major part of why they 

had been dnnking". The msource group, immediately began to implement the same strategy 

which they had used to combat alcoholism by placing it in the oantext of community experiences. 

In addition, they aeated a cornmunity and family healing program which is based in Ojibway 

traditional spintuality. 



Wth an agreement by the Manitoba Criminal Justice authorities to not take into 

custody those in Hollow Water who admitteci perpetrating sexual abuse (as long as they 

participated in traditional healing), the Hollow Water program became a diversionary program. 

Once a case of abuse has been detected, the perpetrator is confronteci at home by an 

intervention team. Confrontation is not hostile but is rather bas& in honesty and understanding 

as the social workers Mer their support to al1 family members. The perpetrator is taken to the 

local R.C.M. P. detachment where a formal confession may be signed and the charge is laid. 

Aïter pleading guilty in court, the Mender is given a term of probation and an order ta participate 

in the program and the healing begins. Healing in the Hollow Water program does not occur 

without consideration for the experiences of those living on the resenre. As Mmn notes, 'For 

generations, people from the community were subiected to the indignities of the residential 

schools, in which they were told to forget their language, culture, and spiritual beliefs. 

Missionanes told them they were pagans. Sexual and physical abuse was commotf (1995: A l  ). 

The situation of Hollow Water may be likened to the situation of many Native wmmunities in 

which the continuation of traditional life and its more concret8 aspects such as parenting and 

social skills were disnipted by the removal of a generation ta the residential school system. 

Upon retum to their homes, Viis generation, sa conditianed ta the degradation and abuse in the 

schools, passed on their suffering to those around them. The result of this 'bas a dispirited 

sense of community that had lost its sense of purpose and identity and tumed to alcohol as an 

escape" (Moon, 1995: Al). 

In a v i a t i o n  for the experience of the community, the Hollow Water Healing 

Program reflects a return to Native spintuality and traditional techniques of healing. As Marcel 

Hardesty, a rnember of the Band Council, notes, 'The Spiritual program is the key" (Moon, 1995: 

Al). By making sure that offenders are not sentenced to jail time for their offence, the program 

itself marks a shfi from punishment to rehabilitation, a concept which is more in line with 



traditional healing aspects of the Native way of life. This frarnework of rehabilitation is further 

enhancecl by a traditional technique of healing and conflict resolution which the program has 

named "Community Holistic Cirele tlealing". This is a gatfiering together of the offender, family 

and community members and sometimes viaims to stiare ttirough discussions the problems and 

experiences which each has fa& in relation to the issue of semal abuse. In addition to 

activities such as the perfoming of community se- or participation in prayer ceremonies, 

smudging and the Sweat Lodge. the p q m m  also affers anger management and human 

sexuality courses. 

Rupert Ross (1996) has noted that the healing orientation promoted at Hollow 

Water is not exdusively for victims, Meriders and the community but is also extended to staff 

and those responsible for the healing of others. Ross proposes that this is based in the 

observation that 'unhealed people mnnot bring healing to others" and that teams of healing 

individuals cannot be built by "simply locating a dozen interested peopfe, adding money and 

stirring in a few ceremoniesu (1996: 155). A healing team requires a high level of trust among 

al1 members and requires a cornmitment to a pioces of selfdevelopment through which such 

trust and healing will become strmger. As Ross 

As I see it now, part of the genius of Hollow Water- and of the Witional teachings that 

shaped it- is that each person who cornes to them for help finds hirnself in a circle 

composed of people who have already built relationships of honesîy and openness with 

each other and who consistently demonstrate mir resped and care for each other in 

everything they do. In other words, they get to sit, perhaps for the first time in their Iives, 

in a 'safe' place, a 'hope* place and a "leaming' place (1 996: 14&149). 

Peter Moon notes that in the nine years that the Healing program has been in place, it has 

served 52 offenders, 94 victims and more than 260 relatives of either. Of Vie 52 offenders, only 

2 have re-offended, giving the program a better rate of success than its conventionai 
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counterpatt But perhaps the mal success of the program lies in its ability to revive the 

traditional lifestyle not onty for offenders but also for Mure generations in the cwiimunity. As 

Raymond Raven Sr., a mernber of the community, ofhred, "When I was his age [his son], it was 

against the law for me to bke part in a sweat. I never had rny traditions. I grew up to have a 

problern with drink. I am detennined rny son will grow up proud of his people. And he will grow 

up to honour the women in Our community" (Moon, 1995: A l  ). 

The Sentencina Circle 

As Justice Stuart wrote in the introduction of the criminal report of the sentencing trial of 

Regina versus Philip Moses, a member of the Na-cho Ny'ak Dun First Nation of the Yukon, the 

formality of the conventional sentencing procedure may "discourage participation, preclude 

disclosure of relevant information and inhibit [the] fashioning of [an] appropriate sentence" 

(Stuart, 1992: 357). Stuart submits that nsing crime and recidivism rates rnake the seanh for 

alternatives in criminal justice a priority both in monetary and in human ternis. He writes, 'While 

the underlying problems of cn-me and the gross inadquacies of the justice system stem from 

much broader and deeper ills within society, significant immediate improvement within the court 

process can be achieved by changing the wntencing procesç" (1992: 360). In response to 

these problems and as an atternpt to change the sentenàng proass within mis case, Stuart 

utilized the circle sentencjng methad to arrive at an appropriate sentence for Moses. Such a 

method of sentencing is based in Native tradition which views the troublesane behaviour of an 

individual as the collective responsibility of a tnbe, village or clan (Manitoba, 1991). Like the 

community and family conferences in New Zeafand and Australia which enwuraged the 

participation of the offender and the vidim and their families and supporters (Braithwaite and 

Mugford, 1994). circle sentencing (or a healing circie as it may alsa be known) allows the 



community to have a greater role in sentencing. 

The offender in this case was Philip Moses, a mernber of aie N a d o  Ny'ak Dun First 

Nation of the Yukon. He was convided of carrying a weapon for the purposes of assaulting a 

police constable. Moses had a history of health problems related to substance abuse and had 

spent much of his earfy life in foster care, group homes and juvenile centres. With a previous 

record of 43 convictions, Moses had done time in jail with the mort recent occasion being ffieen 

months on a previous conviction. All of his offénses were done while he was irnpaired or in order 

to support his addiction. Assessments of him descrïbed him as extremely sensitive, not trusting 

and as having dysfunctional caping skills. Throughout MosesJ files there had been identifid a 

need for personal counselling, but none had been provided. 

Justice Stuart, the presiding judge in the case. recognized the need to punue 

unwnventionaf methods in the sentencing of Moses for this offence. In explaining why they 

were needed, the judge writes, 

Jail is an undeniably important part of the numerous options required to competently 

address the infinite variety of offenders and Menses. In Philip's case, as with many 

others, jail sentences are unfortunatefy not sirnply the last resort, but the most expedient 

way of sweeping out of the carnmunity, ofF the court docket, a dficult problem. Crime 

will mysteriously disappear, society naively presumes, if crirninals are sent to jail. 

Sweeping offenders into the hands of prison officiais simply moves the problem ftom one 

incompetent process to another (Stuart, 1992: 382) 

He further notes: 

The tenaciously heid belief against overwhelming evidence to the contrary that jail can 

be rehabilitative provides an illusory solace for the court and enables mmunities and 

courts to avoid confionting reality. The destructive impact on offenders and ultimately 



future victims, and the squandenng of scarce public resources is reaçan enough to 

exercise restraint in relying upon punishment and especially jaiI to protect the public 

(Stuart, 1992: 383). 

In accordance with these views. Stuart allowed the sentencing of Philip Moses to be camed out 

in a sentencing circle. In the courtroom, a circle to seat 30 people was arranged. The defence 

attorney sat beside Moses and his family, while the Crown sat directly across from them and to 

the right of the judge. Others present in the circle included members of the N a 4 0  Ny'ak First 

Nation, R.C.M.P. and probation officers, and other members of the community who wished to 

take paR 

Pnor to the beginning of the sentencing process, Stuart noted that the circle 

structure dramaticalty changed the dynamics of the interactions between participants. The 

participants, because they were facing each other with little distance belween them, had equal 

access and equal exposure to each other. The sentencing circle began as al1 participants were 

asked to introduœ themselves. Ali participants remained seated while speaking. After a few 

brief remarks by the judge and the caunsel, the atrnosphere became very informal. However, the 

discussion intensified and centred on how best io both proted the community and help Moses 

overcorne his alcohol problem. Thrwghout the discussion, the participants referred to each 

other by name instead of title and any potentially confrontational situations were quickly calmed 

by the close proximity of the participants. 

Perhaps the most useful remarks were made by Moses himself, who spoke with an 

"eloquence, passion and pain" which "riveted everyone's attention" (Stuart, 1992: 371). As 

Justice Stuart later noted, until Moses &und himself in the cirde, he had believed that he had 

alienated his family and his wmmunity through his cbnduct Moses had even remarked during a 

previcius wurtroom session, "1 just want to go to jail, I don't want any of this treatment" (Stuart, 
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1992: 391). Such a statement is in definite contrast to the negative Mects whieti Moses' 

previous periods of incarceration had on him. Previous psychiatrie, medical and court reports 

on Philip Moses disaissed the especially dangerous combination of Moses and prison in ternis 

of suicide, substance abuse and recidivism. Stuart submitted that, 

Substance abuse, criminal acWÏies, and the chronic failure to cope with the demands 

and discipline of a seifqeliant existence are symptoms of Philip shyggle with the curse of 

fetal alcohol syndrome. Jail compounds the difficulties in successfully resolving his 

problems. To break the vicious cycle consisting of jail, substance abuse. crime and jail, 

that has repeatedly âenied his prospects for a positive Iife and repeatedly threatened his 

cammunity, çornething other than jail must be ûied (Stuart, 1992: 386). 

In the understanding that jail was not an appropnate response for Moses, his family and his 

cornmunity were given more responsibility in his rehabilitation. This his mother, brother and the 

Chief of the First Nation accepted freely. frequently expressing the need to reintegrate M o s e s  

with his family and çamrnunity during the sentencing. 

The participants wllectively detemined that Moses be given a suspended sentence 

and placed an two yean probation. The sentence was divided into three distinct Sages, the first 

of which involved the reintegration of Moses with his family and his community. Because his 

early life was charaderized by foster homes, group home and detention centres, Moses had lost 

contact with his farniiy and the traditional way of life. Therefore as a condition of his probation, 

the circle participants deterrnined that he be required to reside with a mernber of his family on a 

rural trapline outside of Vie town of Mayo. The second part of the plan œntred around healing 

Moses of his alcohol addiction by sending him to a twononth residential program for Native 

alcoholics in southam British Columbia (it was the preference of the circle to çend Moses to a 

program in the Yukon but none existed). His brother was allowed to accampany and attend the 
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sessions with him wtiile frequent contacts would be maintainecl by his family, his community and 

his probation officer. ln the third and final stage of the sentence, Moses would retum to Mayo 

and reside with his family in the almhol-free home which they would provide for him. Members 

of the First Nation wuid thereby m i n  a program of ducational, emotional, and substance 

abuse counselling, employment searches and continued support fw Moses. The participants in 

the circle decided that they would meet beniveen each stage of the sentence to further Yine-tune' 

the plan and offer additional support In using the sentencing circle, Stuart offers Chat the 

conventional structure of justice was able to provide a viable alternative to jail for Philip Moses 

by incorporating the values and concems of The Na-dx, Ny'ak First Nation to which he 

belonged. The exhaustive and encompassing sentence whidi was achieved by using circle 

sentencing over conventional methas may &e attnbuted Co the Wlve specific benefîts wtiich 

Stuart obsenmâ dumg the proœss. The circle structure and format of the process does the 

followhg: 11 challenges the monopoly of professimals in the m-minal justiœ process to aiways 

know what is best for an offendec 2J encourages fay participatian and thus extends the 

perspective of the process in to the 'real' community ; 31 enhances the information available to 

the court about the uffender by placing him or her in a farnily and comrnunity context; 4/ allows a 

creative search for new options; 5/ promotes a sharing of responsibility for Vie affenders 

success and failures thus providing participants with a vested interest in aie affender; 6/ 

encourages the M e n d e s  participation in order to further his or hef own understanding of the 

affence and create an appreciation for past expriences which may have contributed to the 

offence; 7/ presents a stnictute by which the vidim rnay be involved in sentenchg; 81 creates a 

constructive rather than punitive environment in the caurtroom; 91 pmotes a greater 

understanding of criminal justice limitations and the need for progressive altemetives; 101 

extends the focus uf the criminal justiœ proœss into an appreciation of the reality of the 

wmmunity; 1 l i  mobilizes comrnunity resources in a way which is effective for the Mender, and 



121 merges the values of the First Nations and western govemment to achieve a more 

meaningful, effective, and appropriate justice for Native people (Stuart, 1 992: 365-375). 

The structure of the sentencing circle, by containing those positive attributes as 

outlined above, contributecl to the creation of a sentence which represented an innovative 

alternative to incarceration and which, by being personally meaningful for Moses, rnay increase 

his chances of success. This case provides an illustration of how penetrating and 'healing' a 

sentence may potentiafly be in terrns of actually accessing an offender's problems and offering a 

practical and effective solution. As Justice Stuart concludeci, 

Unless the system is changed, the community will be victimized by the very system 

charged with the responsibility of protecting it We must find a way to change. We must 

find cornmunities, First Nations, professional and lay people willing to work together ta 

explore 'tnily new ways'- We will: we have no choice. In making the circle work, the 

Na-cho Ny'ak Dun F irst nation took an important first step. Can we follow? (1 992: 394). 

Such a 'first step' has given Moses a better chance of achieving an independent and ftee He. It 

has also given the justice systern a better chance of never dealing him again and has given 

the mmmunity a greater level of responsibility for its own safety and freedom. In this way, the 

sentencing process and the sentence given to Moses rnay represent a pmfound healing. 

The Stan Daniels Conectional Centre 

The Stan Daniels Centre in Edmonton Alberta was the first native-nin correctional 

centre in North Arnerica. Man- by the Native Counselling Services of Alberta, the Stan 

Daniels Centre is a minimum security correctional centre designed specifically to address the 

needs of male Aboriginal offenders. The Centre functions under the objectives of the Native 

counselling Services of Alberta which are: 11 to lower the Native incarceration rate: 2/ to gain 



fair and equitable treatrnent for Native people involved in the criminal justice system; and 31 to 

assist Native communities and individuais in developing their full potential (Solicitor General, 

1994b: 18). 

Within its awn mission staternent, the Stan Daniels Centre reiterates its duties and 

responsibilities to the Mender, the community and to provincial and federal authorities from 

which offenders are ailowed to enter the program. For the offender, the centre promises 

assistance in identifying individual needs through the use of a "holistic approach to assist the 

offender to look at their physical, mental, emotional and spiritual well-being" (Solicitor General, 

1994b: 18). Such a holistic approach is found in programs such as Os Ki A Matsiun, a seven 

week family life improvement program in which residents are encouraged to confront issues of 

self-identity, relationships, anger, semality, violence, substance abuse and suicide. An Elder 

remains at the centre for three days of the week to provide counselling and to impart the 

understanding of the traditional way of Iife. Traditional spiritual pradices and ceremonies such 

as the sweat lodge, fasting, the buming of sweetgrass, and dancing are an impartant component 

of this particular prograrn in the understanding that such activities allow residents "to become 

culturally and spiritually aware of their ancestral heritage, thereby building pride and 

self-esteem" (Solicitor General, 1994b: 24). In addition to the family life irnprovement program, 

there is an art therapy prograrn to help express, in a creative and positive way, the anger and 

the bittemess which developed in many residents through previous periods of incarceration or 

from the rejection and abandonment ttiey experienced by their families and by çociety in general. 

The provision of work is also an important role of the centre. For those who are confïned to the 

centre by sentence, wark is avaifable in maintenance, cleaning or in kitchen duties. For those 

who are allowed acœss to the mmmunity, the centre nins hm programs, the Leaming 

Employment Enhancement /%gram (LEEP) and the Communify Pleparation and Integration 

Program (CPIP). Both programs are offered to provide residents with the work and educational 
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experience which will allow them to find and keep meaningful employment in the wmmunity. 

In its promise of healing for the Mender, the Sbn Daniels Centre does not neglect 

its duties to the community and to the greater authorities of corrections who are ultimately 

responsible for the residents. In its mission statement, the centre seeks to "ensure that the 

community is safeguarded against any fumer criminal acts by offenders residing at the Centre" 

and further that "only residents displaying a willingness to change inappropriate behaviours shall 

remain residents of the Centre" (Solicitor General, 1494b: 19). Such an objective is supported 

by the following admission conditions of the Centre: no escape history and low escape risk; no 

outstanding charges or deportation orden; low nsk 10 the community; no serious medical, 

emotional, or behavioral problems; no serious institutional charges and satisfadory work reports; 

a willingness and motivation to address past problem behaviours through treatment; nearing the 

end of a federal or provincial sentence (Solkitor General, 1994b: 21). The Centre also 

stresses its cornmitment to maintain appropriate levels of security and supervision service for its 

charges, as well as including the Federal and Provincial authonties' conditions of release and 

treatment recommendations in the personal development plan of each resident 

The underlying philosophy of the Stan Daniels Centre is refiected in the comment 

by its director, Carola Cunningham, that "Goodness is an essential value in native culture" 

(Faulder. 1993: C7). The 'goodness' of the resident is nurtured through traditional native 

spirituality and, as staff member Vicki Whalen noted, by not considering what the residents had 

done to gel there. Staff members are also not discouraged M e n  residents retum to their old 

ways upon release. For hem, "success is progress, hovuever S I N  (Faulder, 1993: C7) and 

their belief in the strength and purity of the human spirit pqvides the understanding that the 

residents are being positively affectecl by the Centre men if msuks are not immediate. The 

program represents a process of healing rather than the administration of a cure or the delivery 

of a sanction. In this way, the Stan Daniels Centre approaches a traditional Native model of 



justice which is founded on the restoration of harrnony. 

In 1990, the Report of the Task Force on Federally Sentenced Women. Creatinq 

Choices, was accepted by the Federal Govemment as a doarment with which to guide the 

reform of the structure of incarceration for federally sentenced women. Within the plan outlined 

by the report was a specific recommendation to create a Healing Lodge for Aboriginal federally 

sentenced women. Such a recommendation was based in an awareness of the unique situation 

of Aboriginal women in prison, their over representation and their victimmon More and during 

incarceration. As the report noted, "Aboriginal women have been subsumed within two 

worlds ... the White and the male" (Canada, 1990: 67). The Okimaw Ohci Healing Lodge was 

opened in August of 1995 in Maple Creek, Saskatchewan in accordance with the Task Force 

desire to achieve the following: a safe place for Aboriginal women prisaners; a caring attitude 

towards self, family and community; a belief in individualized client-specific planning; an 

understanding of the transitory aspects of Aboriginal life; an appreciation of the healing rote of 

children who are closer to the spirit world; and pride in surviving dificult badcgrowids and 

persona1 experiences (Canada, 1490: 123). The phrase Olamaw Oha; wfiich in English means 

"Thunder Hills", was received by an Elder on a Vision Quest, or a search for spiritual 

communion, and is therefore felt to be a source of strength and guidance for the Lodge (Okimaw 

Ohci Healing Lodge, 1995). 

The Healing Lodge has both a vision and a role staternent, two dedarations which 

indicate the Lodge's comrnitment to its dual rote as a correctional institution and a healing 

program. me vision of the Healing Lodge is to "re-kindle the Spirit of Federally Sentenced 

Abonginal Women" by providing the teachings of the Elders and traditional understanding in 



order to provide a "spiritual base for Iife's challenges" (Okimaw Ochi Healing Lodge, Undated) 

The underlying philosophy of the Lodge is therefore based on Native spiritual understandings 

As the vision statment outlines, the Lodge seeks to promote the traditiwiai way of life in which 

Aboriginal people Iived %y a pnnciple that was based in the Power, the Beauty, the Sacredness 

and the Harmony of Creation" and held in sacredness the traditional teaching of "peace within 

ourselves. with our families, with our communities and within Our nations" (Healing Lodge Vision 

Statement 3). For federally sentenced Aboriginal women, the Healing Lodge seeks to 

represent a "safe place or power spot" and a "pathway on which a holistic approach to healing 

and human development will take place" (Okimaw Ochi Healing Lodge, Undated). 

In the Lodge's Role statement, which serves as its Mission staternent, are listed 

twelve objectives: If to provide a correctional healing model based on Aboriginal teachings; 2/ 

to teach and pradice various ceremonies related to Spiritual and CuItural well-being; 3J to share 

oral teachings; 4f to mate  a culturalfy responsive model based on the needs of Aboriginal 

wornen in order to assist in tkir suceeçsful retum to çociety; 51 to create an environment ftee 

from racism, sexisrn, and classism; 61 to mate an internai wmmunity committed in principle and 

practice to the promotion of wellness-mental. spiritual, physical and emotional; 71 to promote 

respect and understanding of self and othen; 81 to mate an environment in which Aboriginal 

women can assume/continue an active parental role with their children; 91 to provide an 

opportunity for the harvesting and growing of herbs, plants, and organic produce; 101 to facilitate 

conditional retease at the earliest possible time by addressing those aspects Mich relate to why 

women are involved in crime; 111 to create and maintain partnerships with the wmmunity and 

provide a setting for shared leaming experiences; 12/ to develop the Healing Lodge as a model 

for other correctional faciiities, and will, whenever possible, share their expertise in staff training 

models and unique pmgrams with interested parties at both the National and lntemational Ievels 

(Okimaw Ochi Healing Lodge, 1991 : 2). 
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Nthough the Lodge is just newiy operational (with the first residents having amved 

in October of 19951, many of tfie previws objeaives have been given fom oirough initial 

planning and development As Faith (1995: 100) notes, the Planning Circle began with the 

understanding that "current punitive measures will not and do not allaw for rehabilitationtt and 

that "rehabilitation, in the ûue sense of this wwd, means that the f kus  rnust begin to sliïft fmrn 

punishment and incarcaration ta holistic healing. The Lodge was thmefore placed on Nekaneet 

land in Saskatchewan ôecause the community demonstrated a strong understanding and 

commitment to traditional Aboriginal spirituaiii and its role in healing the women- The buildings 

of the Lodge are arranged in the shape of an eagle on 20 acres of wooded land and are free 

frorn fences, iron bars, and other standard security masures found in conventional institutions. 

The bedrooms cannot be locked from the outside and the staff neither cany nor are trained in the 

use of weapons. The Lodge houses a maximum of thirty women, admitting only those who have 

"a commitment to the hard work of healing" (Faith, 1995: They are provided wiVi 

duplex-style row housing in wtiidi a maximum of two residents rnay live in each side. Half of the 

units have a third bedrmm in wihich the children of residents may Iive. As Faith obmes,  even 

the terni 'warden' has been replaced by the Cree word 'Kikawinaw" which means 'Our Mother' 

and the position has gone to a femak Uder who has no previous experience in corrections. 

Programrning at the Healing Lodge is intended to refiect Aboriginal techniques for 

producing health or wellness in the mind, body, hem and spirit. As Faith notes, core 

programrning, such as artger management, parenting and Me skills, will be conduded by using 

* Since the writing of Faith's f 995 article on the Saskatchewan Healing Lodge for Women which 
also noted that women were adrnitted with no conœm for their previous correctional 'risk' 
designation, the decision has been made by correctional officiais to deny the admittance of 
women classified to be in need of 'maximum" security. The lack of bars on the facility would 
seem to have been possible only at the cost of denying the wornen most in need of the Lodge's 
healing orientation. 



traditional Aboriginal understandings and values and may be complemented by the occasionat 

contractual arrangenient between the Lodge and a non-aboriginal group or individual. Of the 26 

staff, (19 are Aboriginal and 7 have had extensive experienœ working with Aboriginal 

communities) only four have had previous experienœ with corrections. As a part of their 

training, the staff had to first spend 28 days at a treatment centre in order to heal themselves and 

develop an understanding for the experiences of those in a healing process. An additional ten 

weeks was spent leaming techniques of self-care, healing and spiritual purification based in 

traditional aboriginal methods (Faith, 1995). 

Although the Okimaw Ohci Healing Lodge is a new addition to the conventional 

structure of corrections in Canada, there are already concems with questions of success or 

failure. The vision of the Lodge is to prornote the healing of federally sentenced aboriginal 

women and thus release them to a l i i  of freedom and self-understanding. In ternis of its 

conception, its planning and development and indeed the opening of its doors, the Healing 

Lodge rnay already be offered as a success. We are reminded of the understanding of the stafF 

of the Stan Daniels Centre which sees 'success as progress'. For the Healing Lodge, such 

success is inherent in its very existence. As its Vision Statement submits, "Through the 

teachings of the Medicine Wheel al1 things are part of the Creation. We begin within the Centre 

of the Circle of Iife. the Creator and the Creation. The centre is also ourselves where we find 

Vision, ouf direction on the Spiritual Path in L i i  (Okimaw Ohci Healing Lodge, Undated). Like 

the centre of the circle whr. the Self gains an understanding of i tk l f  and the rest of creation, 

the Healing Lodge seeks to provide a nunuring environment where traditional understandings 

rnay be related through the teachings of the Elders and where women may wme to better 

appreciate themselves as Native wmen and as spiritual beings. 

Such innovations and altematives within the structure of criminal justice represent 

the beginnings of a criminal justice process which is more meaningful and thus effective for 



Native people in confiict with the law. By interweaving traditional Native spirituality with the 

conventional criminal justice process. th8 Canadian legal and correctional structures are moving 

towards a more peaceful resoluticm of the issue of overi'ncarceration and discrimination against 

Native people within criminal justice. The healing or rehabilitation of Native offenders in their 

traditional ways is essential, for Native people have endured much at the hand of mainstream 

society. In a traditional understanding, the balance and hanony of the circle of life has been 

broken apart by suffenng. This suffering, as created by dehumankation, oppression, 

segregation, paternalism. poverty. racism and the offshoots of almhol, drug, physical and sexual 

abuse, is the essential reason why Native people are vastly over-represented in criminal justice. 

It seems illogical that sufiering such as this should be countered with more suffenng in the 

courtroorns and the prisons. Native Justice Initiatives (although wrrently on the ternis set by the 

dominant criminal justice system) do represent a return to a Native understanding of justice 

which is 'Yo restore the peace and equilibrium within the cornmunity, and to reconcile the 

accused with his or her own conscience and with the individual or family who has been wronged 

(Manitoba, 1991: VI ,  22). It is a healing and restorative fom of justice which places the 

individual within the greater framework of family, mrnuni ty and humanity. In this way, Native 

justice initiatives join peaœmaking criminology and its understanding that crime is characterized 

by sufFering and that the only effective method of affeding crime is by affecting that srnering 

thmugh non-violence, peace, and social justice. 



EXPLORlNG THE CONJUNCTURE OF PEACEMAKING 
CRIMINOLOGY AND NATIVE JUSTICE INIT lATlVES 

The Peacemaker c a m  to the peopie witli a messaga mat Mngs shauld ce8se 
abusing one snotîm. He stated îhat humns am capable of mson,  that thmugh 
thet power of mason al1 men dresim peace, and Chat it is n8cBss.ty that îhe peopk 
organize !O ensure thpt peace will be possible among the people who wslk about 
on the mdh. mat w s  the wïginal rvotü about Iaws - laws wen, or@innally meant 
to prevent the abuse of humns by oUier humans. 

nie Hau de no sau nee Addriess to the Hlresten, WorM 
Geneve, Switzerlsnd f9ï7 

Hal Pepinsky (1 995) has noted that a signifïcant source of inspiration within current 

works in peacemaking criminology comes from an examination of how indigenous traditions 

respond to crime and problematic behaviour. This link between peacernaking and indigenous 

justice practices has also been noted by Braithwaite and Mugford in their 1994 article entitled 

"Conditions of Successful Reintegration Ceremonies". In this work, two youth justice 

initiatives, the 'family group conference' of New Zealand and the 'wmmunity conferences' of 

Australia are described in ternis of their potential to reintegrate the offender back into the 

wmmunity through a mettiod which the authon cal1 'reintegrative shaming'. Such a method in 

based in the traditional Abonginal way of Iife and represents an accommodation behneen 

Aboriginal tradition and the Euro-based criminal justice system. The conferences take the form 

of a meeting between the offender. the victim and interested parties such as farnily and fn'ends 

from bath sides. With the help of a mediator, the group discusses the offender and openly 

denounces the offence in an attempt to make the offender realize the consequerices of the 

offence. Once deeply embamssed and ashamed, the offender is 'reintegrated' into the 

community and family by a show of encouragement and support by al1 present Discussion then 

focuses on producing a remedy for the problematic situation whi& is in the best interests of bath 



the offender and the vidim. 

The union of Abriginal tradition and the conventional western structure of criminal 

justice is not lirnited to Australia and New Zealand but is, as disarssed in Chapter 5, also found 

within Native justice initiatives in Canada. The Hollow Water program, the sentencing circle, the 

Stan Daniels Centre, and the Ohci Okirnaw Healing Lodge each represent an accommodation 

between Native culture and the Canadian criminal justice system. These justice initiatives 

would seem to be founded on two basic understandings: 11 that for justice to be satisfying, 

respected and therefore effective, it must be meaningful to those upon whom it is applied. and 21 

a justice system which is based only on what is meaningful for one group will fail in terms of 

effectiveness, usefulness and justice for others. Because of its origin in British common lm, the 

Canadian justice and legal system may be called Euro-based (Nielsen, 1994) in ternis of its 

conceptions of crime and justice. Such conceptions rnay be found in the Christian world view 

which has dominated much of the social and historical development of English culture. As 

Charlie Hill (1995), a Mohawk and member of the Assernbly of First Nations in Ottawa. 

explained, in his understanding, Christianity rnay be conceptualized as a triangle in which certain 

hierarchical relationships rnay be obsewed l .  At the top apex of the triangle is the Father or 

the supreme divine force. white at the nive lower apexes are Jesus Christ and The Holy Ghost 

For the ordinary person, the Faaier rnay only be appmached through an intermediary such as 

Jesus or the Holy Spirit. This hierarchical structure is repeated in western institutions such as 

the church where the priest is the intemediary; the courtroom in which the judge holds absolute 

power and the defendant or the victim rnay only approach that power through legal 

representation; in the classroom where the teacher is the source of knowledge; in the 

' Although what is presented here is based on Charlie Hill's vision, other conceptualizations of 
spiritual structure within Christianity (in particular Catholicism) rnay include a quadrangle in 
which Mary, or the Madonna, in addition to Jesus and the Holy Spirit plays an important role as 
an intermediary between humans and the Divine Father. 



workplace which operates on the notion of supervisor and subordinate; and in the family where 

the status of parent is afforded more power than the status of child. In contrast to this 

conceptual structure, the Native way of life as prasented in Chapter 4 is symbolized by a circle. 

Like the Mik' maq Medicine Wheel which envisions the cyclical connedion be-n al1 of 

creation, traditional Native social life may also follow a cirailar pattern. The circle structure has 

a physical and conceptual impossibility of hierarchy since no individual may be above or below 

another. It is a structure of perpetual democracy for as is seen in the Medicine wheel which 

tums through the seasons and through the stages of life, those wtto follow also lead. 

The four Native justice initiatives which have been previously discussed represent 

an accommodation between Native tradition and conventional Canadian crÎminal justice. They 

offer the beginnings of a union between the circie and the triangle of Charlie Hill's 

understanding. The traditional understandings of the Natural way are brought into the realm of 

criminal justice in order to promote a holistic restoration to health and harmony for Native people 

in conflict with the l m  From structural features such as the la& offences or bars on windows at 

the Healing Lodge, the layout of buildings in the form of an eagle, or the physical arrangement of 

the courtroom in R. vs. Moses which transformeci discussion, to the actual spiritual content of 

correctional programs such as prayers to the Creator, the Sweat Lodge and the burning of 

sweetgrass, the presence of traditional Native spirituafity is felt within criminal justice. In 

addition, these prograrns operate with an appreciation for the inequality of the historical and 

social experience for Native people. It may be openly stated as in the Hollow Water program's 

contextualization of alcohol and sexual abuse within the communal expefiencer of residential 

schools or, like the Healing Lodge it rnay be implicit in the program's very existence. These 

initiatives, by focusing on healing rather than punishrnent, adtiere to the understanding of the 

Medicine Wheel which indicates that punishing another is to punish al1 of creation for its effects 

are felt beyond the individual. The righteous anger and hate which is caused by punishment 

seep into the consciousness of the family, the comrnunity, and those who witness and administer 



it. The circle is injeded with a confiict which is detrimental to the creation of harmony in 

relations. Tb avoid this, traditional Native justice foçused on reconciliation and the restaration of 

relations between an Mender and those Mended, in essence, peacemaking. In the most severe 

cases of offenses where an individual was a threat to the well-being of the community, an 

imperative for social action comes from the ethic of sharing (Brant, 1986). Contrary to the 

Western individualistic tradition, this ethic is based in the understanding that the survival of the 

group is more important than the sumival of any one person. To preserve the comrnunity, 

traditional Native cornrnunities may have practiced banishment or exile as an alternative to 

incarceration or death (Manitoba, 1991 : VI). 

This chapter explores the conjuncture of peacemaking criminology and Native 

Justice Initiatives by outlining two specific areas in which the two share common understanding. 

The first of these is that both peacemaking uïminology and Native justice initiatives represent 

what Wallace (1 956) has called a rewitalizatron movement. Peacemaking criminology and Native 

justice initiatives share in what they seek to achieve through their respective movements, 

namely the growth of non-violence, peace and harmony within the realm of conventional criminal 

justice. The second area which the hm share is the spiritual context of higher awareness, 

persona1 perfection. the interconnection of existence, and the necessity of actions to uphold the 

human values of peace, harmony, tnNi and love. The core teachings of Hinduism, Buddhism 

and Christianity, the spintual foundations of peacemaking, mimr the fundamental 

understandings of Native Spirituality. The Gandhian concepts of Satyagraha and self-sacrifice 

for social justice are similar to the teactiings of Native Elders who offer the principles of harmony, 

truth, caring and sharing and the sumival of the community over the survival of any one 

individual. In this way both peacemaking criminology and Native justice initiatives represent 

active movements for Justice and Truth which are built on foundations of sacredness. 



Revjtalizafian Movements 

In an analysis of the Handsome Lake Code of the Seneca prophet of reservation 

Iroquois during the early 19th century, A F. C. Wallace (1956) created the term revitaination 

movement to descn'be the generic pmcess by which certain culturechange processes may 

transfomi an existing culture into a new and desired fom. In anthropological literature, the 

conventional processes which succeed in transforming culture are those of evolution, diffusion 

(the spread of culture from place to place), or historical events. These processes however may 

be the result of infrequent and unintentional occurrences and are not specifically intended to 

change culture. Cultural change occurs as almost a by-product, In a revitalization movement, 

Wallace proposed that cultural change or transformation is a specific result and represents a 

"deliberate, organized, consciaus Mort by rnembers of a society to constnict a more satiming 

culture" (Wallace, 1956: 265). The revitalization movernent encompasses specific movements 

such as refonn movernents, social movernents, nativistic movements or religious movements 

though the generic processes of cultural change or renewai which are present in each. 

According to Wallace, these processes accur at the five stages in the development of a 

revitalization movernent which are: 1/ The steady state; 21 The period of individual stress; 3/ 

The period of cultural distortion; 41 The peiiod of revitalization; and 51 The new steady state 

(Wallace, 19%: 268). Wallace proposes that the very terni 'revitalization' irnplies that society 

be viewed as an organisrn. He submits that, "this holistic view of Society as an organism 

integrated from cell to nation depends on the assumption that society, as an organization of 

living matter, is definable as a network of intercommunication. Events on one subsystem level 

must affect other subsystems" (1956: 266). Given the intercommunication and integration 

which is present between the individual and the rest of society and the subsequent information 

which is passed between each through the resulting dialectic, Wallace contends that each 



person in society cmstnicts a mazeway or a mental image whicb is a view of "nature, society, 

culture, personality, and body image, as seen by one person" (1956: 266). The rnazeway is 

continually readjusted by the individual to accomrnoâate for the stress experienced when 

irregularities or contradictions are found within the social organism. As Wallace notes, 

Whenever an individual who is under chronic, physiologically rneasurable stress, 

receives repeated information which indicates tkiat his mazeway does not lead to action 

which reduces the level of stress, he must choose between rnaintaining his present 

rnazeway and tolerating the stress, or changing the rnazeway in an attempt to reduce the 

stress. Changing the rnazeway involves changing the total Gestalt of his image of self, 

society and culture, of nature and body, and of ways of action. It may also be necessary 

to make changes in the "real" system in order to bring mazeway and "reality" into 

congruence- The Mort ta work a change in mazeway and "real" system together so as 

ta permit more effective stress redudion is the Mort at revitalization; and the 

~Ilaboration of a number of persons in such an effort is called a revitalization movement 

(1 956: 267). 

60th peacemaking criminology and Native justice initiatives seek to revitalize society and culture 

and to reconstnict the mammy of individual members of society. Given that collective action is 

required, such initiatives rnay appropriatety be called revitalization movements- 

Peacemakina as Revifalizsfion in Cnminoloav 

The revitalization that peaœmaking represents in criminology can be examined 

through an analysis of Richard Quinney's personal and professional evolution. As Wallace 

would contend, the beginning of a revitalization movement is found in the reconstruction of the 

personal mazeway by a prophet or a leader of the movement. Although some individuals rnay 

take offence to the suggestion that Quinney represents a prophet in criminology (among them 

would certainly be Richard Quinney himself who regards himself as more of a seeker than an 



expert), the fad remains mat the five processual stages as outlined by Wallace can be deteded 

in Quinney's writings, ~ e c t i o n s  and personal realizations over the course of his mrwr. In 

exploring peaœmaking as a revitalization movement, Quinney's writings and published 

statements m n  be analyzed for signs of revitalization. The movement followed the man instead 

of the man followïng the movement 

The first stage of a revitalization movement is a steady state. This state is marked 

by techniques by which individuals wntinually adapt their mazeway to allbw for an 

accommodation of stress. This allom the stress to be tolerated as long as: 11 the techniques for 

satisfying other needs are not seriously interfered with; and 21 abandonment of a given 

technique for reducing one need in favour of a more efficient technique does not leave other 

needs, which the finit technique was also instrumental in satisfying. without any prospect of 

satisfaction (Wallace, 1956: 269). The amval of peaœmaking in cn'minology represents an 

attempt to reconstnict the mazeway through which criminologists approach the subject matter of 

crime, As Quinney noted early in his career. ' What I want to develop is a radical social theory, 

a theory which will liberate us as human beings raaier than oppress us. Sociological theories 

have supported a society that oppresses. ldeas themselves have oppresçed us" (Goldwyn, 

1971: 43). For Quinney, existing social theories during the sixties supported an oppressive 

society. Quinnefs early writings sought ta move outside of conventional criminological wisdom 

by questioning the legitimaey of legal and awpted notions of crime and by breaking away from 

an acceptance of the law as an absolute (1970; 1971; 1974). Prior to his venture into M a t  

would later be known as critical criminology, Quinneqs mrk, for example, his doctoral 

dissertation on prescription violation by retail phannacists (1963), had a definite positivistic 

orientation. 

The years preceding the sixties and Quinney's first radical works in airninology, may 

be descn'bed as a combination of two stages: the f i a  a s t e m  state and the second, a period of 

increased individual stress. As Wallace describes it, the steady state is characterized by 



adequate individual adaptation to stress in the rnazeway. The individual is able to satisfy 

physical. intelledual and emotianal needs within the current structure of society and culture. 

Within criminology, such a steady state was manifesta by a historical adherence to positivistic 

inquiry and science as a way of framing the subjed matter of cn-me (Galliher, 1991)- The focus 

of positivistic concem is the criminal ador and those personal and environmental characteristics 

which are conducive to crime. It is a model of analysis which views the elimination or reduction 

of m?ne as taking place through intervention with "maladjusted" or 'disorganized" groups and 

communities. The law is understood to be invariably 'right' or 'just' and thus is taken for granted. 

As Quinney proposad, the untouchability of the law as an item of inquiry prior to the sixties was 

due to criminologists who "assumed that the law was good in itself" (Goldwyn, 1971 : 43). 

With the sixties. the second stage of increased individual stress within contemporary 

criminology may be indicated by the questioning of this steady state of positivistic inquiry and its 

ability to meaningfully address crime and justice. At this stage, Wallace proposes that 

a point is reached at which some alternative must be considered. Initial consideration of 

a substitute way is likely, however, to increase stress because it arouses anxiety over 

the possibility that the substitute way will even be less effective that the original, and that 

it may also actively interfere with the exeaition of other ways. In other words, it poses a 

threat of mazeway disintegration. Furthemore, admission that a major technique is 

worthless is extremely threatening because it implies that the whole mazeway system 

may be inadequate (1 956: 269). 

As Quinney notes, it was somewhere in the turbulent 1960's that his own perceptions of the 

world were significantly altered. He contends that his tum to a critical position in crîminology, 

was more in terms of what was happening outside than what was happening in 

criminotogy or sociology. It was more my relation to the world. It was the time when I 

began to see many of the injustices around us and rather than assuming that the law 



was the instrument of justice I began to question the law (Goldwyn, 1971 : 43). 

He further notes: 

Some years ago, during that ontological shift of the 1 W s ,  I sat in the &es of 

Greenwich village, walked the streets of New York, and participated in the political 

events of the time. Daily without œasing. This song was playing then, Les MaCann's 

"Compared to What" (After thirty years, this Song still speakç to me.) Singing of the 

events of the time, hoping to understand, McCann sang "Everybody now. try to make it 

real compared to what" He sang moumfully the lines: 'The gddamn nation ..." 'The 

president he's got his war. Folks don't know what its for." "But I can't use it". 'Where's 

my God, and wherees my money?" "Goddamn it, try ta make it real compared to what" 

In those days, I was trying to make my own song. One result was a book I called The 

Social Realitv of Crime (1 970) (1 994: 1 ). 

The work The Social Realitv of Crime (1970) is a seminal text in critical cfïrninology which 

viewed crime and the law as social creations and not as inherently good or evil. Quinney's 

"song", The Social Realitv of Crime, represented the reconstruction of his own mazeway or his 

attempt to make sense of the world around him in response to ttie changing political climate and 

the questioning of conventional values in the 1960's. 

The third stage of revitalization, the period of cultural distortion, is marked by a 

situation in which " the inadequacy of existing ways of acting to reduœ stress becornes more and 

more evident, and as the intemal incongruities of the mazeway are perceived, symptoms of 

anxiety over the toss of a meaningful way of Iife also becorne evident, disillusionment with the 

mazeway, and apathy toward problems of adaptation set in" (Wallace, 1956: 270). In 

pinpointing the emergence of critical crïminology, Maclean (1986) suggests that shifting 

conceptions of crime as an event (as proposed by the dominating pasitivist school of the 

mid-fifties) to crime as a process marked the beginning of the intelleduaI move towards a critical 
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tradition. Despite the cornmitment of proponents of the cfitical tradition to m a t e  a progressive 

criminology, Maciean and Milovanovic (1991) point to periods of both agreement and 

disagreement withm the critical stream as to how the concems of a critical criminology should be 

directeci. In response to the social tumioil and anti-war movement of the 1960's, a period of 

agreement occurred within critical cn'minology and precipitated the development of the Labelling 

school in the United States and the New Cnminology in Britain- This solidarity among critical 

thinkers was soon shattered with the rise of a neo-conservative reaction in both the U.S and the 

U.K during the 1970's. Maclean and Milovanovic (1991) point to the pfoliferation of 

cn'minologists fuelled by the belief that there is no cure for mime and that the only concern 

should be to manage or control it in order to reduœ its negative impact on society and to protect 

the public. Frorn the early seventies until the 199Ors, mis third state of cultural distortion, 

disillusionment with the mazeway, anxiety, and apathy has characterized contemporary 

criminology particularly in some of the more nihilistic streams of postmodem thought Just as 

administrative criminologists have accepted that there is no cure for crime, so have many critical 

criminologists conceded their failure to construct a rneaningful approach to cn'rne and frequently 

subscfibe to the notion that criminologists create crime. As Quinney desaibed it, "No amount 

of thinking and no amowit of public policy have brought us any closer to understanding and 

solving the problem of crime. The more we have reacted to m'me, the farther we have removed 

ourselves from any undetstanding and any redudion of the problem* (1991: 3). He continues, 

With such a realization, we retum once again-as if starting anew-to ttie subject of crime, 

a subject that remains one of our most critical indicatots of the state of our personal and 

collective being. if what is said is seerns outrageous and heretical, it is only because it 

is necessarily outside the conventional wisdom both of our understanding or the problem 

and or out attempt to solve it Only by entering another world-yet one that is very simple 

and ultirnately truecan we becorne aware of our own condition (1991 : 3). 
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With this, Quinney called for a reorientation to the discourse and concems of criminology, just as 

he had done twenty years earlier in The Social Realitv of Crime (1970). The reorientation is to 

be a criminology of peacemaking. 

Wallace's fourth stage of a revital-ation movement is the actual pefïod of 

revitalization. As he noted, many such movements are religious in nature and have six major 

tasks to achieve: 11 mazeway refomulation by an individual or a prophet, and the resfmcturing 

of social elements and ideas in such a way as to create a new intemally consistent rnazeway ; 2/ 

communication of the new mazeway ta others in order to 'wnveri' others or help them to resolve 

their own misgivings about the previous mazeway ; 3/ organization of those who subscribe to 

the new mazeway in order to facilitate social action and campaigning to further the goals of the 

movement; 41 adaptation to the resistance which the movement will encounter, perhaps through 

modification of the mazeway; 51 cultural transformation as more membsrs of me sociat body 

accept the principles of the movement and put them into pracüce in social, political w economic 

reforrn; and 61 the routinization of the movement, or its aeceptance into everyday social and 

cultural practices through its efficacy in adapting to stress-generating situations (Wallace, 1956: 

270-275). With the completion of this stage, the revitalization movement rnoves into the final 

stage, the new steady state, a new cultural system wtiich differs from the old one and which has 

proven itself viable in social Me. 

Although peacemaking criminology is a refatively new amval in criminology and 

cannot be followed through al1 of the six levels of the actual revitalization stage, its theoretical 

principles do require a revitalization of criminological theory and pradiœ since they are 

premised upon views of humanity, society, and nature which are contrary to wnventional viewç. 

Wallace argues that there is no need for a 'requisite number of stages...as long as the original 

conception is a doctrine of revitaliration ...." (1956: 279). P e m a k i n g  in Enminology appears 

to have passed through the first three stages of mazeway refomulation. communication and 

organization. The first stage of mazeway refonnulation is fiist evident in auinnefs writings 



which sought to transcend conventional approaches to knowledge (1 973; 19n; 1980) and which 

iooked outside the realm of conventional wisdom in criminology (1986). By 1988, with the 

publication of the article 'Crime Suffering and Service: Towwd A Cfiminology of Peaœrnaking", 

Quinney's ideas about a religious and hurnanist approaeh which viewed ffl-me as suffefing had 

solidified into an intemally consistent mareway- His preseritatian of uirninology as peacemaking 

was the articulation of new way of approaching and understanding crime and crirninology. With 

subsequent writings by Quinney (1 989; 1990; 1991 ) and Pepinsky (1 980; 7986; 1988; 1989; 

1991b) , whom Quinney once mote and told that he thought aiminology should rnove in the 

direction of peacemaking (Pepinsky 1991 a), and with the produaion of the first peacemaking text 

in criminology Criminolm as Peacemaking (Quinney and Pepinsky, 1991) which contained 

articles by a nurnber of distinguished crirninologists in the areas of religiouslhurnanist, feminist, 

and critical peacemaking, the secand and third tasks of communication and organization wwre 

achieved. In 1986, Schwartz had distinguished peacemaking as a new schwl of thought in 

crïminology. This view was also affirrned by the inclusion of peaeemaking as one of four 

Directions in Critical Criminoloq (Maclean and Milovanovic 1997 ). 

Peaœrnaking criminology represents what Friedridis (1991 ) has called "a heresy of 

the first order" which seeks to "turn the airninological enterprise on its head, to challenge 

fundamental prernised of this enterprise" and promote "a worid of less violence, and 

oppression" (1 991 : 102 - 103). In this way, by its very objective, peacemaking crïrninology may 

be called a revitalization m m n t  m i n  uirninology. 

Native Soin'tualitv in Criminal Jusbice as RevitaIization 

Like peacemaking in dminology which seeks to revitalize peace, non-violence and 

spirituality, the Native justice initiative represents a revitalization of traditional Native 

understandings of sacredms, harmony and healing within conventional criminal justice. As in 

the previous discussion, the evohtion of the Native justice initiative is explored through the 
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concept of revitalization and its associateci stages. As Wallace observed, the description of 

revitalization may be extended to a movement in witich only the intention of cultural revitalization 

is present and does not depend on how rnany of üte processual stages have been passed 

through. Because the Native justice initiative is a relatively new addition to criminal justice in 

Canada. it has not experienced a full pmcess of revitalization. Its intention to create a more 

culturally sensitive and meaningful process of justice for Native people in conflict with Canadian 

criminal law is therefore relied upon to establisti it as revitalization. 

For Native people in North America the first stage, the steady state, may be likened 

to the time preceding the arriva1 of Europeans to Great Turtle Island and when Native traditions 

solely guided social and cultural structures and institutions. Whether this was a true state of 

steadiness or instability is immaterial as the traditional Native mazeway was present and intact 

upon contact, indicating that it was suitable for accommodating to situations of stress within 

traditional life. Native societies were not in disorganiration upon contact In contrast, they were 

highly functional and complex tribal societies (Paul, 1992). The second and third stages of the 

revitalization process, the periods of increased individual stress and cultural distortion, are 

attributed to vanous factors, arnong which are: "military defeat; political subordination; extreme 

pressure towards acculturation resulting in intemal cultural conflict; economic distress; 

epidemics" (Wallace, 1956: 269). 

Given that the initial basis for the notion of revitalization movements was an analysis 

of the Handsorne Lake Code and its revitalization of Native culture during the early 19th century, 

the association between stress levels caused by the mnquest of North Arnerica and the 

revitalization of the Native way of Iife is already indicated. The Native justice initiative which is 

based in the traditional Native way of Iife shares the same history of the Handsome Lake Code, 

which in turn shares the same legacy of domination and suppression within which Native people 

in North Amet-ica continue to be central figures. Chapter three has afready touched upon this 

issue and it need not be discussed further. It is sufficient to note here that the experience of 



violence and suppression for Native people has inereased the stress levels among individuals 

and nations and has led to the deterioration of their traditional way of Iife. Statistics from the 

1991 Aboriginal People's Survey have captured the implications of such a deterioration noting 

that: 31 percent of self-identified Aboriginal people have a ehmnic health problem; 65 percent of 

Aboriginal people living off reserves have never spoken an Aboriginal language; and 62 percent 

of Aboriginal people living on reserves cannot speak an Abonginal language well enough to 

cany on a conversation (Minister of Industry, Scienœ and Technology, 1993). As Wallace 

proposed. this cultural deterioration can "lead to the death of the society" (9958: 270). The near- 

death of Native society may have ôeen directly orchestrated thmugh the sekure of lands, the 

outlawing of Aboriginal languages and spiritual practices and forced assimilation in residential 

schools, or indirectly through poverty, poor health Gare and over incarceration. 

More specifically, the relationship between the Canadian criminal justice system and 

Native people must also be placed within the greater cantext of individual stress and cultural 

distortion since it is in these experiences that Native people in confiict with the law share. The 

previously mentioned overincarceration of Native people is an observable symptom of the 

mainstream discrimination, indifference, and apathy towards the traditional Native way of Iife. 

However within the realm of aiminal justice, the Native justice initiative represents the 

beginnings of Wallace's fourth process stage, the period of revitalization witti its six tasks of 

mazeway reformulation, communication, organization, adaptation, cultural transformation and 

routinization. Through the various justice initiatives discussed in the previous chapter, the 

traditional Native way of life is upheld as an essential strategy to counter the ineffectiveness of 

the conventional structure of justice for Native people. Although the ultimate solution of 

seff-govemment may not be at hand, such programs have revitalized the traditional spiritual path 

of Native people and show promise in dernonstrating the potential, strength and healing power of 

such traditions for Native people within the cantext of criminal justice. Any concerns over the 

effectiveness of such programs must be borne with an appreciation for the Native understanding 
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that success is progress and that as long as progress is ocarrring, success is unavoidable. 

Whether this revitalization of Native Spirituality in the criminal justice system is occum'ng as a 

small part of a greater revitalization of Native tradition in society at large is uncertain. 

Regardless of its size, its origins. and its success in ternis of conventional masures, Native 

justice initiatives represent a revitalization movement within Canadian criminal justice. Given 

their mission to make the experience of criminal justice more meaningful for Native people in 

wnflict with the law, these initiatives are a clear response to dissatisfaction within the 

wnventional structure of criminal justice and thus represent a "deliberate, organized, conscious 

effon by members of society to construct a more satisfying culture" (Wallace, 1956: 265). 

As Wallace has proposeci, inherent in the concept of the revitaliration movement is 

the view of the social world as an organism. This view wnceptualizes society as the sum of 

interconnected and interdependent parts with each functioning in a manner which could 

contribute or endangsr the overall Miciency, health and maintenance of the social body. Such 

an organic understanding of society may also be a spiritual understanding which holds that al1 of 

creation is interconnected and that each part must nurture and be nurtured in order to maintain 

peace and harmony. The health of the sacial body requires wre and service which is camed 

out in loving compassion between al1 parts of creation. The spiritual foundations of both 

peacemaking criminology and Native justice initiatives share in this view of the closeness and 

interconnectedness of al1 of existence. The understanding that human beings are diarged with 

certain duties towards each other and the rest of creation is found within the central teactiings of 

Hinduism. Buddhism, and Christianity. Native Spiritual belief is also based on this organic view 

of al1 of existence. The sacred Mik' maq Medicine Wheel is an illustration of the 

interdependence benNeen the forms of being, human, animal, plant and mineral, and their 

environment. To explore the common spiritual foundations of peacemaking crÏminofogy and 



Native justice initiatives is to explore the belief that human Iife is a gift from the Creator which is 

to be used in a manner which benefits al1 of eafihly existence. It is a responsibility which is 

based on Our ability to reaçwi, to feel, and to be inspired by the Creator. The communion of 

peacemaking cn-minology and Native justice initiatives within the realm of spirituality ocuirç 

through two understandings: first, that duality or multiplicity is a limited view white reality is 

understood as oneness; and secand, that spirituality requires action. The remainder of this 

chapter is therefore devoted to an exploration of these two understandings. 

The view of Dualitv or MuIllr,Ikitv 1s Lintitina and ReaIitv is Oneness 

Krishna told Arjuna, "As the mighty wind, moving every where, rests always in space, 

even so, know you, aIl beings rest in me" (Chinrnayananda ,1982b: 14). The Buddha stated, 

"When one sees by insight that ail things are seMess, then one wearies of misery" (Cleary, 1995: 

go), and Jesus told his disciplines "1 am the vine, you are the branches" (Testament of John 

155). The notion that al1 of existence stems from the same vital energy or divine force is a 

fundamental understanding of peacemaking criminology. In this source of Truth, al1 of 

existence is bound together in mystery. Such an idea dismisses the artificial distinctions and 

divisions between individuals whict~ result in separation, duality and the potential for violence 

because of Our amman ignorance of the mystery. This notion of duality as limiting is an 

essential element in peacemaking for without it, segregation and alienation continue to exist 

between individuals and peaœ is n a  possible. As Quinney observed, 

Were there cornpiete perfedion and unity, there would be no suffering. Suffering has 

risen out of disunity and separation from the embracing totality, and it c m  be ended only 

with the retum of al1 sentient beings to a condition of wholeness. We have fallen from 

the gram of wholeness into a separation from one another and from the ground of al1 

being, a separatim that is açsured by craving and grasping selves. by selves that are 

really an illusion (1 991 : 9). 



fhe fall h m  the gram of wholeness is a sort of forgetfulness of the human spirit According ta 

the Dhammaoada, the spirit is so preocaipied by the pains and the pleasures of material 

existence upon entry into the world through birth that its perfect reality is forgottm. This 

preocarpation with material existence is seen as a craving which ensures spiritual deatti. The 

advice to wunter it is to "Uproot craving entirely, as the seeker of a fragrant mot digs out the 

grass above" (Cleary, 1995: 108). Within peacemaking criminology, the need to awalran î b  

sentient being from the illusion of imperfection and separation is a spiritual joumey. It requires 

that the crïminologist maintain a closeness to the conœms of crime and develop a "healing 

mind" which treads with the k n o w l q  of self-reflection and awareness (Quirtney, 1991 ), and 

which leads to the understanding that ultimately there is no diierenœ between the criminologist 

and the criminal, the police and offender, and the guard and the inmate . Wrth the cultivation of 

such an understanding, attitude, and professional foundation, the rasearcher becornes an agent 

of peace or a peacemaker within criminology. By being a pacemaker, the criminolagist may 

contribute to the ending of suffering for those within the realm of miminal justice and thus ernbark 

on a personal joumey towards freedom and seW-realization. 

The illusion of separation and distinction is alsa indicated by the understandings of 

the Native Spirituality Hlhich  vie^ al1 of existence as inextricably bound and connedecl within the 

mystery of creation. Just as peacemaking is premised upon the illusion of duality, ale 

philosophical assertions of the Native Spirituality red upon the spiritual alliance of creaüon 

through the Creator. The Medicine Wheel is a symbol of the understanding that al1 of creation, 

humans, animals, plants, minerais, and the natural mxld are conjoined in Vie cycle of birth, 

growth. and physical deaîtt. In aeating the natural world, the Creator provided each mation 

with a perfect and indestructible spirit which contains the perfect wisdom by which peaœ and 

harmony may be aeated and maintained in the world and thus in the universe. With the birth of 

the human and growth in the Natural world, constant Gare must be given to prevent the spirit from 
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forgetting the Creator's great plan of peace and harmony for the Natural world, if the spirit is 

not nurtured and cared for in a naturd way, it may be easily swayed by the degradation which 

has befallen the once perfect world and thus forsake its duty of creating happiness. health and 

peace for brothers and sisien in creation. When the spirit forgets, the mind, body and heart of 

the being are pained and fall ill. The being must be restored to health by taking the healing 

medicine provided by the Elders, the pure people, the community, the family. and the sacred 

animal, plant, and minefal beings through which the Creator may bestow the gift of health. In a 

state of health, the human k i n g  will becorne a healer and a source of nurturing for creation. In 

this way. human beings are able ta fit into the Creator's great plan of peace by fulfilling their 

humanity. In Native Spirituality, duality as a concept gives way to the unifying understanding of 

perfect oneness, in which each spirit shares a responsibility for furthering health, harmony and 

peace. 

When a sentient k ing  understands the illusion of existence and calms those desires 

which fulfil materialism, egoism, seMnterest, and obscure the tmth of the spirit within, a 

sensitivity is cultivated for the suffsn'ng of othen. This understanding is the pulling of the heart, 

an empathy, and a cal1 to action which l ads  individuals to fuml their humanity by taking an 

active role in ending the suffering of others. As Quinney explains, "In being witnesses to the 

concrete reality, and in attempting to heal the separation between ourselves and tue being (the 

ground of al1 existence), we neœssafïly sde r  with al1 others. But now we are fully mare of the 

suffering and realize h m  it mn be elirninated- With awareness and compassion, we are ready 

to ad" (1 991, pg. 10). 

The second spirituai conjuncture of Peaœmaking criminology and Native Justice 

initiatives is that the creation of peace, harmony and love is a joyf'ul obligation of human 

existence. It is at this conjuncture with "awareness and compassion" that Hinduism, Buddhism, 

Christianity and Native Spirituality emphasize the importance of action in the achievernent of 

such human obligations. 



S~r'riualiîv Re~uiies Action 

With the understanding that duality is not reality and that the true nature of existence 

is oneness, it follows that steps to nurture, heal and advance oneseif must also include steps to 

nurture, heal and advanœ a l  of creation. Such steps must necessarily be built upon the 

foundations of peace, hannony and love and are therefore targeted on the elimination or the 

reduction of suffering wherever it exists. Martin Luther King Jr. viewed actions taken to create 

peace as a combination of 'We toughness of the serpent with the softness of the dove, the tough 

mind and the tender heart" (1963: 2). This is the teaching of Jesus who counsels, "love your 

enemies, bless those who curse you, do good to those who hate you and pray for those who 

spitefully use you and persede you" (Testament of Matthew 544) and of the Buddha who 

offered, "Overwme anger by nonanger, overcome evil by gooâ, Overwme the miser by giving, 

overwme the Iiar by truth (Cleary, 1995: 77 ) .  lndeed the mole of the Bhaaavad Gita is a 

statement on the importanœ of truth, justice, and right action even at the cost of one's worldly 

attachments. The beginning of the scripture finds Arjuna unable to fight the kinsmen who had 

wranged him, The divine lesson which Krishna imparts to Arjuna reveals the importance of 

actions done in favour of a greater purpose and moral ideal. 

Mahatma Gandhi has noted that his conception of Satyagraha emerged from this 

conversation between Krishna and Arjuna and rested on the notion that actions in the favour of 

Truth and moral ideals are required of those who are spiritually indined. As he has stated, "No 

man could be actively non-violent and not n'se against social injustice no matter where it 

occurred" (Estey and Hunter, 1971 : 85). For Gandhi, the method of Satyagraha epitomized the 

synthesis of non-violence and direct social action, two concepts which upon first assessment 

appear to be mutually exclusive. Actions in favour of social change are prernised upon 

dissatisfaction with the current state of social I fe  and with the overarching structure which 
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supports the status quo. Dissatisfaction and Vie feelings it promates. mistrust, dislike and 

eventually hate, are subtle forms of violence which are directed toward an opposing Party. In 

wntrast to passive resistance which implies a certain level of harassrnent of the opponent, 

Satyagraha views dissatisfaction with the social structure as a spiritual hunger for Truth which is 

not being satisfied. The motivation of the satyagrahi is not to shame, violate or embarrass what 

rnay be catled the opponent, but to see Ehat Truth prevail and with it, social justice and 

satisfaction- 

Gandhi proposed that the three requirements of a satyagrahi are that the satyagrahi 

should not have any hate for the opponent; that the issue for which Satyagraha is being used is 

true and substantial; and that the satyagrahi must be prepared to suffer until the end for the 

cause (Narayan, 1968: V4, 86). The emphasis which Gandhi has placed upon self-sacrifice in 

the pursuit of TnrVi and love is based on the spiritual understanding of oneness which precludes 

violence against other beings and which requires that human beings rnust take actions to end 

suffering and promote hamony if they are to fulfil their hurnanity. 

In much the same way. the Hau de no sau nee, the traditional Six Nations Council at 

Onondaga, in their 1977 addreçs to the Western world at Geneva, proposed that being a 

spiritual person requires action and that "spiritual consciousness is the highest form of political 

consciousness" (Akwesasne Notes, 1978: 3). Such a view, as the address indicates. is based 

in the understanding that the original instructions of the Creator contained a message of healing 

and nurturing for al1 of creation to follow. 

In the beginning, we were told that human beings who walk about on the Earth have 

been provided with al1 the things necessary for life. We were instnrcted to cary a love 

for one another. and to show a great resped for al1 the beings of this Earth. We are 

show that Our Iife exists with the tree Ife, that out well being depends on the well-being 

of the Vegetable rie, that we are close relatives of the four-legged beings. In our ways, 

spiritual consciousness is the highest fom of politics (Akwesasne Notes, 1978: 3). 



For Native people living in a Vaditional way, healing and nurturing the circle of life and all that it 

contains is a sacred duty for every being. This sacred duty is so central to spiritual 

understanding that living in the Naturai Way requires ülat one care for everything in the natural 

world, land, water, the air, and al1 beings. Social and political issues are an extension of the 

Natural world and are therefore attended ta with the reverence of a spiritual task Wthin the 

modem context. such an understanding is illustrated by political groups and organizations such 

as The Arneriwn lndian Mwement (A1.M) which is viewed by its members as 'Yirst, a spiritual 

movement, a religious re-birth, and then the re-birth of dignity and pride in a people" (American 

lndian Movement, 1993), or the Assembly of Fint Nations (MN) in Canada whose mix of politics 

and spirituality encourages the peaceful resolution of the social issues conœming Native people 

in Canada. Ovide Mercredi, the National Chief of the Assembly received the 1993 Thakore 

Foundation Award from India for exernplifying the spirit of Gandhian non-violence in his work 

Mercredi's personal Iife-long fascination with Gandhi began when he was a child and he 

discovered a Life magazine article about Gandhi's life and death. With the violent standoffs at 

Gustafsen Lake and lppemash in the summer of 1995, Mercredi was prompted to visit India in 

an attempt to understand Gandhi and the use of Satyagraha as a politiml strategy. As he 

stated, 'Up until naw, al1 lndian leaders, induding myself, have not used civil disotiedience to 

get govemment to pay attention ta the needs of our people* (Campbell, 1996: D5). Mercredi's 

curent undertaking is to hold a conference in Canada which will combine Gandhian methods for 

political resistance witb the non-violent teachings of Native Elders to counter such instances of 

violent standoffs which occur tietween Native protesters and the Canadian government every 

summer (Aubry, 996; Campbell, 1996). 

The Native spiritual cornmitment to social action is illustrated by the Iife's work of M 

Solomon, a Nishnawbe Elder whose tireless political activities in prisons. organizations and 

other spheres of social Iife ernbody the meaning of the Hau de nau sau nee message that 



spiritual awareness confers political consciousness. A gifted ariist and craftsman, Art 

Solomon began his joumey to justice br Native people by helping to forge a market through 

which Native craffspeople muid seIl their pieces to Canadian buyers. With the rise of militant 

responses to the Native cause in the US. and Canada airough groups such as the American 

lndian Movernent in the 1960's, Solomon took an adive role in seeking the revival of Native 

tradition and Spirituality. He staRed taking his message d cultural revival and regeneration into 

the university in 1969 with the mation of a Native studies department at Laurentian University 

and then into the prison through arrangements between the university and federal and provincial 

institutions. This arrangement in which Solomon regularfy provided traditional spiritual 

counselling to Native inmates gradually evolved into a prison program specifically for the needs 

of Native people in prison. As his adivism continued, ArtSolornon struggled to bring traditionat 

spiritual ceremonies to those who needed them inside prison. His personal cornmitment to 

prisoners hastened the creation and rise of the Native Brottierhoods and Native Sisterhoods, 

organizations of Native inmates in Canada, and promoted the revitalization of the Native way of 

life both inside and outside of criminal justice (Solomon, 1990). 

Responding to aie question of Mat the American Indian Mavernent (&LM) stands 

for, M Solornon wrote, 

A1.M. is truth, it is the stark naked tNth of young and old Native people wha are willing 

to die for what they believe in, and what they believe in is the dignity and worth of al1 the 

living things that the Creator ha$ made; they believe that one human Iife is wrVi more 

that al1 the money that can be piled together in one place on the earth..,..Al.M. is truth 

and our only m p o n  r5 tnrtn, truth and the sacred pipe, the sâc~ed cemmonies brought 

to our old ones frm the spirit world (1990: 60). 

For Elders such as Art Solomon and organizations Iike A.I.M. and the AFN, the simple goal is the 

uncavering of TnNi. This joumey towards Truth is a spiritual joumey and a sacred duty. It is the 



upholding of the simple spiritual understanding of oneness, not just thmugh articulation but 

through action. Like Gandhi who stmggled to make the British occupying India see the tnith of 

their actions, so are Native leaders, Elden and organizations stmggling to make Westem 

govemments see the painful reality of Native people in society. In this way, the beginning of the 

healing process for Native people and for society lies in the confrontation of truth. 

This chapter sought to present Peacemaking criminology and Native justice 

initiatives as active movements for social change which are premised upon the failure of 

wnventional criminological understandings and applications to adequately address social 

injustices wherever they exist In contrast to conventional positivistic, rational, intellectual, and 

legat techniques for approaching social injustice or problem behaviours which threaten the social 

frarnework and in wntrast to aitical (marxist and feminist) approaches as wetl, both 

peacemaking criminology and Native justice initiatives have a spiritual understanding of the 

world which clearly sets them apart. Such understandings are essentially non-western and 

frequently clash with modem thought on the basis of their inadequacy in the realm of certainty 

and venfiability. As Quinney (1984) proposed, western concepts of and its control have 

been fonulated by specific understandings, most notably materialistic science. These 

understandings 'not only refiect a partiarlar kind of existence but they pmmote and reinforce 

that existence" (Quinney, 1 9 8 4 ~  3). Therefore, any challenges to such fundamental 

understandings may be viewed as a threat to the existence whidi they uphold and are dismissed 

in favaur of the more familiar or wnventional. The challenge which peacernaking crirninology 

and Native justice initiatives issue to modem thought in criminal justice is the spiritual 

understanding of oneness and the need for its identification and presenration to thus guard 

against division and the resulting social injustice, a concept which defies scientific analysis. 

Witti such an understanding, peaœ is possible and the role which each being has in its creation 

and maintenance is crucial. As Quinney wrote, 

without inner peace in each of us, without peace of mind and heart, there can be no 
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social peaw between people and no peaœ in societies, nations, and in the world. To be 

explicitly engaged in this process, of bringing about peace on al1 levels, of joining of 

ends and means, is to be engaged in peacemaking (1 991 : 10). 

It is in this rnost simple aspect that peacemaking criminology and Native justice initiatives 

conjoin. Through peaceful understanding, thought, theory, and actions, both seek to replace the 

frenzied and seemingly escalating violence of the modem world with a downward spiral to 

calmness. Truth and reality. If the goal of humanity is peace, Peacemaking cn'minology and 

Native justice initiatives offer a tnre joining together of ends and means. 



CONCLUSION 

THE PEACEMAKING POTENTlAL OF NATIVE JUSTICE 
IN ITlATlVES 

What have sociohgy or îhe social sciences to do with fhe sciences of the spirit or 
the inquiry hfo tlre human spirft? No society cari ffnd its fuCnIment, no social 
ideal can f ~ c t w ,  wiîhout the bhssomr'ng of ihe spifi of men, 

Sn' Sam Sai Baba 

This thesis has explored the origins and the spiritual foundations of peacemaking 

criminology and Native justice initiatives. Both are revitalization movements in response to what 

is perceived as social injustice within criminology as a discourse and criminal justice as an 

application. For peacemaking crïmimlogy. the violence, dehumanization and neglect which is 

may be afforded to the accuseci, the sentenceci and the victims of crime are a cause for great 

concem. Despite harsher sentences, advances in correctional technology, and expanding 

criminal justice budgets, problems of crime and injustice remain unsolved and crïminologists and 

criminal justice practitioners have done little to stem the fear and suffering that people may 

experience as a consequence of and its control. The peacemaking ~~minologist proposes 

that a solution to such a seemingly hopetess situation lies in a joining together of ends and 

means in which peace can only be achieved througti peace. This reflects the simple wisdom of 

Gandhi and the core teachings of Hinduisrn, Bddhism and Christianity that reducing suffering 

will lead ta the end of suffering. Like a raging fire whose source of fuel is cut off, it eventually 

bums itself out. However, the media, politicians, special interest groups and the general public 

continue to add fuel to the fire through expressions of anger and fear when it relates to issues of 

crime and criminals. The belief that punishment makes society safer is thus elevated to the 

status of reality and the disjuncture continues. 

Native justice initiatives represent an attempt to bridge this disjuncture between ends 



and means by reducing the suffering which Native people may experience within Canadian 

criminal justice. These pmgrarns and alternatives to contemporary justice do so through their 

healing correctional approadr. In contrast to the often punitive nature of the criminal justice 

system which is heavily dependent upon the prison as a tool with which justice rnay be achieved, 

Native justice initiatives seek to heal or rehabilitate the offender within the context of community 

and spiritual awareness or as in the case of the Healing Ladge, to simply humanire long prison 

sentences. For Native people in conflict with the Canadian criminal faw, such initiatives 

acknowledge that probtem behaviour is related to the overalf experience of the dynamic of the 

oppression of Native people through violence, racism, cultural suppression and distortion, and 

approaches to resist this oppression which are selfdefeating. Confiict with the l m  alcohol, 

drug, sexual or physical abuse and suicide are selfdMeating forms of resistance to this 

oppression and the suffering of Native people within dominant culture. Such conflicts should 

therefore be addressed through acknowiedgment, consideration, and healing. To this end, 

traditional Native spirituality, as it is present within these initiatives, offers both a phif osophical 

and a practical strategy for dealing with such issues by encouraging healing approaches instead 

of punitive ones, By enmuraging wellness and healing, traditional spirituality creates 

self-esteern and self-understanding within those in conflict with the law and thus allows the 

process of rehabilitation to be personally-directed and thefefore meaningful. 

In this way ttirough a focus on healing rather than punishment, the Native justice 

initiative approaches what rnay be called peacemaking in cfiminology and criminal justice. This 

peacernaking is important to observe for two reasans: firçt, in the presentation of justice 

initiatives that are foundeâ in healing, nonviolence, and the restoration of harmony, peacemaking 

in criminology is shown to be a viable criminal justice strategy and moves from the realm of the 

theoreticai into the practical; second, that Native justice initiatives, which are increasingly 

appearing in the correctional sœne, may be brought into the discourse of criminology with a 

clear indication of what they seek to do, namely create peace and social justice for both Native 



people within criminal justice and for the greater Society. As the wisdom of the Elders tells us, 

the healing of one small part of aeation is the beginning of Vie healing of al1 ueation. Such 

initiatives by striving for social justice and peaœ are therefore healing for al1 humanity. 

The peacemaking potential of Native justice initiatives is closely linked with their 

abiW to effectively administer meaningful justice for Native people. In sueh an endeavour, 

peacemaking is lost if such initiatives are taken to be the final solutions or answen for injustice. 

In contrast, they should be regarded only as a creative pause in the search for peaceful 

alternatives in criminal justice. Peacemaking criminology and Native Justice Initiatives do not 

represent a panacea for al1 that ails the aiminal justice system in Canada. lndeed their vision of 

a criminal justice process which is more responsive to individual needs directly clashes with the 

notion of equal justice for al1 which underfies the aivent proces. In addition to this, there are 

also a nurnber of problerns, implications and unanswered questions surrounding these additions 

and alternatives to the criminal process which future research into this area must address before 

the current criminal process may be expected to ernbrace peaœmaking strategies. The greatest 

of these challenges rnay be the obvious diiwlties in evaluating Peacemaking along the lines of 

conventional analysis. For both Peacemaking and Native Justice Initiatives, there is the 

understanding that we are dealing with issues of 'goodness" which would seem to transcend any 

current form of criminological cost and benefit analysis. Perhaps what is needed in order to 

approach the theories and initiatives presented in this wrk is a new measurement or at the 

least a new understanding of what constitutes 'success' within the realrn of crirninological 

inquiry. 

This work does not pretend to be a concrete evaluation of the success, failure, 

peacemaking, or war-making potential of Native justice initiatives, but proposes that in origin, in 

philosophy and in practiœ such initiatives are a clear choice of paaœ over war, non-violence 

over violence, healing over punishment and service over sunering. In these aspects, Native 

justice initiatives converge with peacemaking mïrninology by sharing the understanding of 
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Richard Quinney who proposeci that ffl*me is charactenzed by sufiering, and that crime can 

eventually be ended through loving and cornpassimate service which affects that suffering. This 

work is an observation of that relationship. 



GLOSSARY 

Ahimsa 

Arjuna 

Avatar 

Buddha 

Buddhi 

Crime 

Creator 

Circle of L i e  

Dalai Lama 

Elder 

Non-violence; a positive state of love, of doing good even to the evil doer; the 
greatest charity, largest love, greatest chanty (Gandhi in Narayan, 1968: V6, 
154). 

A hero of the Mahabharafa ( a famous Hindu epic) and the friend of Knshna. 

An incarnation of Gad upon the earth to re-establish a spiritual way of life and to 
usher in a spiritual revolutian. 

From the Sanknt word buddh;; one who has achieved wisdom; the enlightened 
one: Name given to Siddhartha, the Hindu prince who left his father's kingdom 
to seek libration from suffering for hirnself and al1 of existence through the 
transcending of the mind, body and ego. 

The intelled, intelligence or dixn'minating faculty. 

Political, social or economic injustice; an act which violates human rights and 
needs; a social constnict which varies through culture and time. 

The Great Spirit; The Divine Power which created the universe and al1 that it 
contains; The Supreme Being; The Great Energy from which al1 beings have 
origin; Gad. 

The Medmne WheeL 

The spiritual leader of Tibetan Buddhism. 

The spiritual leader of a Native mmunity; An individual who through self 
sacrifice, seif-purification and cornmitment to the traditional Native way of Iife 
and spirituaMy, has demonstrated ttie qualities of carïng, shanng, and honesty 
and has come to be known by the respected title of Elder from the people whom 
he or she serves. 

Eight Fold Path The Buddhist spiritual path which leads ta the end of suffering; This path has 
eight points of condud; right views, right intention, nght mindfulness, fight 
speech, right condud, right Iivelihood, right effort, right mindfulness and right 
concentration. 

Four , Noble Ttuths Four understandings upon which Buddhism is based: 11 The truth of suffering, 
birth, decay, disease, death, union with the unpleasant, separation from the 
pleasant, and not obtaining mat one wishes; 21 The truth that suffering 
originates in a aaving for sensual delights, lust, for existence or for 
non-existence; 3/ The iwth that çuffefïng ceases with the cessation of 
desire, with detachment; and 4/ The truth that the Eight Fold Path leads to the 
cessation of suffering. 

Gteat Spirit The Creator of existence 



GLOSSARY 

Healing 

Justice Initiative 

Karma 

Krishna 

Mahatma 

Mazeway 

Medicine 

Medicine Man 
or Wornan 

Medicine Wheel 

Middle Path 

Native 

Native Spirihiality 

The Natural Way 

Niwana 

A restoration of health and harmony in the mind. body and spirit 

Any addition, alternative or option within the conventional criminal justice system 
which in a spirit of creativity and innovation seeks to revitalize conventional 
notions of justice by the judicial proc8ss more meaninghil for participants. 

Action: the law that governs al1 action and its inevitable consequences for the 
individual perfanning it; cause and eff8Ct; a moral compensation for acts done in 
the past 

An Avatar; Name meaning " He who draws you to him by rneans of the joy that 
he irnparts". 

A great soul. 

A personal mental image which is a view of nature, society, culture, personality; 
A personal understanding or conceptualization of existence. 

Within a Native cantext, any objed, action, behaviout or experience wbich is 
healing to the mind, body and spirit of an individual and which promotes health 
and wellness in a spiritual sense; mat Mich purifies and deanses 

An individual who has a sacred understanding of Medïüne and selflessly uses it 
in a manner which is to the benefit of those that neeâ it. 

A Native spiritual representation of the interconnectedness of earthly existence, 
humans, animais, plants and minerais, seasons of nature of human Iife; The 
C i i  of LI&- 

The Buddhist belief that success in spiritual Me, reaching ~e~reallizaafron or 
nirvana can only be achieved thmugh a path of moderation or balance in 
thought, word or deed- 

Used to describe the original inhabitants of North America or the First Nations 
Peoples* 

The sacredness of spiritual understandings of the Native people which 
encompass philosophical understanding, amplex ritual and ceremony; A way 
of lïfe which lives in a close and sacred communion with the earth and nature; 
The Nafural Way. 

Living in a natural way, the way the Creator originally instructed humans to 
Iive; living in a close association w i ü ~  nature and The Native Way of lm; 
Nath spirituality- 

SeF-malkation; biiss; union with the source of existence. 



GLOSSARY 

Pipe Carrier 

Pure People 

Reincarnation 

Sacred Pipe 

Self malization 

The identification of al1 that exists on the material plane as One, or as being 
pervaded with the same spiritual principfe (the soul, awisciousness, etc); 
the unity of existence; interconnectedness. 

One who cares for the S a d  n'pe and peHoms ïts œremony for oiose 
who need it 

Those individuals who possess a purity of character, an egolessness, 
seifiessness and (nitMulness which allows them to possess spiritual wisdom 
and thus serve as the Creator's instrument in order to benefit ottiers. 

T m  used by AFC Wallaœ (1956: 265) to d-be a genetic culture change 
process; a deliberate, organized and consdous Mort by members of society to 
anstnict a more saüSrying culture; the terni encompasses more specific 
mvementç such as social movements, refonn movements, or religious 
movernents. 

The transmigration of the sou1 upon physical death to a new body where 
the evolution of the swl  to higher caisciousness and sefl-realfzabbn may 
o~ntinue through additional Ifetirnes, experiences and opportunities for spiritual 
growth. 

A two-part pipe (bowl and stem) Wich was given to the Native people by the 
Creator to help mate peace and harmony in relations. It setves as a s a c d  
instrument thrwgh which pfayers from people on the Earth may reach the 
Creator. When the pipe is lit with sacred tobacco and &red to the Creator, the 
tising smdre cames the prayers of those participating in œremony to the 
Creator- The pipe is wted for by a pipe carrier who proteds it fr#n negativity 
and iceeps it sacreci in a natural way- 

Truth (satya) through firmness (graha); Holding on to truth; Truth force; Love 
force; Soul force (Gandhi in Narayan, 196û: V6.169) Name given to Mahatma 
Gandhi's non-violent pmgram br social justice which was used to advance the 
liberty of the lndian people from the British Empire dunng the early part of the 
presentœntury; Apmgram forsocial transfomation which relies on 
non-violence and seff-suflering to achieve justice. 

The realuation that the self or the individual sou1 is adually the One; 
Real'üation of aie interconnededness between existence where the self, in 
detadied and pe-l Miss, rnakes no distinction between its physical, 
intelledual and spintual form and mat of others. 

Wiaiin Native spitituality, a sacred œmmony for purifying the body, mind and 
spirit by emraging the transcendence of the physical aspects uf existence 
thmugh extreme heat, intense prayer and communion wîth the Earth whose 
womb the SweatLodae renresents. 



GLOSSARY 

Smudging 

Sufiering 

Tobacco 

Tnrth 

Vedas 

A SHWB~-smelling b f b  similar to common gras and wtiich is bumed to pur@ 
and protect against negativity. The sugary smoke produced wben it is bumed is 
believed to dispel negative spirits. It is commonly braided and lit on one end to 
produce smoke in Native ceremony and ntual. 

To purify oneself, another individual, a place or an object through the buming of 
swetgrass or tobacco; Asking the Creator for blessing and protection. 

In Buddhist tradition, birth, death, decay, disease, union with the unpleasant, 
separation from the pleasant and not obtaining what one wishes; Tension, 
anxiety, physical or mental pain. 

Untreated and natural tobacco which is not used for personal pleasure but 
is burned in ceremony as an offering ta the Creator. It is also offered to honour 
the Eïders for the wiçdom and guidance which they provide through their words 
and actions. if seeking the help of an Uder or a MeoWne Man or Woman, 
tobacco is to be Memd in exchange for the wisdorn and healing which they 
impart in the belief that with the offering, the health and knowledge which they 
may bestow wilf becorne engrained in one's understanding. 

Reality; mat which ends mystery; Knowing; Perfection; Bliss; The most 
important name of God (Gandhi in Narayan, 1968, V4: 214) 

The most sacred saïptures of the Hindu religion, regarded as revelations to four 
great seers; scriptures not of divine origin; There are four Vedas: The Rig Veda, 
The Yajur Veda, The Sama Veda, and the Aîhava Veda. 
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Throughout this work referenees will be made to concepts such as Truth, Justice, and 

Oneness, words wtiich are writtten with capital letters to emphasize their use as singular ideals 

or non-dualistic understandings In contrast to scientific approaches which attempt to analyze 

everyday representations of eaRtily matter and existence by measuring diverse and fluctuating 

variables in order to arrive at educated and logical predictions, the spiritual undentandings of 

peacemaking criminology and Native justice initiatives take a certain stance of moral absolutism 

on social issues. This morality is well expressed by Gandhi who wrote that "Tme morality 

wnsists not in following the beaten track, but in finding out the true path for ourselves and in 

fearlessly following it" (Mahatma Gandhi Institute Nonviolence Home Page, 1996). The a r e  

teachings of Hinduism, Buddhism, Christianity, and Native Spirituality refiect ttiis understanding 

by ernphasizing the individual and personal nature of the human spiritual joumey toward the 

source of life, Realization, Peace, the One or the Divine. An active and successful joumey, 

which the above religious understandings view as simple progression in a lifetime, is acheived 

by wnstructing a sacred and p e m l  meaning. Religious organizalion and doctrine aside, 

core values and fundamental spiritual absolutes mu& underlie any spintual journey. Sri Satya 

Sai Baba, a amtemporary East Indian spiritual teacher, proposes that the pflmary motivation for 

this spiritual joumey is a human search for meaning. This searcfi for meaning requires 

seff-analysis, introspection, and an -attempt to answer questions such as 'Who am I ?, 'Where 

did 1 come from?" and 'Where am 1 going Y .  Sai Baba contends that there are fnre core values 

which are natural ta the human conditim and which underlie this search for meaning: Truth, 

Love, Non-violence, Peace and Integrity. In our common inability to know Reality, such 

values as these serve as guiding pflnciples for an earthly existence. As crfminologists, such 

values strengthen and darify professional efforts to contribute to a peaceful and crime-free 
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existence. Criminology is a discipline whi& is conœrned with ttieory and practice mlating to 

diverse and often negative fluctuations in human behaviour. In such a realm of inquiry, the 

need for absolutes is pressing. As Quinney once stated, 'if merers no reality y w  could argue, 

then any reality is legitimate (Goldwyn, 1971: 46). Criminologists must avoid the tendency to 

add more fluctuations, more cmfüsion, and more variables 10 the jumbled mass of human 

suffering and -al inequality wtiich produees crime. To this end, the pursuit of absolutes, 

ideals and goals such as Truth, Love, Non-violence, Peace and lntegrity may represent the most 

effective strategy for approaching the discourse of aiminality and aiminal justice. 




